
Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

parks, golf, ice rinks eliminate magic waters.
Neighborhood parks, bike paths, open rec space
Outdoor/Nature Education and Recreation (Atwood, Lockwood, Nicholas Conservatory) and open 
space/trails

Eliminate land that is not being used, maintain and improve playgrounds and other facilities that 
are already here

Neighborhood parks, rec paths, golf, and SECURITY on paths. Eliminate Magic Waters. Too expensive to operate and high risk of injury. It is falling
apart.

I would reduce the number of golf courses and increase the activities for the children in the 
community. We need to find ways to continue to engage the 13-18 year old teens and look for 
additional ways to meet their recreational needs, not just live at levings or the community 
centers, specific to the African American children. 

Riverview needs to be updated badly. Please keep TR at or above levels. A new rink. The trolley, if it wants to be self-funded, is great but I don’t think it’s needed. Are all 
of the golf courses used that much? Something to think about, too.

The BASICS of recreation.  The park district expanded itself into all leisure time activities.  As hard 
as it is - the park district needs to return to its core mission.  Parks and Recreation, not all leisure 
time activities.

The large-scale facilities needing tax dollars for its use by special interest groups should be paid 
mostly by   user fees from the groups. 

I would like to see the District continue its investment in neighborhoods, children, and families. 
Also, as an avid golfer, I feel fortunate to have access to such great courses and would like to 
continue to see this.

As noted previously, I would like to see the District continue to invest in its neighborhoods, and 
hope to continue to have access to the quality courses we currently have access to. 

My family enjoys the Forest City Queen and we will certainly miss that this season.  The Time to 
Play Playground program is very important as is quality programming for our youth.  I also think 
our therapeutic rec dept is of value.

All of these large sports facilities consume a large amount of the dollars to be spent.  If we are to 
have these facilities, then they must pay for themselves.  

Anna page disc golf!, all references to golf above were for disc golf, it is cheaper and fun for all 
ages and incomes

Youth disc golf programs

neighborhood programs get rid of Elliott Golf course and sell the land
Youth programs, outdoor education, golf,conservatory, open space trails, neighborhood parks 
and playgrounds. 

Forest city queen dos not seem to be an effective use of funds. Get more sponsors for facilities 
like Magic Waters. 

Already do Tough choices ahead!
Pools, parks rec center ice facilities sand park pool None

Magic Waters is a drain on the budget.  While it is fun, I think the funds used to operate and 
maintain that site would be better utilized through the community.

Disc golf courses. Disc golf is a growing sport and Rockford has a great disc golf park at Anna 
Page, but it needs improvements. 

I think the main focus should be on teenagers and children to keep them away from drugs and 
crime.

Sorry, I think Magic Waters is a drain on RPD expenses.   Let's let it go.   I am definitely disappointed to hear that you are adding gaming machines at the golf courses and 
perhaps some of the other facilities.   



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

The swimming pools. A 50 meter pool
Keep our parks!  Also keep the conservatory and Atwood.  The trolley is also a benefit.  These are 
good cultural things that enhance the physical sports part of life.  Obviously keep the sports 
factory center and the ISC on Riverside too, and Sportscore 1.  

Magic Waters needs to go - it is tired and draining the resources from what I'm told.  Golf is also 
slowing down - it might be time to lose a course or two.  Keep the funds where they are used 
and appreciated most.

Trolley and the boat
My priorities here would be to invest in: The Sounds of summer at Sinissippi and Magic Waters. Perhaps the park district is spread too thin. 

keep after school programs, the trolley, the queen, the neighborhood pools and parks reduce the amount of golf courses
Keep golf courses, neighborhood parks, trails, ice houses, Nicholas. Reinvest in golf, isc's, parks 
and free amenities

You are obviously to big, but what to cut? How many directors do you really need? Plus you'll 
have to reduce services. Why is magic Waters still open? 

Music in the park, swimming lessons, dog park/trails, local playground No Bruce Monroe light show, nice but expensive, no snow sculpting, put money to the riverboat 
instead of the trolley

The trolley and Forest City Queen and all riverfront facilities and programs. I would need statistical data to determine cost/benefit of some programs.
Music shell Eliminate magic waters and encourage a new resort water park
Neighborhood pools, forest city boat and the tolley. The fees to Magic Waters - I believe that the day passes are too high. The season pass holders 

should have more benefits other than free admission to other parks - I do not like the meal plan. 
(One major reason why we stop getting MW passes!) 

Ice Facilities, Lockwood, 
Dog Park, pools

Close Magic waters and Sapora,

Sounds of Summer and Your beautiful bike, walking trails. They ate free but promote dollars 
from outside Rockford.

You could eliminate 1 golf course.

Reinvest in playground programming opportunities for children during the summer, not 
necessarily new playground equipment.
Maintain and reinvest in all swimming pools
Maintain and reinvest in the waterpark and golf courses 

Realign or eliminate resources to operate facilities more efficiently (less part-time duringwinter 
months or non peak seasons)
Reinvest into Revenue Generating Programming and Facilities.

Golf courses, online tee times
Adult sport leagues Add more open gyms at the Sports Factory

Add Fitness days where adults could come and do different types of exercises (yoga, Zumba, etc)

Adult yoga in evening



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

I love and have enjoyed many different aspects of what the park district has to offer.  I have been 
very happy with all of the very diverse options we are given.  I personally have a hard time 
naming things to cut just because my family did not use it.  Not every family is going to 
appreciate or have a preference to use the same things.  That doesn't mean that something my 
family doesn't use is not beneficial to the community as a whole. 

Continuing my sentiment from question 13... I do not feel qualified to tell you what to cut, keep, 
change, eliminate or add.  I have always been very happy with the Rockford Park District.  I grew 
up using the parks and the facilities and can now continue to use them with my own family.  
Thank you for all your hard work and especially for opening up to hear everyone else's two cents.  
 I would not want to be the one faced with making such cuts.  I wish you all the best!

Golf, ice rinks, parks Eliminate conservatory, sports factory, magic waters, alpine hills. 
Need more ice, would be nice to see more at Carlson and not have to go all the way to Riverview 
for everything

open space for kids to gather and interact, ice rinks, waterfront...downtown spaces I believe the park district needs to be competitive with industry and business. If places like 
sportscenters, zip-lines, and waterparks cannot sustain mostly on their own, the Park District 
should not support the cost when the overall benefit is higher when the funds are allocated 
elsewhere. Some of these activities are well underpriced in my opinion. for instance, golf is 
cheaper in Rockford than near anywhere else. Some user fees could be raised. Again, if the 
course cannot mostly self sustain, it should be closed. 

UW sports factory and Mercy sports complex Study how much each park/pool is used and invest in those parks and pools
Our parks are the foundation of the community. Maintain beauty and history. Keep after school 
programming to provide not only a safe place but worthwhile activities for youth. 
The Rec path gets a great deal of use by all ages. Maintain. 
Remember programming for families and children, but don’t forget about aging population. 

Does the water park provide the necessary programming for the community. Would funds be 
better allocated elsewhere. It is a lot to maintain for 2 to 3 months. Could property be sold and 
funds used for year round indoor pool adjacent to one of year round complexes or reinvested in 
neighboorhood pools within walking distance of neighborhoods. Would neighborhoods provide 
additional investments in new pools. This needs to be reviewed by the board and advisory 
committee. 

Parks, Sportscores, Youth programs
Neighborhood parks and playgrounds, open space-trails-rec paths, youth programs, 
neighborhood pools and golf

I leave that to the Park District Board of Directors

keep it all The upper management taka a pay cut
Keep the Riverview Ice arena...it's a strong presence in the center of downtown and should 
remain and be refurbished...especially the locker rooms...and I don't just mean another coat of 
paint...figure out a way to enlarge them and provide showers in each...maybe turn the four on 
the one end into two, and build two full locker rooms and showers on the other end.

Improve the Forest City Queen and Trolley experience...I do not think they get the same 
emphasis as other activities...seems to me there's opportunity to draw more attention to both.

Improve all facilities and 
eliminate outdoor walking 
paths.

Allow coolers inside Magic 
Waters.

Less programs and reduced fees Fees structure and transportation 



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

Terrible question...I can’t answer this. Allow for more community based programs at the parks.  Push the community to care (lawn 
maintenance / cleanup) of their own park.  Pay the people in the community for this work.

I would keep and reinvest in the recreational paths including the bike path along the river and 
the different trail systems at Atwood, Anna Page, Lockwood, etc. These paths are versatile in 
their use and benefit more people.

I would eliminate some of the smaller/older parks and playgrounds that aren't being used and 
would cost to update. 

Neighborhood parks need to be kept. Additional programming and reinvestment is needed at 
neighborhood parks. Our neighborhoods are critical. ALL citizens (families, children, pets, 
seniors) need strong neighborhoods and neighborhood parks are the foundation of strong 
neighborhoods. All (e.g. golf, pools, adventure, etc.) other facilities and locations should be 
secondary priorities to our neighborhood parks. 

Additional programming is needed at neighborhood parks - full day summer and non-school 
times, and at additional locations. Facilities to remain should support these neighborhood 
programs (e.g. trips to the soccer complexes and sports factory, golf, etc.). Golf should be 
reduced. Magic Waters should be eliminated. 

Keep all swimming pools open. Add stairs to the swimming pools so anyone can easily get in and out of the pool. It is hard for 
older people to use the pool. Have open swim time and exercise classes for older people. 
Eliminate the trolley and Forest 
City Queen.

Neighborhood parks close/sell magic waters

Forest City Queen Upgrade Carlson Ice Arena. 
Sand park pool. More promotion for outdoor activities and education 
Neighborhood parks Maybe more full time positions to ensure the parks are maintained year round.
Programs/activities/spaces that residents can enjoy with family and increase the quality of life 
for Rockford-area residents. Keep and expand the amazing path system - it is truly a huge asset 
for the community regardless of class/income. Maintain/replace-as-needed playgrounds (also a 
huge asset for those of all income levels).

Support of other organizations without mutual benefit - the RPD has given too much to other 
organizations that don't do much for RPD in return. Would also like to see more investment in 
Loves Park beyond Sportcore/ISC/East Loves Park - sometimes feel like a second-class RPD 
resident with no hanging baskets or investment of Western Loves Park/N 2nd corridor.

Beautiful parks and trails. A balance of amenities that residents can use and visitors will be 
attracted to like the Forest City Queen and the Trolley, Lockwood Park and the Conservatory. I 
think the sports facilities are important to sports tourism but should also be made available to 
local residents.  

I would rather see the elimination of amenities that have declined in use and cannot be 
maintained by the Park District. I would like to see the Riverfront maximized for residents. 

Remote Control Fly Field Close or sell facilities that are not self-sufficient budget wise like Magic Waters, Golf course, SS1 
and/or SS2, etc

Outdoor flying rc field. Awesome for kids and adults to share Like to see after school programs become more  affordable.
Rc flying Close the highest loss parks.
Ice facilities, sports cores, projects that bring in revenue. Enhance facilities being used most, eliminate facilities least used.
golf



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

The flying field.
Neighborhood parks that make nature accessible to all. Eliminate items that serve few but cost all - sell Magic Waters, close one of the golf courses. 

Provide more outdoor recreation opportunities - add summer camps throughout district, 
maintain current neighborhood parks and facilities.

Park playgrounds and programs for youth and teens Close and sell Magic Waters
I would keep the ice skating, tennis and sand park pool. All involvement with any 

community centers and the Y.  Charge a small fee to see festival of lights, the ice show or the 
other shows I. The park.  A dollar per person for current residents.  Two dollars for non residents.

Lessons for children More progras for seniors 
Youth programs across the board of sports - its where your future is.  Its also important to have 
programs 
available to seniors.  Other organizations are available for teens and even youth for some sports, 
but not for
adults and especially seniors.  I wouldn't be enjoying my retirement as much without the RPD's 
classes for
seniors in several sports and the opportunity to play those sports after the classes.

Without knowing the cost of programs and the usage and the benefit of programs, its hard to 
decide.  Sorry, but to me the Nicholas conservatory is a waste. Stop building/allowing specified 
donations for 
programs/buildings and such without funding for operation/maintenance of the program or 
building.

I am an avid user of the flying field on Harrison Road and much appreciate the facility. It would be a shame to eliminate anything. The Park District is a crown jewel of Rockford and we 
dont want to diminish its ability to improve life for all in Rockford.

Programs and fun activities for teenagers. That the RPD would not face a financial deficit on a yearly basis. 
If Magic Waters was kept clean
Golf and UW Health/Sportscore for tourism, programs for those in need (youth, individuals with 
disabilities)
The Harrison Rd flying field.  
Sandpark pool, lockwood park, the ice areanas and outdoor education.  Maintain all trails and 
parks.  Build a third ice areana.  Keep tennis lessons.

Withdraw from community centers.  Give Harkins to the Rockford housing authority.  Charge a 
dollar a  person for all previous free activities.  Withdraw from the Y.  If you feel you must stick 
with the Y and community centers then charge 300 head.  Those kids are able to go see shows 
and wear fancier clothes than my kid.  Level the playing field and help their families learn 
programs cannot be for free.

I guess that depends on what is actually making money. It seems like the Sportscores could be an 
economic driver for the community. My family loves Sapora, but if it’s not making money, prices 
should be raised.

Golf is a dying sport. We can’t keep dumping money into all the golf courses. Close the one that 
is used the least and/or costs the most to maintain.

Parks & outdoor opportunities are the best amenities that I would like to see maintained. Consider re-purposing one of the golf courses. As golf declines in popularity, it may be prudent 
to find other uses for one of the courses.



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?
Eliminate or drastically reduce Senior Citizen programming. There are many other providers of 
these services in the community, and Senior Citizens often have more disposable income to pay 
for this programming compared to other service users.

I would like to see a reinvestment in neighborhood parks and youth programming. I also think 
Nicholas Conservatory is one of the best features of the city.

I would like to see Magic Waters eliminated as a park district facility so that money could be 
redistributed to the neighborhood pools.  

Neighborhood parks are what make our community great. Without them, youth would be out of 
control. 

Eliminate magic waters and maybe a golf course. Stop expanding. Invest in some new 
playgrounds. 

Neighborhood parks Close expensive, underperforming programs like Nicholas Conservatory
neighborhood parks/playgrounds I run a local website that covers family friendly activities and events in the Rockford area. We 

also review playgrounds in the area. 

I would love to see more spaces that promote natural exploration like the Severson Dells 
playground, while also being accessible to children with different abilities(ADA compliant). 
Similar to the playgrounds on this site: http://www.naturalplaygrounds.com/ 

I would also love to see more splash pad/spraygrounds similar to Dody Park in Belvidere, Palmer 
Wading pool in Janesville or the parks in this link: 
https://www.mommynearest.com/edition/chicago/article/10-great-splash-pads-and-
spraygrounds-in-chicago , while remaining ADA compliant.

I believe that many of your neighborhood playgrounds can be revamped to provide many of the 
above. Which will provide a sense of pride for the communities they are in. 

Families are looking for spaces like this and are finding the available facilities lacking. 

Please keep model airplane flying field. It enhances the quality of lives in the area
Disc golf is the fastest growing sport in America and Anna Page Park is one of the top facilities in 
America. People travel from all over the country to play there. Since Rockford already is on the 
disc golf map it might be a good idea to increase the number of locations available. The Rockford 
Disc Golf Club is a group of volunteers who can help make that happen at little or no cost to the 
RPD. Anna Page national ratings here: 
https://discgolfscene.com/courses/Anna_Page_Park/reviews/recent

Convert Elliot golf course into 3 disc golf courses similar to Anna Page (red, blue, and gold level). 
Done correctly it would put Rockford on the Pro Tour map and get national attention. Cost is 
around $25k to do that with many volunteers willing to participate. Also install a red level 
(beginner/novice) disc golf course at Ingersoll Park, cost is very small and it will relieve some of 
the traffic from Anna Page.

Camps, Wednesday kids shows, band shell performances, park programs Hours of pools for open swim and lessons, more open skate, bring baseball (tball, Arc ball) back, 
festival of lights during the week

Flying field and learning programs to help keep kids off the street I don't have enough information to make an informed opinion on this
All of the above. Better parks maintenance and security.



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

Reinvest in Riverview & Carldon to hold tournaments,update playground equipment, keep pools. Add on st Riverview and Carlson. 

lower fees for children's activities
Rock valley fly park Lower fees
Ice rinks Make golf pay for itself totally.
Lockwood and Washington Park Community Center, both are helping youth in our city direct 
their interests to other healthy activities and away from gangs.

More equestrian programs and other facilities like Washington Park and Atwood to show kids 
around here that there are other things in life than the bad cards they may have been dealt. 
More outreach through churches and schools. Use field trips especially at higher risk schools to 
show kids what we have available. offer a few working student positions during the summers for 
kids who may not be able to afford programs. Teach them that hard work can get them where 
they want to go in life. Working on athletic fields, at facilities such as Atwood and Lockwood, 
parks, give them ownership of their neighborhoods and their city. 

I feel the costs to maintain low usage assets such as small parks,tennis courts,running/biking 
paths need to to be reviewed and evaluated. For example plowing the perryville path in the 
winter months is a waste of funds for the limited amount of people using it at that time. Face the 
majority belong to health /fitness clubs. Realize you cant be all things to all people. Focus on 
your core competences.    

Close 1-2 golf courses.  Go outside the district for new ideas and leadership
Great neighborhood parks and trails. I’d stop investing in Magic Waters. Once the Beloit casino opens it will have a massive indoor 

waterpark. I’d also look at any golf courses or locations that don’t at least break even and look to 
consolidate some locations. Riverview Ice House is undersized and needs expanded to offer 
tournaments to draw more visitors and opportunities for additional hockey leagues. I feel the 
current location is too landlocked and a more suitable location should be found. 



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

The Park district should 
keep investing in assets 
that have long-term return
on investment.  What assets 
will still have value or 
return on investment 10
years from now? 

The Park District should 
analyze what services 
Provide the most benefit to
the community that can’t be 
replicated by other organizations. Small increases in fees and a reduction of some programs. The 
Park District has many great assets.  It should continue to market those assests to get more 
paying customers. It should also work with the city to figure out how to increase the number the 
tax base.  What would happen if people intentionally bought homes to take advantage of living in 
the Park District instead of moving to suburban communities to pay less in taxes and get less in 
quality of life services provided by the Park District. 

recreational parks with bike paths and lots of nature scenery Fix potholes in Page Park
Sportscore 1 Soccer fields need work and need to be used better.  Let more clubs use the empty 
fields.  Put lights up for night games 

I would like to see a full accounting of what the Rockford Raptors actually pay to train on the new 
outdoor turf fields(under the lights) and the new Mercy Sportscenter indoor facility. They have 
times and fields locked down with minimal people on it, so no other soccer, softball or baseball 
teams can use it.  It seems like the family ties there are making side deals to benefit the Raptors 
and no one else.  Even when the other teams/sports are paying fees to use the facilities. 

What relationship the RPD has with local independent sports clubs and how to help those 
organizations help to promote the RPD facilities as much as possible without ONLY offering it a 
selected few

Create the opportunity for all soccer clubs to have the advantages in pricing and availability that 
are giving to rental of premier facilities that are currently only heavily favoring ONE club Let’s 
take the blinders off. #FOIA

Parks and recreational trails. Add more bicycle and pedestrian facilities.
Parks, trails and recreation paths, outdoor youth education and activities, indoor sports arenas 
(UW Sports Factory and Mercy Health Sports Score), Nicholas Conservatory, 

I would like to see more bicycle paths and walking trails which could promote a healthier 
community over time.

Neighborhood parks are the biggest asset, accessible to the most people and improving the lives 
of so many.  The District should continue to invest in these properties.  

I generally feel like fees for park district services are surprisingly low.  While I understand the 
desire to keep them accessible, I believe that many would pay more for what is offered.

Neighborhood parks Eliminate some golf courses.  Golfing is significantly down and we have too many courses.  Stop 
building new stuff that then has to be maintained.

Anything that makes money or has a high usage relative to cost to maintain.  Golfing, Magic 
Waters, Ice Rink, Conservatory, Adventure Activities should be making money or at least 
breaking even. If they aren't, then cuts in the program or fees raised. I'm not in business, so I 
don't know.

Reduce work at places that don't get visited as much as others. I don't know how the park district 
works... 
I didn't see ski broncs on this list... I wouldn't miss them, no offense.
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Hiking Trails, the Alpine ropes course and conservatory, & Zip Line facilities are among some of 
my favorite amenities in this region and are key for attracting visitors. Water Parks and 
community-wide events like the snow sculpt, too are important to attracting visitors and creating 
a sense of community.

If you can imagine a scale of amenity condition, ranging from 'abandoned' to 'pristine,' and an 
amenity can not be maintained at a level of 'well,' perhaps it should be closed or eliminated until 
it can be maintained at least at that level.

Keep opportunities & programs for youth & teenagers (swimming, golf, ice rinks, neighborhood 
& adventure parks, etc), museums etc., golf courses & definitely all three dog parks. 

Have been seeing more park police "presence".....please keep this up if possible. 

Reinvest in every facility, park and service that is proving to be "well utilized" by the community.  
Apply a minimal increase in user fees to provide for this investment.  Look to local clubs (running, 
cycling, Boy/Girl Scouts...) to partner on trail maintenance, path signage, play ground clean up...  
Partner with local businesses for underwriting of larger projects.  Also partner with local 
businesses to offer discounted fees to underprivileged families.

RPD provides an amazing array of activities and should only eliminate an activity when the 
community shows lack of interest/support.  It is key to "get ahead" of national trends so Rkfd can 
position itself as a leader.  We can all benefit from attracting outside visitors who will pay 
modest user fees for high value sporting and cultural activities, which has the added benefit of 
promoting the Rockford region in general.

Nicholas conservatory has been a great addition to our park system. The waterpark should not be a drain on our park system. It should be a money maker, or get rind 
of it.

The Trolly and Forest City Queen, and the conservatory. Bring back the trolly.
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Park-based crafts, games, and activities for kids. I loved "Park Board" as a child. I swam at 10th 
Avenue Pool every morning in the summer. We could not afford 25¢ to swim in the afternoon. I 
miss it. Skating classes and open skate!

1. Magic Waters is too expensive. You HAVE to buy a season pass. Without being able to bring a 
cooler we can't afford it. We used to rent the limestone pavilion at Levings for birthdays and 
graduations for $25. Can't afford $100. That wake board thing caused the picnic areas to be 
eliminated from Levings' lower playground. Black, white, & Hispanic families used to have family 
picnics and barbecue there. The tables and grills were yanked out in favor of these white boys 
taking over the lake. We tried for years to get permission for canoeing but non-neighborhood 
people get to take over our lake. What happened to the basketball court? Is the beach gone? 
Priorities are wrong. Shoving minority families to the side to make room for rich white boys is 
just wrong. Also the "Boat House" is full of spider nests that scare the kids...and me. Just and 
aside. I sometimes go to Alpine Pool since there is no pool on the south side any more. I am 61 
years old and cannot scale the ladders anymore. Please put in steps with a handrail at the 
shallow end so I can get in and get out. I can swim just fine. Even though it may not sound like it I 
love the Park District but you are so focused on impressing the rich folks with fancy 
conservatories and Sportscores (I know, the tournaments bring in money.) that you have to 
remember most of us think a fish dinner on the Forest City Queen is an extravagant treat. That a 
limestone pavilion with electricity and grills is the best place to have a high school graduation 
party. (We can't afford to rent out Giovanni's.) That a soda during a band shell concert is the only 
musical entertainment outside of church we can afford. When we go to Magic Waters we can 
only really use the Lazy River. Why not a much lower senior price? And let us bring our coolers. I 
hate the food at Magic Waters. Cardboard pizza. Really? Bring in Paninos or Nicks. I wish I were 
on the Park District Board. You need to have the middle class represented. Too many rich dudes. 
Peace out!

Sports facilities, therapeutic rec programs, summer camps, & neighborhood playgrounds. Consider having just one ice facility, maintain safety of playgrounds/parks

fixing parks and reinvesting in youth activities Eliminate Magic Waters and a golf course
Parks and playgrounds, walking paths
We affordable options for young kids and at risk teens.  Ideally some options that create 
interactions with seniors for mutual benefit.  This is where I think most of the money should be 
spent.

For purely recreational options geared toward adults and the more affluent (such as golf if forced 
to pick an option) should rely on higher fees.  Those interested never have an issue paying for 
the service.
Growing up we had the summer park program at many city parks. It gave young people 
supervised play and provided summer employment for older teens. So many young people do 
not have safe summer opportunities. This is a major problem in our community.
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Neighborhood parks throughout 
The city. De

Decrease administrative overhead. Increase small playground 
Areas in all new subdivisions. 

Sinnissippi park and the bike path Magic waters needs to be improved or closed 
We need to keep and reinvest in swimming pools, making sure that kids learn how to swim.  I 
would also keep and reinvest in outdoor parks and open space with trails and rec paths.

We need to add rec paths (for bicycles and pedestrians) to connect neighborhoods to the various 
parks, open spaces, and facilities run by the park district.  This would increase access to kids and 
encourage healthy practices by adults (biking over driving), lower traffic congestion, and help 
protect the climate.

Open spaces, nature paths, rec paths Adult lap swimming at one of the pools.  Lunch time during the week and weekend mornings.

. increase hiking/biking trails -- mainly connect existing trails to have a large bike/hike network. It 
would be 

great to have good connection between Rockcut State park and downwtown.

The bigger parks like Aldeen and Atwood I'd love to see less garbage in our parks!
Forest City Queen and Trolley, swimming facilities Offer boat and trolley rides on fewer days/week, fewer times/ week. More specialty 

cruises/rides. Offer naming rights to boat/trolley in return for sponsorship of maintenance. 

All golf courses
The golf courses (Not Aldeen) and public parks. 
Keep neighborhood parks and reinvest in playgrounds. I would eliminate any facility or program that has lost money for more than three years in a row.

$ for Open Space/Trails/Rec Paths Sinnissippi park and path is cut off from the east side neighborhoods by highway 251. There 
needs to be a safer and easy way to get to it for bikers/walkers/runners.  

I love to rollerblade so
Keeping the paths in good 
Shape is important. 
Neighborhood parks
Golf courses
Lockwood Park. The education our youth can benefit from facility can be limitless. Trails for 
adults for horseback riding can be a relaxing experience for rider. 

Market more with churches, partner with banks/credit unions to offer services at a discounted 
rate. 

I would invest more into Neighborhood parks and pools because with community we can grow to 
new levels. We just need to find ways to create more funds and not cut programs way. 

I am not sure if the conservatory or Magic Waters brings a surplus to RPD. If it doesn't I would 
say sell them off to help balance the budget. I have worked for the park district for 9 years in 
many different departments and the neighborhood programs is the bread and butter of RPD. 



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

Sports Facilities   Magic Waters   Neighborhood Parks & Playgrounds  Snow Park, Zip Line, Wake 
Park
Keep Golf Courses.  It is an asset and could bring in more revenue if marketed correctly.  Reinvest 
in riverwalk or try to exploit the river.

Is there an avenue to sell of some land to developers?  That would reduce maintenance and 
bring in revenue at the same time.  Less used parks or buildings.  Like Alpine Park, could that be 
repurposed by a imaginative developer?

Ice Rinks. Neighborhood playgrounds. Increase golf fees. 
Eliminate trolley and Forest City Queen. 
Update Westside neighborhood parks, like some Eastside parks have been. 
Add another full size sheet of ice and update Riverview. This would give us the ability to host 
more hockey tournaments and bring in revenue that way. 

All of the golf courses.
The programs I gave money to. Eliminate the programs I didnt give money to.  Repair amd reopen sandpark pool.
Forest City Queen---Trolley---Camp Atwood-- Music in the Park Close 1 Golf Coarse, make it Green Space- You could fund the things you are cutting for lack of 

money. Sell Magic Water to a private company.
Magic waters Eliminate forest city queen
Parks and their landscaping help the whole city. The park near my home does not have 
bathrooms and I think that would help many facilities to be used more. Team sports and 
activities can be raised fees to help programs. Right now they are affordable but could be higher. 
Closing trolley and forest city queen seem foolish since they are on the river. Too much focus on 
golf! Use the riverwalk and keep activities there!

Keep and reinvest in only   those activities that provide TRULY needed benifits to out community. 
Belt tightening is needed. The more FREE service provided the more    FREE service is expected. 

Have never seen an income/expense statement it’s my opinion that the continuestion of Magic 
Waters needs to be addressed. The RPD needs to  show expenses of all the       Districts facilities. 

Burpee Museum
Alpine pool i would like to see more programs helping adults with mental disabilities finding and training for

work. A buddy work program to ensure safety and training.

I would keep the Ice Rinks. Rockford has a great asset in having youth hockey and then the Ice 
Hogs. Many       children (including my son) look up to those players and aspire to be them one 
day. The hockey program is great as it keeps the children busy throughout several days of the 
week and all year round if you sign them up  for each offered season.

I would keep the programs and parks but I would reinvest in the pools and youth programs I would love to see more high end pools along with more things to do at the parks 

Overall you are presently doing an exceptional job of prioritizing!



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?
Close least used golf course use money for things cut.

Parks and trails. The core functions of the park district. What we pay our taxes for. Eliminate programs that are not core and don’t benefit the whole community. Make special 
facilities and programs more user fee based especially for those that don’t pay the property tax. 
Cut your administrative costs dramatically. There are so many other organizations that offer 
similar programs. Figure how to collaborate, consolidate,and share resources with other 
privately funded organizations.  

More playgrounds/parks. More activities for little ones Less fees for kids activities 
community activities,concerts,paths don't need to keep adding property for future parks
We need the Wednesday imagination station back!!!!  Keep Sand Park pool open! Eliminate parks in areas of town that people do not use.  If they are not being used we could 

spend money elsewhere!
See below.
Also, consider higher or more maintenance fees for some activities to help with costs.
This is a difficult question to answer since I believe the park district has so many great things to 
offer to the community.  
Consider more volunteers to help with maintenance and other activities.   

I was unable to effectively prioritize who should be the highest priority for services through the 
park district. All of us in the community should be given the same priority and not discriminated 
against. I know this is difficult but should be the priority of the park district.  To serve all of its 
community members.

I am a big believer in local parks and have always been proud to be a part of a community that 
has these.  I am also an avid tennis player and used to be proud of all the neighborhood courts 
available.  I am embarrassed to see many of them in poor repair and not being maintained (like 
fixing cracks, etc.).  I was very happy to see Guildford center and auburn get resurfaced. I am well 
aware this is expensive, but am surprised that they are not maintained better not just for tennis, 
but maybe for basketball, tennis, and pickle ball.  Please do not get rid of these courts and do 
some maintenance. Many children, teens, and adults would come out and play tennis, 
basketball, and even pickle ball if they were maintained better.  

Neighborhood programs/facilities, particularly in low income areas.  Youth programs. Nothing comes to mind.  Keep up the good work!
Outdoor education Nothing eliminated. All worthwhile. Golf is becoming less used nationally. Maybe cut back there? 

But I'm not a golfer.  :)
I am an avid rc airplane fan and love your field off of Harris. Any programs that better are youth. I think that golf courses utilize too much land and maintainance for the number of people that 

benefit.
keep the strong history of large scale community events, music in the parks,live at levings, 
domingo  snow sculpting, festival of lights, reinvest in the crumbling infrastructure spend more 
dollars on the things people actually use.  

the financial report, shows only a small portion going to park operations which would explain 
why the park in my neighborhood is in such disrepair I feel the park district should get back to 
the basics of well maintained neighborhood parks where people will feel safe and welcomed the 
benefits could grow into a stronger community and an overall better city. more than half the 
revenue is from tax dollars and and less than 10% of expenditures goes towards park 
maintenance. 



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

Swimming, Playgrounds, and Forest city queen available to many residents. Sell all or at least the most expensive golf courses if possible. Those tax dollars only benefit a few 
wealthy people of whom most could afford private clubs. Do your part to help lower rockford's 
extremely high property taxes by reducing expenses and eliminating least beneficial programs 
and programs only used by a small % of the population. More hiking and bike trails with woods 
and connect more bike paths.

Disc golf at Anna Page
The neighborhood parks, walking/bike paths, and nationally recognized museums are so 
important to me and so many in our community and thousands from across the country who 
come here to enjoy them for things like sports tournaments, WWI and WWII reenactments, and 
sock monkey festival.  They are high on the list of reasons for others to relocate here because 
they contribute to a great quality of life for families.

I would eliminate Magic Waters and increase user fees for golf.

I think that the Park District is great in many ways.  Having raised my children and used it in most 
ways possible, I found it valuable.  Now my interests have changed and so my priorities for it 
change as well.  The amount that we have to pay for ice time makes it really hard for that to be a 
sport that is inclusive to those with income challenges.  I'd like to see lower fees there.

My family loves the Festival of Lights and recreation paths and trails. As a kid, I loved Sapora 
Playworld, Magic Waters, and the museums. I also see lots of value in youth programs. So I'd 
hate to see any of these things cut substantially.

I went on the Forest City Queen as a kid and was really bored. Last summer, I was a youth leader 
at a summer camp and we had a field trip to the FCQ, and all of the kids were very bored, but I 
enjoyed it a bit. I don't think it's worth the cost or effort, though.

I am a strong believer in neighborhood parks where kids and families can get exercise.  Reinvest 
in  the summer programs at more neighborhood parks

Quit spending huge amounts of money on facilities designed to bring traveling teams/visitors to 
town and spend more of the budget on quality of life programs targeting the taxpaying residents 
of the   Rockford area.

Keep Searles Dog Park.  I have met so many lovely people there.  Please add a Downtown dog 
park on the Rock River.  It would be a great investment in the community.  There are many sites 
south of the Fordam Dam that would be walkable by both visitors and residents.  That area has a 
beautiful view of the downtown sky line. 

nature space, habitat it,s tough out there ,close what ever it takes to balance with out more taxes
Water parks You need to discipline some kids.
Ice rinks and neighborhood parks 
Magic waters and camps Sepora and some parks
Public parks and bike paths especially playgrounds that are clean and in good repair so that 
families are inclined to use them. We also use the flying field off of Auburn Street for our RC 
planes.

I think the Forest City Queen is a good idea but the boat itself doesn't fit the idea. I guess my 
idea would be to find a donor for a boat that does the name justice.

Neighborhood parks!! More activities at the neighborhood parks



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

Youth programs and facilities, parks and trails,community events, and playgrounds Playground repairs and facility updates. More times/classes available to younger children. 

Neighborhood pools.( not magic waters) neighborhood parks. Living in the Roscoe/ Beloit area 
and growing up in Rockford you don’t know how great the Park district was for the community 
until you are gone. 

Love to see an indoor sports arena go into the old menards in Machesney Park. Track( we have 
no indoor track facility in the area) besides the high schools. And a use it for basketball and 
volleyball also.  It would be a great asset to the 173/251 corridor. We already have the 
restaurants and easy access to 90. Could bring in hotels for that area for sporting events

Keep most lands and facilities to support potential revitalization Get rid of Magic Waters if it is, on the whole, a net loss 


Forest City Queen & Trolley are an important tourism asset, plus ad to the quality of life to those 
of us who live here!

A water taxi should be put into service. Boats should be available for rental. The Armory, a 
national landmark, which is next to Park District property needs to be redeveloped into a creative 
park for culture, arts, and digital innovation, etc. We need more lifestyle options for young adults 
which a facility like this can provide. These kinds of developments have opened and are 
continuing to open in progressive cities throughout the world. Rockford has been experiencing a 
serious "brain drain" problem. And this will continue if we don't create more opportunities for 
young adults. Without a educated, sophisticated, YOUNG workforce we also can't attract 
businesses to locate here!

My family uses golf facilities, magic waters, local parks and the RC airfield. My son, my father and 
I all have interest in the Air fields and participate together. 
Sinissipi riverfront is a golden gem for the entire region.



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

Have fewer but better and safer park. Ekberg Park could and should be eliminated and the money spent to service safer and better 
parks. Ekberg Park
is a total waste of Park Funds. It is used mostly by people selling/using drugs, drinking, having 
sex, and      causing unsafe traffic in the neighborhood. Very few close neighbors allow their 
children to go to the park.
Gangs of older kids from the apartments on Jacqueline Lane use the park and stay there long 
after dark. They
scare the younger children away and have frightened the young families. If that Park opens 
again, it should be     supervised to prevent vandals from destroying it. Please use the money on 
a more suitable location. A lot of 
people in the neighborhood don't even know the park is there. If not many people answer the 
survey or attend 
the meeting, why should you waste money on a place that should be closed forever. This survey 
was too general in its questions. It should have been a survey for just this park and not the entire 
park district. You will
not get good data for this location. This survey will not reflect how this neighborhood feels about 
Ekberg
Park. Please send out a survey just for this Park. There is only one driving entrance. They race up 
and down 
the street with no regard for the young children playing. 

Magic Waters, neighborhood parks & playgrounds, Nicholas Conservatory, public pools, sledding 
hill.

I would love to see Splash Pads around the community in the neighborhood parks.

Cleaner parks and facilities 
A wide variety of neighborhood parks are serving Rockford very well. I think the RPD is one of the 
communities greatest assets. I feel that maintaining what we have now is important through lean 
economic times and expanding facilities/programs in the future will happen. 

I would like to see a more thorough historical recognition of the Rockford's past incorporated 
into what RPD does. For example, the history of Fair Grounds park is amazing but you wouldn't 
know it by visiting there today. Also, having moved back to the area recently after growing up 
here, I visited Leving's Lake for the first time in over 40 years and it looks like it has been invaded 
by wakeboarders. It used to be a beautiful lake and park to visit. It looks awful now with all the 
wires and ramps and it really made me angry to see, quite honestly. I think it is a slap in the face 
to nearby residents, more specifically. I wish that all of those things would be removed. 

In the previous question, programs for persons with disabilities or seniors was not an option. You 
all need to learn to work with what you have, stop paying your head guy so damn much, and 
start thinking about those who you service.

Get rid of the bloated executive salaries!



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

Golf services, pools, neighborhood parks 1.Tree removal program at Aldeen Golf Club. This would speed play, reduce maintenance, 
(mowing would be easier) and increase rounds played.
2. Privatization of Magic Waters. Can this water park be sold to a private investor? Our tax 
dollars should go to the neighborhood pools such as Sand Park and Alpine.

I understand that there will be video games at Sandyhollow golf course this season. I would hope 
that this will not bring in people that are not there to golf. Safety of just leaving your clubs 
parked outside while using the bathroom. We have enough issues with people walking across 
the course and using the courses as a bathroom for their dogs. 

more youth invalment more youth invalment at rc flying field
Sand Park Pool. This Pool is a great neighborhood attraction and taking it away rakes away that 
opportunity for many kids. 

Information about events distrubuted more. 

reduce the number of parks that are not used by the public. Look at all services to verify that 
they can pay for themselves with user fees. If not , look to sell them to a private firm. Such as 
Magic Waters, ice hockey rings. Park district should benchmark and compare costs/services to 
other like park districts across the nation. For example, Sioux Falls South Dakota . same size town 
in population. I believe we pay TOO HIGH of taxes in Rockford for the park district and would like 
that to be reduced. I think the Park district is trying to do "too many things to try to please 
everyone" . Need better focus on the services you provide to the community.

R C Flying Facility Duplications of facilities where practical.
Fees that are acceptable for adult leagues. I play soccer and the registration fee is huge and we 
can't get a referee that is consistent. 

Sinnissippi Park, tennis courts,river walk, Riverview Ice House, playgrounds More ice skating (not just hockey) lessons at Riverview Ice house, a better way to see available 
activities on mobile devices (like public skate times/prices etc)

you don't need a program for every person on the planet! eliminate bloated administrative positons. your marketing is lacking.
golf local parks administrative excess whatever marketing you have is low budget
Forest City Queen idk

I would like for the phones to be answered.”
Parks, youth activities, cultural. Close the least used golf course regardless of location.
Forrest City Queen. Bike paths. Better ice conditions at Riverview and Carlson Ice Arena. 



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

Close the high overhead, expensive to run, expensive to staff, facilities such as Nicolas 
Conservatory, Sports Factory, Carlson Ice House, golf courses and other resource draining 
facilities. These "attractions" do not serve the needs of the majority of Rockford residents, only 
those who can afford to use them. TOURISM IS NOT YOUR MISSION. RPD was created to serve 
the residents of the Rockford Park District. You should continue to invest in low-maintenance 
versatile facilities that can be used by all ages and all demographics such as: neighborhood parks, 
trails, greenspace, natural areas. In other words, provide PARKS! 

More projects aimed at protecting nature and greater focus on environmental and financial 
sustainability. Hint: green infrastructure yields incalculable returns and is desperately needed for 
our region. Return to RPD's historic focus on providing healthy and enjoyable quality of life for 
the people who live here. Remember that tourism and economic development are not your 
mission.  there are other public agencies charged with addressing those needs.

Magic waters Close a golf course and reinvest that money into aldeen to make sure it is an elite course 

I would keep all programs and invest in keeping Forest City Queen boat and Sand park pool.

Both ice rinks Another sheet of ice at Carlson ice arena and move the off ice facility there as well. Renovation 
at Riverview ice house. A public use boat dock in the Riverview area.

Sand Park Pool If Magic Waters had a lap/swimming pool (like the one at Sand Park Pool) for swimming lessons 
but at the same price as Sand Park Pool charges. Just a thought. Plus a lap pool at Magic Waters 
would be nice for pregnant mothers who can't use the slides. 

The programs my family uses the most is the neighborhood parks, dog parks, summer programs, 
and trails, so I would continue to reinvest in those. 

Can’t think of anything. 

Reinvest in updating existing parks and facilities.
Continue to invest in music in the parks type of entertainment.  more programs for seniors.  Alot of seniors have disposable income and would pay for programs. 

I would consider getting rid of Magic Waters.  
I don’t want to lose land for   fear it will return. Lower maintenance would be better. Possibly 
coordinate Organizations take part as in roadside clean up. 

Higher usage fees

Neighborhood parks Keep big attractions strong, I.e. magic waters,  conservatory etc.
I would keep the things that adults and families can participate in like the wake park, Apline Hills, 
the trails and the conservatory. I would love to see the conservatory expanded to have a larger 
facility, more programs. 

The area desperately needs dog parks throughout it. I love the parks we have, but they are not 
always convenient to get to. I would love to have smaller parks scattered throughout the city, 
potentially take over some spaces where there are abandoned lots and homes and build there. I 
would hate to lose anything because I think every program/facility with the park district is great. 
However, I do want fewer of my property tax dollars used. I would also LOVE to have some kind 
of adult facility for people who want to play sports on weekends. There are few options for 
adults to play soccer, basketball, etc. Even an outdoor obstacle course that could help with 
training for Mud Runners and Spartan Races would be great. 

Neighborhood parks
Skateboard spots

Maintain neighborhood parks at a higher level.
Add indoor and outdoor skateboard spots



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

What we have,we need to maintain. We should invest in better programs to get neighborhoods 
to take pride in what we have.

Try to get more volunteers to clean up the trash. This is low impact- pro active way to attempt to 
save money and time,for employees to put towards more important things.

Sports uw facility, any bike/hike paths, after school programs especially for under privileged kids, 
movie nite, water park a splash pool like Janesville has on west side. 

Ravinia type concerts in Davis park, have people pay to get in, 5 bucks have local/area bands 
play. Sell beer and wine. The park district can! Make money other ways than taxing the heck out 
of us. It would attract people to downtown and local businesses. Some neighborhood parks are 
scary😢😢 I do think a water feature downtown area would be nice like the fountains on water 
street where kids can be kids and enjoy summer like we all used to back in the day!

The sports complexes bring in too much money to be eliminated or reduced. Thousands of 
people benefit, not only for recreation but economically with the people that come to town 
every weekend. We are the envy of many ofnthese visitors. Keep investing there!

Magic Waters if it runs at a deficit should be eliminated. Liabilities are high with a water park. 
Money should be invested in more turf fields and expansion for sports. That is the key to the 
future and will make more families want to live here.

Outdoor education programs, recreational sports leagues and programs Less emphasis on magic waters, fewer golf courses but better maintaining the kept ones
Play ground and educational fun Equipment repaired
Forest City Queen Indoor track facility
Keep and reinvest the conservatory and museums, outdoor education etc expand tax base to county level. 
Surprised we did not put an indoor track around either of the new sports facilities.  Pettit 
National Ice Arena in Milwaukee is such an amazing facility I was hoping for a track like that.  
Sounds like the district continues to lose key people and creates outside competition even 
though the park district has the best facilities (volleyball is my example/tennis as well).

I think understanding where I spend my money that is not the park district helps show 
opportunities.  Peak fitness, the district has nothing to compete in this area.  Dolphin swim club, 
no indoor swim for the district.  I think the district is missing that indoor facility that caters to 
multiple sports/fitness year round.  Our facilities are very focused volleyball/basketball, hockey, 
soccer.  We have focused our indoor facilities more on team sports than supporting some 
individual sports as well swimming/tennis/dance/general fitness.

Golf courses magic waters kids camps Swimming pools some neighborhood parks
I WOULD TRY TO KEEP ALL THAT MONEY WILL ALLOW. PERSONALLY I WOULD LIKE TO SEE THE 
GOLF COURSES MAINTAINED AT THE HIGHEST LEVEL AS THAT IS THE PART OF THE PARK 
DISTRICT THAT I USE THE MOST. I HAVE BEEN A PASS HOLDER FOR YEARS. BEST VALUE GOLF IN 
THE MIDWEST!

MAGIC WATERS WOULD BE ONE THING THAT I WOULD TRY TO PRIVATIZE ALONG WITH THE 
ADVENTURE PARK. AGAIN I WOULD PERSONALLY HATE TO SEE THE ONE OF THE GOLF COURSE 
CLOSED AS HAS BEEN RUMORED. 

Neighborhood time to play programs in the summer. Programs to keep the youth involved.

I think its important that maintenance stay the same at the free facilities, it ties directly with 
safety.  I would keep activities like the trolly, but definitely limit its functionality.  Making 
something rare often makes it more valuable.  

Eliminations-While I love the variety of summer camps offered, I feel it would better suit the Park 
District to combine and eliminate some, offering more counselors per child, more variety in a 
week, and therefore cutting costs associated with camps that cost the district more to run. At 
least now when we are short funds, it can always be reevaluated in the future.



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

Can the golf courses, Magic Waters, Playworld and adventure areas become financially self 
sufficient and golf courses more self sufficent?  Increase the cost for dog parks.   Neighborhood 
parks and programming is needed.
golf and neighbor hood parks less administration too many bloated salaries. marketing is terrible.
The ice rinks are great source of money and can also bring more money into the area. If we 
added more sheets of ice we could easily have more competitions or tournaments. You wouldn't 
have to cancel private lessons or stop classes for special events. You can increase the open 
hockey and free skate times making it more available to skaters who's parent's work or school 
gets out later. Parents of figure skaters and hockey players wouldn't have to drive 20mins to 
both rinks for lessons at the same time. 

I would put a cap on out of district extra fees in a year or if join a team and pay in full don't make 
them pay out district fee for open hockey or free skate to encourage them to come more. 
I would also lower PlayWorld's price back down. Not many people are paying $7 for their kids to 
play in there for a few hours. I would offer more classes at more reasonable times. Right the 
figure skating and Revolution compete with each other because all skating classes run during 
Revolutions off ice time. You should work to make that partnership better. Same goes with the 
hockey and Skate Club. More rinks will bring more money. Synchronized skating competitions 
and Hockey tournaments will bring more people in. Also fixing your spring development program 
so its competitive with other areas by playing scrimmages or games weekly instead this one 
tournament at the end that will draw more people. 

Rock valley flying field. Also need more Areas for quadcopters to fly for video photographer 
purposes. Reduce restrictions for FAA REGISTERED AND AMA MEMBERS IN PARKS

 Need more Areas for quadcopters to fly for video and photographer purposes. Reduce 
restrictions for FAA REGISTERED AND AMA MEMBERS IN PARKS

recreation paths, sports facilities Charge for harkens pool it is not fair that every other pool has a fee. Use sinnissippi golf course 
for disc golf  instead and charge a user fee.

I would keep/invest in neighborhood parks and open spaces. Enhance walking/recreation paths, 
playgrounds, add splash pads in parks and offer more police patrols in parks.  Bring back the safe 
and fun park experience that we all knew when we grew up.  Summers spent playing in splash 
pads and enjoying free summer rec programs, playing tennis or softball outdoors in 
neighborhood parks - great memories.  Parks were a safe place to meet friends and brought a 
sense of community to neighborhoods. Lets bring that back for our kids!  Our beautiful parks can 
be a catalyst in building a healthier community for future generations to come.  

Close Magic Waters and use funds to build and enhance community parks and recreation.  
Ideally, it would be great if an outside group would purchase Magic and build a hotel on site with 
an indoor/outdoor waterpark experience like in the Dells. 

The parks The police in the parks
Green space would be my first priority.  Neighborhood parks are a must!  I know there are a lot of opportunities for those with lower incomes, not sure if that is on a 

sliding scale. If not, it should be.  I think reduced hours and deferred maintenance along with a 
slight increase in fees is preferable to a tax increase or a complete cut of a particular aspect.  I 
believe that there are more revenue generating opportunities through advertising/naming 
rights/gambling machines/concessions, etc.  Charge a nominal fee for some of the free music 
offerings.  Charge for parking at some facilities.  



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?
I would like for the park district to keep and maintain all golf courses. Improve all tee boxes and 
greens at all courses except Aldeen, they already have nice ones. The golf courses are a very 
valuable resourse in this community.

All of the items that I "invested" in above are important to me (Youth Programs, Swimming, 
Outdoor Education/ Recreation, Open Space/ Trails/ Rec Path, Neighborhood Parks and 
Playgrounds, Indoor Playgrounds, Excursions (Forest City Queen and Trolley).  I am very 
impressed with all of the Rockford Park District and I would love to see it continue to function at 
its current level.

I am extremely impressed with the current offerings of the Rockford Park District.  I would love 
to become more involved personally by participating in more of the available programs. I would 
love to see even more recreation paths/ bike paths throughout the city of Rockford.  It would be 
neat to try to connect some of the existing paths in the city.

I would keep Magic Watersand change the hours to 
accommodate working families. I would invest in walking trails and 
Dog Parks.

Change Magic Waters hours to have some evening 
hours.

Addition: Neighborhood community centers that become the focus of community recreation in 
addition to special facilities such as Lockwood. Community centers can be built on school 
properties. Addition: Unique regional attractions to develop as revenue generators.

I'm concerned that your museums and cultural programs are not the priority they once were. I 
don't wish to see them reduced... strong arts and cultural program are important to any healthy 
community. RPD has been a leader in this regard, don't let this slip.  

Of all the property taxes I pay, I feel best about those paid to the Park District. I appreciate your 
board's desire to keep the levy flat or reduce, but when it comes to the RPD, I'd prefer you not 
cut programs/facilities/services to do so. Maintain your levy or capture CPI. Cutting back within 
the Park District is a lose/lose proposition for the region. 

I would keep neighborhood parks Eliminate the Zip Line, well Magic Waters, increase nature trails at places like Atwood Park in 
New Milford and encourage use 

Playgrounds trails safer facilities with easy access for all. Less golf courses or charge more at golf courses
You have refillable cups, have areas like at Blizzard Beach in Florida, where you have self filling 
stations through out the park and can fill your cups without waiting in a food line. These cups 
have bar codes you scan them in order to fill your cup.

As I said early let season pass holders bring in 1 cooler per family, tax Machesney Park, Roscoe, 
and Rockton residents so they can get resident prices this should bring in more money. You could 
increase participation.

I would keep the parks, trails and rec paths open. I don’t use the golf or sports facilities but it 
seems to bring in people and provide revenue. 

Not aware of charges for after school programs but I think it is an extra service that should be 
paid for by users much like the dog park which I believe charges. Finally Magic Waters might be a 
way to save cash and close it or hopefully sell it. I use to go out there but to me it became 
“dirtier” and patrons less respectful of others and the Park.

Keep the golf courses an build on the indoor golf program at ISC2 Eliminate ownership of Magic Waters. Expand weekend hours an advertise Indoor winter golf 
classes, hours, add putting green  at ISC2 . Make ISC 2 like golf lab in Beloit. Add simulators, 
birthday parties. Simulate playing golf an baseball for people to host birthday parties, guys night 
out to break winter blahs.



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

Keep everything that would draw outsiders to Rockford for at least a day - and invest in 
promoting it! This includes golf, Excursions, Waterpark, Conservatory, Festival of Lights. Rockford 
already looks SO  BAD to anyone driving by, due to the horrifying Clocktower. Your only hope for 
increasing income is coming from visitors. No Rockford residents can afford any higher fees or 
taxes. I am soon moving to Boone County - thank goodness! The people that are buying my 
house, and other houses in my lovely neighborhood (for much less than we all did) won't be able 
to afford anything beyond the mortgage and taxes, so that is eroding your customer base. The 
Mayors and their cronies are shortsighted, and think that some creepy old building can be turned 
into a world class hotel in a ghetto. Good luck RPD!

When you hand out everything free to certain people,
1) They expect it, don't appreciate it, and devalue it for everyone else
2) That eliminates their motivation to improve their living conditions.
I realize that it is not fair to children who never get to experience different opportunities, but 
their parents are the ones that have ruined it for them. I'm sorry that the Park District is stuck 
financing their entertainment. Keep Scoutreach, which is already privately financed.

Maintain the golf courses and facilities that pay for themselves and bring money into Rockford.  
Reinvest in the educational opportunities for interactions in nature - camping programs and 
outdoor education. The ecological 
needs of our planet are coming into the forefront of attention. We need to take a lead in 
educating our youth about ecosystems and sustainability of resources.

Increased emphasis on outdoor education and outdoor recreation.
Neighborhood playground programs could be a powerful deterrent to future crime.  Perhaps 
consider partnering 
with the Rockford Police Department programs that are working with youth and families in the 
more at-risk neighborhoods.  Is there a grant-writing person at the Park District who can apply 
for funding grants?

Unsure as a new resident to the area and NOT being in the Park District but it being the main 
thing available for kids programs the NON resident fees and confusion of trying to pick the 
program without knowing the locations has been very hard

better organization of the programs -- once enrolled the direction and place of finding 
information is hard if not existing anywhere

The golf courses. Mow those long grass areas in the middle of the courses. People still look for balls in those areas 
despite the signs that say not to. It slows up play and the areas are really ugly. Same areas used 
to look quite nice. Also keep indoor golf at ISC in winter. Very nice facility. I went 6 times this 
past winter and will go more often in the future.

More Skateboard parks.
More Mountain bike trails.

Sand Park Pool Reopen Sand Park Pool
I would welcome and train volunteers to clean the water ways, pull weeds, cutting down invasive 
brush and replanting acorns,trees/wildflower seeds,picking up trash.To help working in payment 
booths, trolley/river boat Queen drivers,teachers.Security guards.

I would like to see volunteers help with our payment being a friendly beautiful park. If I could 
help more I would be the first in line. 

Programming for families and children. Add more programming for seniors and teens. Bring in more golf tournaments and play days.

Anything that promotes mental, physical and emotional growth and prosperity. Add: Programming that socially unities the city and promotes changes in behavior and practices 
that leads to a  better personal character. 

Neighborhood parks and pools.  Outdoor education. Don't use taxes/park district to try and create a destination for out of town people.
Keep the pools and any recreation activities for kids. More pools, especially in loves Park.



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

Neighborhood parks would be my first priority since it is accessible to the most people at a 
reasonable cost.
Youth programs need a large investment to provide opportunities and keep kids out of 
trouble/less crime
A cost analysis should be done on buildings and programs with a large financial footprint and get 
rid of the  programs that are not cost effective or underused

Ice arenas and hockey
Trolley/forest City queen 
Programs for persons with disabilities 
City pools

As stated above consider a registration app. But please try to keep customer service reps-always 
very helpful!

I would invest in those facilities that give families an opportunity to have fun together. Magic 
Waters needs to be addressed. Lines for concessions are way too long, there aren't enough 
restrooms on the north end of the park, nor are there enough drinking fountains throughout the 
park. Neighborhood pools are a place for kids to hang out and hopefully not get into trouble. 
Having camps at neighborhood parks would do the same. I would keep facilities that have the 
potential of bringing in revenue if run effectively. Sportscore and UW sports facility will bring in 
revenue hosting tournaments. If other park district facilities are well kept and run well, the out-
of-towners might visit them while in town for tournaments. 

I would get rid of dog parks as dogs don't really care where they play or what dogs they hang out 
with. 

Forest City Queen, Trolley, Music Shell, Festival of Lights, Snow Sculpting, Nicholas Conservatory, 

Rose Garden, Lagoon, Sculptures, Bike Path, Free Concerts

Without seeing the whole budget, not sure what would help? Are there any golf courses that are 
not used as much as others? 1-2 less days of maintenance at each park (if that would make a 
difference) Would hope we would not have to eliminate anything! 

Sinnissippi Park and Riverfront from YMCA to Illinois Street
Neighborhood Parks and playgrounds

Reforestation of all facilities, especially Major Parks (ie Sinnissippi/Golf courses, the 
Neighborhood parks)
Eliminate all revenue facilities that do not generate a positive annual cash follow.  If  revenue 
type facility is to be subsudized, determine what is maximum $$ that the District is willing to 
provide until that facilities exeed cost and would be closed  

Sand Park Pool! This is the only pool convenient for my family and the only one I feel comfortable 
taking my daughter to. She loves the water slides and diving board. We are really disappointed 
that it will not open this summer, but hope it will re-open soon! We will most likely go to the 
Rockton or Belvidere pools if Sand Park Pool is not an option. I would also like to see the summer 
camp programs continue. It is so important to have affordable options for parents to send their 
children during the summer. Children also benefit recreationally and socially from summer 
camps. 



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

Ice rinks. Add 1-2 more sheets of ice. This would allow Rockford to continue to grow as a sport 
destination. Rockford would be able to hold hockey tournaments, synchronized skating 
competitions, and figure skating competitions. These would bring in many families into the 
Rockford area and add to the Rockford economy.

Increase youth and teen sports.
If Magic Water is not profitable, the park district should eliminate it. It has to have High 
maintenance and high liability costs.
Maintain golf courses but do not add anymore at this time.
Try to increase volunteer hours to help maintain park facilities.
Also Volunteers to work at golf course and paid with golf passes or work at ice house and get ice 
passes. This program could be for adults or teens. 

Where is the survey for Ekberg Park??  I thought the card I received was to do a survey about 
Ekberg park not   the entire Rockford Park District Parks.  PLEASE DO NOT REOPEN THE EKBERG 
PARK. IT SHOULD BE CLOSED FOREVER AND USE THE MONEY IN A BETTER LOCATION. iF IT IS 
OPENED YOU NEED TO HAVE SECURITY GUARDS THERE AROUND THE CLOCK.

Spend your money on other locations and close Ekberg Park.  

 More handicap accessible 
Swings and things to do for the handicap children and 
Adults. Many areas aren't truly accessible. 
summer playground programs, community centers, playgrounds, bike paths, free programming 
such as the Sounds of Summer and Snow Sculpting Competition.

Magic Waters should be eliminated.  It's too expensive and there are other resources within 
driving distance.  It's not affordable for most families.

Neighborhood parks More programs for children
The after school programs are so important for at risk youth. I am not sure about Magic Waters.  Does the maintenance costs vs. profits balance?
All natural areas within thw district. Soft surface trail improvements.  Neighborhood park 
equipment could use a refresh.  

Less space and resources devoted to golf. More space devoted to trending outdoor activities 
such as hiking biking and paddle sports. 

Neighborhood parks Updated neighborhood parks similar to marsh park especially near the soon to be demolished 
walker school. Install an additional sheet of ice at Carlson and host more hockey tournaments.  
They can be profitable for the park district if properly marketed. 

everything oh boy, I don't know, we have such a great park district as it is!  I would like to maintainthe status 
quo

Ice rinks, parks, Atwood center, Lockwood park,   paths, zip line Eliminate ant and all commu city center activities.  Reopen sand park.  Charge admission for 
everything--it could just be a dollar per person 

Keep senior discounts for golf, ice skating, and other activities.  Allow food to be brought into Magic Waters.  If a family wants to eat they have to leave the park 
and lose theirspace.  Improve the appearance of Harmon Park - does the water/flood area have 
to be that big?  It's an eyesore for the neighborhood.  We used to have a field where you could 
walk and play sports.  

All green spaces only increase in value. Greater transparency.
The Forest City Queen Less mowing and more natural meadows. 
Not sure More security. Do not feel safe as a female to use any of the facilities by myself



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

Invest in equipment and staff, neighborhood parks, golf, after school/summer programs, natural 
elements/trees, 
dog areas.

Eliminations of large financially draining high risk/high maintenance facilities.  

I live near the MercyHealth Sportscore Complex on East Riverside. The soccer traffic is ridiculous 
on the weekends and needs to be handled by the park staff in concert with the Rockford police. 
The traffic and parking rules are never enforced! On any given Saturday morning, you can find 10-
20 illegally parked minivans. They block traffic, back into traffic dangerously, and are crumbling 
the shoulders of our roads. I have called the park district and the Rockford police about this in 
the past, and nothing has ever been done. It is especially aggravating to pay $1,000 to the park 
district every year in my property taxes just so out-of-the-area teams can use the facilities and 
ruin our roads and snarl trafffic. I'm sure someone is benefiting from this....hotel owners, 
restaurant owners, .... It would be nice if you felt some allegiance to the tax payers and not the 
business owners. 

Magic Waters
UW Health
Washington Park CC
Golf
Open Spaces/Trails/Rec Paths
Arts and Cultural Programming

I do not know what financial commitment partners have made to key areas/facilities, but I 
suggest a long term financial commitments be renewed and reviewed.

I do not live within the bounds of the district but often utilize the parks and recreation available. 
I believe the parks and recreation are THE greatest asset of the community; in fact, I've been 
trying to convince my spouse to consider us moving into Winnebago County because of the 
uniqueness of the programs that you have to offer residents. The scope and variety of what your 
park district has to offer should be maintained and highlighted as an attractive reason to live in 
the area. I'd hate to see cuts to anything that you have to offer! 

Teen/youth programming for  underserved populations.    Recreational paths Not sure 
I am a big fan of the Rock Valley RC Flyers facility on Harrison Road.  It has the reputation of 
being the best of its kind in a wide area.  It provides great opportunities for social interaction and 
is a great family oriented activity.

Magic Waters is a money drain.  We should take our lumps and close it down.  It's a nice thing, 
but loosing ~500k per year is not sustainable.  

All the neighborhood pools and swim lessons, all therapeutic rec activities that have good 
attendance, summer camps for kids, and teen programs, (we have to keep our kids safe and off 
the streets), Nicholas Conservatory.  Golf, UW sports, ISC should be paid for via user fees and 
rentals.  I'm assuming the ice rinks are in the black with hockey and rentals.  Sapora is great for 
younger children and family fun. 

Look closely at the programs that have the greatest expense, and least enrollment and adjust as 
necessary.  Write grants to improve facilities where needed.  Plan a multi year facilities plan as 
proper maintenance is more cost effective than repairs or loss of facilities.  Continue community 
partnership for funding.  



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

Programs for underserved youth and teens, facilities that draw visitors and generate revenue My guess is Magic Waters is the most expensive asset due to the infrastructure and liability 
insurance.  As I drive by, I feel it looks dated.  The appetite for water parks is decreasing 
nationwide.  Repurpose the land for something equally as appealing to travelers passing through 
the area.

Keep Park District's way of partnering for success.  Let groups initiate and grow their project to a 
point when the RPD team takes it on to take it over the finish line and adding it to their list of 
assets.  Reinvest in the walking and bike paths around the city.  Expand the east/west paths so 
that people can actually ride to work without getting killed by a car on Spring Creek or Guilford.

I'd like to see you edit your assets to a more manageable, cost-effective list. I believe assets like 
the SportsCore, Sports Factory and Magic Waters that positively impact our economy should be 
self-sustaining.  You should increase the fees at the golf courses (and I am an avid golfer.)  It is 
one of our jewels and it's ridiculous how cheap it is compared to other cities. I hate the oil slicks 
the motor boat hotrodders leave on the river and would love to see that cleaned up.  Personally, 
I live in Churchill Groves and would love it if you level Walker School and partnered with the City 
to build a large gazebo (with protected beehives on the roof) in the center of an X pathway 
across the entire block with the playground in one quadrant and urban gardens in the other 
three.  It would be where the Saturday Farmer's Market occurs and neighborhood events like 
meetings, socials, concerts, etc.  It would be overseen by a hired gardener and we'd sell shares to 
support the cost with everyone picking up a box of fruits, veggies or flowers every week.  It could 
revitalize the neighborhood and be an example for other urban renewal.

Well maintained parks, recreation paths and affordable programs for youth - adults. More programs for adults with disabilities. Life skills and activity programs
Parks and trails at the top of the list, outdoor free events (cultural and city wide) are very 
important as this is the only thing many families can attend and gives a strong sense of 
community. Any luxury items I think people are more willing to pay for: trolley, park admissions, 
wake parks, ice rinks, golf, swimming etc. and those costs should be made up by charging more 
for admissions. More local attractions to get people out and about and come to Rockford for 
would be great, I think the perks listed are things people may come visit and pay for as examples.

Would love a nice bike trail connecting all areas of the city and more paths/parks to walk, run, 
walk dogs, kayak etc. as active residents make for great cities people want to live in, Rockford 
needs more of that. They should strive to have the outdoor activities and attractions of Madison 
and Iowa City. Arts and culture events would be close second, the more the merrier!

Youth programs that build individual character and confidence, team programs, neighborhood 
parks, museums, conservatory, lockwood etc. neighborhood pools

Increased focus on programs designed to be inclusive of children with learning disabilities, 
programs that strengthen individual talents such as singing, instruments, acting, boxing, with 
working parent schedules in mind and accessible at MORE THAN ONE park / facility location 

Youth programs ( before and after school programs )



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

Parks and playgrounds, places like Atwood with the Camp Grant items and birds, places that 
offer family activities at a reasonable cost, like ice skating and tubing.

Maybe sell off some of the properties that aren't being utilized like some of the parks, or see if 
there are creative ways to utilize things you already have, like how you incorporated the trolley 
in with city market.  My nieces loved the playground programs, they went to Ridge and Wantz, 
but it's crazy to me that those programs are free!  Could you maybe ask for even $1/day? At least 
at Wantz, that would still bring in about $100/day, just because there are so many kids there, 
and it's a full day of daycare!  You guys do a great job, and I'd be happy to pay a little more in 
fees or on my tax bill.

The conservatory, and that entire park by the river. Its the best part of this city, its heart. I wish only for growth.

Keep sand park pool opened being so many families have limited income and going to sand park 
pool during the hot summer may be all that a family can afford and the swim classes are in great 
need.

I would also like the Forest Queen to stay in service....maybe limited hours but is also a nice thing 
for a family to do together

The summeractivities for children are a definite godsend. I would make changes to programs ran throughout the school year to make them more 
accessible and widespread
WE FEEL AN INDOOR BATTING CAGE WOULD IMPROVE THE LOCAL LITTLE LEAGUE GAMES, AND 
GIVE KIDS A CHANCE TO WORK ON 
BASEBALL SKILLS DURING POOR WEATHER.
Not knowing what programs/user fees/sites bring in a profit (Magic Waters?), I feel too 
uninformed to provide advice. Keep those that make a profit.

Sand Park Pool Eliminate Magic Waters 
I think that is self explanatory from my answers above. Mostly educational facilities, programs, 
community involvement, rec, trails, Green space, as many free/or little to no cost outdoor places 
for outdoor activity as possible. I also do not believe that restricting outdoor space and use to 
certain sections of the population such as: smokers or vapors, was a good idea on your part. You 
alienated a good portion of the population that is still paying taxes and such to support you that 
no longer uses any of your offerings. Most now use county facilities as they do not discriminate 
against this population.

I feel that golf courses, sports facilities, magic Waters water park, Nicholas conservatory should 
be able to mostly support themselves through fees and sponsorships such as the businesses they 
are currently named after.

Magic waters used to draw in large crowd of locals and visitors, but now with reduced fees after 
3, crowds get loud and unruly. Some staff acts rude like they don’t want to be there. 

Better customer service training. Don’t want to feel as if I’m putting someone out to do their job. 
Maybe more security at facilities. Many unruly teenagers coming and language / behavior makes 
me not want to take my family to facilities. 

After school programs and summer programs. I'm not a fan of not being able to bring food into Magic Waters.  Food is allowed at the other 
swimming pools, and given the lack of fresh, healthy options at Magic Waters, combined with 
the fact that if I go to my car for lunch, someone will either take our spot or steal our stuff, we 
just stopped going.  

Invest in neighborhood parks especially in new subdivisions Eliminate unnecessary administrative positions. 



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?
More safety
reduce Music in the Park to 4 concerts;
eliminate Rockford Park District Police;
phase out pension;
phase out insurance benefits to retirees

I'd put more land into prairie and wetland conservation for the nature walkers and bird/wildlife 
observers among us.  They need less maintenance over time.  I'd like to see more investment in 
bike paths, potentially even alongside roadways in a partnership with the city.  Bike paths now 
are far flung and discrete.  I'd like more connection.  I have a bike, but roads are unsafe for bikes 
(and pedestrians with the minimal sidewalks we have).  Bikes are technically vehicles and should 
be in the roads, but tell that to the sociopaths driving the roads.  Road rage in car drivers on 
Rockford streets is palpable.  

I don't know what the cost-benefit analysis comes out to but it seems like there are a lot of golf 
courses in Rockford that need a lot of maintenance.  I don't golf.  It seems like a rich people's 
sport, which is out of sync with the income of the Rockford area.  I'm sure there are rich people 
here, but put more of the cost on them as user fees.  I'd like to see more disc golf courses. And 
more nature trails for bicycle and walkers.

Sinnissippi park and playgrounds - Nicholas Conservatory grounds lagoon rose garden with year 
round lighting - neighborhood playgrounds that are utilized 

eliminate neighborhood playgrounds that are under utilized and move playground equipment to 
playgrounds with very used equipment i.e. Orton Keyes playground never has anyone there 
playing...

golf neighbor hood parks eliminate magic waters nice job on law suits!         eliminate excess staff!
Open space, trails, playground equipment, golf courses and facilities, pools, community wide 
activities.

There needs to be a ranking of the various opportunities that are offered and the ones with the 
lowest ranking  need to be eliminated. Example. How many people use the zipline versus the 
children's farm? Highest usage   areas need to be kept and upgraded.

“You can please some of the people all of the time, you can please all of the people some of the 
time, but you can’t please all of the people all of the time”.”

― John Lydgate

Playgrounds Increased programming at neighborhood parks.
Aldeen Golf Course, Carlson Ice Arena, Sinisippi Park, Convervatory Forest City Queen, Trolley, Riverview Ice House
Neighborhood parks and programs and services that serve the poorest among us You're doing a great job.
Parks Only. No manic waters, no ice rink...ONLY parks. Lower saleries for all especially executives 
Youth programs, outdoor programs I think we have more than enough for golfing.
More and better Pickleball courts



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

Bike/run/walk/skate paths. Pedestrians hit by vehicles is at its all time highest (almost 1/5 of 
vehicle related 'accidents') and safe paths away from vehicles are lacking. The amount in 
Rockford is low and most don't connect well.

More bike/run/walk/skate paths.
Some of the wide open parks with nothing in them seem like they could be eliminated if they 
cost much to maintain. The green spaces are nice if mowing is all that's really needed for them 
though. Is 'smaller' dog parks a feasible thing? Some of those smaller parks could be good 
candidates for neighborhood dogs to run around together. Not offering parking (like most 
neighborhood parks) would probably keep it local as well.

Park District has let a number of the parks decline in recent years.  This is sad as it was the 
network and the local parks that made/make the foundation of the district to begin with.  District 
keeps taking on legacy costs many new facilities that will take a lot of maintenance and 
replacement costs in the future how exactly are those funds being set aside given that the 
district is short right now???

Magic Waters, Golf, Ice Houses/Rinks, Sports Complexes should all at the very least be above 
break even in terms of revenue producing if not then how will you run and maintain in the 
future.  Fees associated with these should be covering the costs if not the district should look 
redoing fee structures.

Keep sinnissippi gardens, bike path, recreational walking paths, neighborhood parks, sports core 
indoor and outdoor, sports factory, trolley, river city queen, swimming pools, rock men and other 
art in the park.  

I think we should eliminate ONE golf course.  Possibly Sandy Hollow or Elliot.  The ice houses, golf 
courses, magic waters, and Nicholas conservatory could/should pay their own way. 

I'd like to see more indoor parks for kids or updates to current indoor and outdoor playgrounds. I 
believe we should invest more money in the discovery center and really make it something cool 
and special, needs a lot of updating.  Outdoor ice skating rentals at the Nicholas Conservatory 
pond or Davis park. 

Change our mindset invest big in the things we know that draws crowds. Go big or go home on 
new projects and ideas

Sinisippi Park, neighborhood parks, Magic Waters is 
Sinisippi Park, neighborhood parks, nature trails, bike paths, walking paths Magic Waters is Overpriced and overrated. We should not have to pay user fees for 

dog parks, we pay taxes and the dogs are licensed, that should be enough. 
The Festival of Lights could be so much better and I think all the other things are so great. Just close what people don't use.

Walking/bike paths Can’t think of anything 
Neighborhood parks District is doing a good job
Loves park swimming facility Less Golf greens
Things that generate revenue, reduce things that are expenses. Increase public spaces, paths, 
bike paths. 



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

I would keep the facilities that are the most popular with the community that users have voted 
with their feet. Secondly, the programs that benefit the poor/lower class citizens should 
continue to be developed and supported. Anything that the PD can do to help the 
underprivileged is a good thing. Community-wide events are great opportunities too, for 
example, a Stroll on State type of event.

In my opinion, the park district has expanded far too quickly and is biting off more than it can 
chew. With Rockford's sky-high property taxes, I don't see how it's sustainable. Did RPD create 
some great and beneficial programs/facilities (ie Sports Factory, Mega and others)? Absolutely. 
But with Rockford still trying to grow, the means of supporting these massive facilities just isn't 
here yet. Taxes need to come down and then how will RPD pay for staff and maintenance at 
these brand new places? From my understanding, RPD has been forced to cut their budget 
steadily for years, so adding more and more doesn't make sense. Do more with less isn't 
sustainable long term.

Open trails and nature. Gardens and free places to walk or bike.
I would sell Magic Waters, slightly raise golf fees, maintain bike paths since they are well used, 
slight increase on team fees at Sportscore and U of W facility, reduce or eliminate hardly used or 
difficult to maintain youth programs and sell the least used golf facility.

We live near Hunter Park on Barrick Dr and have lived here for 30 years. There have no been any 
improvements made in 30 years except what we paid for as a neighborhood through a 
fundraiser. Would like to see more playground equipment added and see the tennis course and 
basketball hoops improved. There is a lot of buidling going on near Perryville so this park would 
be utilized. 

This city need to be more bike friendly. The old people in this community are against it but in 
order to attract the young people after college or to have businesses want to invest you need a 
vibrant downtown, good schools and THINGS TO DO! They should have put in a bike trail on 
Spring Creek. That would have made it possible to get from downtown to Rock Valley college. 

Keep The elimination of pesticides, herbicides, and fertilizer that is applied to the neighborhood parks 
in which mostly children are playing at. 

Keep and expand the bike trail, improvements needed from the YMCA to the conservatory. Use  
more of the water way, improve area around the nicholas conservatory...picnic tables, umbrellas, 
outdoor music, food,parking, music. Have a none moving expanded dock are over the river for 
dining (a Ravinia-like area)

Fewer golf courses (they cater to specific skills and people), more open spaces, a small  zoo like 
lincoln park. More family activities. We have a river that isnt used in the     summer...kayaking, 
motored tubing rentals. Bring the bike path from the bridge to nowhere and connect it to the 
shores on the other side of the river. Sell tickets for fish boils by the river (not downtown).Bring 
in paddle boat rentals. Outdoor roller rink. Losing the ING was a big mistake. Eliminate the Park 
District building/old post office..move to a   more efficient/cost saving building. The building 
would make a great science and industry museum (as the one in Chicago).

Parks and programming I would like to see a youth soccer program
Nicholas conservatory and gardens as well as bike bike/recreation paths throughout Rockford. 
Also neighborhood parks.
Neighborhood parks Programs aimed at people of all ages with low activity to encourage them to increase strength, 

mild exercise to start with, generally improving health and strength.
Keep all neighborhood pools/public pools. Reinvestment in playground equipment and 
playground eco-friendly surfaces. 

More cultural arts, entertainment programs. 



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

Open areas, natural vegitation with paths, few built facilities.  Allow people to relax and get 
closer to Nature.  Cost less to maintain (not spending money to mow acres of grass and water it) 
but needs to be patrolled for safety.

Water parks and indoor facilities are high capital cost items that should be funded primarily 
through user fees with less from taxes. Natural open space costs little to maintain, beautify the 
area, provides clean air, lowers stress and promotes healthy lifestyle which leads to healthy 
citizens and connects people with the outdoors.

music in parks eliminate snow sculpture
Ice Rinks.  Pools.  Outdoor education centers.  Open paths, rec trails.  Youth programming.

After school programs and summer camps. More ways for parent involvement.
Washington Park Community Center
Keep Atwood. 
 Golf courses that remain should be maintained but no more should be added, interest in golf 
has been waning; 
Magic Waters is a great place but only for those who can access it; Community wide events, 
especially those 
popular with youth should be maintained and those open plain green spaces should be 
maintained.

Make the Walker School bare location a neighborhood park; once again no more golf courses 
and consider those 
least popular for re-purposing.

Prioritize family and cultural programs, work down through parks putting the (majority) least 
important last.

Not seeing a budget this is hard to say. Obviously any program losing money needs the most 
attention. We have a lot of golf, can that be a reduced expense. Sports being good for the 
community is great but does it make money? I know we are in a bad financial position with 
Magic Waters, if that could go and reduce losses let it go.

more friendly times for working single mons
A fare way to get into camps and programs

Close little used things and focus on the area of need and biggest turn out.

Neighborhood parks, Lockwood, Atwood, Summer camps Seriously look at the cost-benefit of Magic Waters. Does it add enough monetary value to justify 
the expense? Greater focus on family activities. Plan free/low fee family events at neighborhood 
parks - play dates, picnic with neighbors, semi-organized non-competitive sports days, etc.

It would be nice if you could find enough money for one stationary bike for senior citizens in 
Ekberg park.  If not there some other place that we would be able to use it.  Thank you  for 
considering it.
I would like to keep it all if possible increased fees for things would not be unreasonable compared to other cities, etc.; more family 

events that would increase their support in funding
A citywide biking/walking system.
I would reinvest in neighborhood parks, places open to the public in residential settings. Cut the adventure activities if you're losing money on them.
I love the golf courses
Disc golf parks. More disc golf and restrooms for women. 



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

The Forest City Queen None
Keep your original facilities and parks. Make the mercy health center and sports core totally self 
supporting. No taxpayer money used to support those two facilities!

Read previous answer. Hire More programmers and have more children’s camps. Go back to 
summer park site tennis lessons for kids! Stop expanding and show good stewardship of what 
you have. In fact, Do better with what you have across the board!

I believe in before and after school programs but I do not know what is currently available and 
how effective they currently are -

I would suggest a user analysis---I am sure you have already done this ---then look to social 
scientists to guide what is needed 
More ice rink facilities as it's frustrating when your kid in squirts has to practice on the studio rink

Dog parks. Active      maintenance of current parks. Magic Waters No eliminations, but ifreduced support to all facilities will help 
keep all open, I would support that.

Kids programs, golf, camps, sports.
Forest City Queen
Conservatory
Music in the Park

Do not put in a pavilion for weddings at Aldeen.

W

Neighborhood parks,community center, music in the parks, lights, Magic water, and pools don't know

More facilities are needed for people with low to no mobility such as this wheelchair swing. 
https://www.facebook.com/cheddar/videos/2095658064088254/UzpfSTc2OTk0NzE2NToxMDE1
NzM1NTU3MjA1NzE2Ng

Neighborhood Parks and Playgrounds
Cultural and Community Events

More Neighborhood Parks and Playgrounds

Not sure. Not sure.
The services used at community / cultural festivals. Cut some services, then equalize the 
remaining services

updates / modernize /equalize services in minority communities

I would keep and reinvest sports and jobs I would like to see more field trips
Magic Waters - great draw for N. IL but keep it affordable!  Eliminating the ability to bring in food 
and drinks greatly increased the cost to families.
The expansions periodically are great.
I would reinvest in childrens programs I would like to see adults being able to do volunteer work so that in the future other 

opportunities would come up
The pools and out door trails We need a indoor 50 meter pool facility
Maintain existing properities Sell Magic Waters and some golf courses

connect trail systems 
Ice Rinks, Sports Complex, Forest City Queen Less money spent on golf courses.



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

Keep all current programs and expand the ones that need expanding.  There needs to be more 
ice time and space available for the current offerings.  It would be better financial responsible to 
put more ice out at Carlson than to try to put more ice at Riverview.

Increase user fees for out of park district's tax district.  There is not much of a price difference for 
current tax payers and non tax district payers.  More ice space  and make out of the taxing 
district people pay more in the user fees.  If I goto their park district, I have to almost double to 
use theirs facilities.

Hockey/Ice Rinks, Trails, Free/Cheap family entertainment
Washington Park None
Washington Park Community Center, UKUU Programming, Basketball programming Creating partnerships to statistically go after funding
The summer playgrounds program is something near and dear to me. Provided me with positive 
role model througout my youth

I would love to see a more prominent mentoring program to be implemented

more youth development initiatives. you do great with job opportunities
Any program and/or activity that involves children/teenagers should always be accessible. More picnic areas for families to enjoy at parks.

Neighborhood parks and playgrounds are what I see as essential to the quality of life we want 
Rockford to have. Other parks, trails, community events that are/have been free are also vital. 
The rest of the things on this list should be supported by user fees (except, until Sand Park pool 
work is done). I admire the efforts made by citizens to raise funds to keep the trolley and FCQ 
going this year, but what about in the future? We need more friends groups, volunteers in all 
areas of the District and we need to be proud of what we have. The Park District is the gem of 
Rockford.

More opportunities for citizens to get involved. Ownership of what we have should not be a 
right, it 
is a privilege and we need to be held responsible for helping to take care of what we have. I can 
pick up trash, call when a playground needs repair, help to spread mulch, usher or serve 
concessions so concerts can remain free and clean, kids can and should learn that parks are a 
place to play, gather, socialize and be safe -- if enough good people and good things are at our 
public sites, the bad won't be there. I'm a proud Rockford Citizen and Proud to have been 
associated with the RPD for many years. 
Keep up the good work. Thanks for asking for our input and keep positive.

Magic waters needs improvements..like bathrooms. It had potential to Bring in money but need 
work to maintain. 

Teen adventure.  More things at Atwood park.

Just a test Bob - testing Spanish doc
I would like to see the park district expand its basketball programming, specifically for 4th - 12th 
grade. Our community struggles with keeping young people busy, and also giving them hope that 
they can be something more in life. This would help in both areas. There are a lot of talented 
basketball players in our community, who don't fit on an organized school team for one reason 
or another, and having a well developed league for those kids/teens would give them a chance at 
keeping some of their dreams alive. 

I would advise you to closely evaluate your profit numbers at all operations. Those that should 
be making money, but are not, should be greatly reduced or closed. It's simple business in most 
cases.

Museums Fewer smaller places and just a few larger places
Ice skating program!!  Music in the park and therapeutic rec for special needs and seniors. More freeskate time at Riverview. Senior program\\preschool combo program. 

Decrease frequency of lawn mowing. Maybe eliminate parks with damaged equipment  



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

Short term ie- next 5 years- keep what you have- measure carefully utilization 
increases/decreases to determine potential reductionsor eliminations

I would like to see district create more public/ private partnerships for operation and funding 
opportunities. Creation of alternative sources of funding and/ or operation should have priority 
over taxand fee increases into future. 

Youth Camps expanded playgrounds, swimming pools and waterpark, ice facilities 
Playgrounds
This is a pretty broad question and I'm not sure how to answer. I would like to see more neighborhood dog parks! Lots of people my age (single or marreid) don't 

have children, but they have dogs. And we love our dogs. 
Hill House @ Lockwood ... oh wait it's been torn down ... never mind. Hiring the 'best and brightest' from our community and not someone from out of state/county to 

work in the RPD. The idea that someone works here and lives/pays taxes somewhere else is 
repugnant. Sad that this even has to be mentioned.

Parks and recreation sites for playgrounds. Revamp trails. 
Open spaces. Raise the price on golf.
Trolley 36, Forest City Queen, trails, parks, athletic facilities OK as is

More money for Dog parks
Having worked at the RACVB years ago - and loving our city!  I believe in the investments being 
put into the     sports areas.  It brings people in to enjoy our city, have a great time with the sport 
they love AND to spend $$$ in a variety of ways.  Great revenue source!

When looking at our playgrounds, I would really love to see more play equipment for children in 
wheelchairs.  I have seen several on line that would be perfect.  Also, at those play areas, a 
paved pathway to get from       parking lot to the playground.  Making it easier for adults bringing 
the child to play.

Swimming pools 
Playgrounds 
Keep and invest in the parks we have. Take a serious look at the lack of use of our gold courses. Big over-head, little return. 
Natural lands More programs for kids
As much as possible Make as many programs self sufficient as possible.
Trails, summer camps, Sinnissippi music shell, Magic Waters and pools, like Sand and Alpine pool, 
Forest City Queen, Atwood center, Lockwood park, Aldeen park.

No eliminations. :)) Lockwood might have more choices for horse trail riding. Public schools 
might have implemented more programs related to using our parks or facilities.

 keep often used parks; enhance Riverview Ice House Eliminate lesser used park district properties;  eliminate Magic Waters; cut expenses at Aldeen 
golf course

Open spaces/trails/rec paths More green spaces natural 
Areas

Golf Courses/Play Grounds/Dog Parks Cut your losses...  Close the facility with the most debt and the least likelihood of EVER getting 
out of it.   .....Magic Waters



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

It's a sad day knowing you are going to cancel the trolley and boat programs.  FINALLY when 
Rockford is getting themselves motivated to get more people here-thank-you sports program! 
Then you look to cancel things that make Rockford great, things for families to do and stand out 
from other cities.  Make the trolley ride a thing that every ROCKfordian wants to do.  Make the 
boat excersion with dinner or lunch something that every person who lives here or visits is talked 
about...'you have to do this!' I understand that you have worked with the Brewery doing the 
food-let's advertise about it all! CELEBRATE ROCKFORD!

There have been several times that I have seen the grass mowed at our local park and it dosen't 
need to be! Why are you[we] paying for it when it doesn't need to be mowed? The contract with 
the service company needs to reflect that...not we will mow it every week.  You hae probably 
lost so much money doing it that way.
Also, maintance people who come around to the parks...empty garbage-that is not even FULL! 
WHat a waste of time and gas going to these locations that in some parks don't need that.
Stop handing out to poorer neighborhoods.  The government handouts are enough-my tax 
dollars in Rockford are enough....our parks should be better than what they are.
Let's take pride in Rockford and the parks- CELEBRATE ROCKFORD!

I think that we have great parks and would hate to see things change - more marketing to allow 
the public to know more about the services - get the word out to the visiting families that are 
here for sporting events - always looking for ways to entertain kids when on the road

Bike path, river front, green spaces for family use. Stop building or expanding more sports core type facilities.
General facilities that all residents can enjoy - the parks and playgrounds that have no user fees.  Magic Waters is WAY too expensive for most residents so eliminate it.  The golf parks and ice 

skating rink are nice, but only serve a small group with specialized interests.  If they want to use 
them, they need to pay more to do so.  

Services for kids including Sportscores,dog parks,conservatory,rec paths,Forest City Queen & 
trolley, ice houses,swimming pools&water park 

4th dog park added, maybe in Southwest quadrant of city

We are a Hockey Family so wespend a lot of our time at the Ice Rinks. Another sheet of ice would 
be great! We also love our neighborhood park (Highland) and the free summer activities.

Would love another sheet of ice at one of the rinks. We don't golf or use the dog parks but I'm 
sure other citizens do. I think the park district does a great job offering a variety of activities.

the bike path, Lockwood Park, Nicholas Conseratory I think the Park District provides many opportunities, I cant think of anything to eliminate or add. 
I would need to see a complete list of expenses.

The river front and conservatory.  Sports core facilities. Youth programs. I would like the park district to continue with all programs.  It is the one of the best things 
Rockford has going for it!

I would reinvest in children's programming, such as camps, swimming lessons, etc. I would eliminate a golf course or two that are underperforming.
Golf, Parks, Forest City Queen I don't know
Programs at Sinnissippi. Updated playgrounds. Washington Park Community Center Programs. Get rid of Magic Waters. Too many liability issues and money could be used elsewhere.

Addition of more tournaments and outsourcing of our sporting facilities.
2 golf courses only, forest city queen, pools, limit number of parks by selling the land to reinvest 
in other venues. 

Limit number of golf courses



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

The community appreciates neighborhood activities and Parks. The media and promotions folks 
appreciate larger events. Many pay for and attend the larger events. That is something that may 
be duplicated in the private investment world of entertainment. PARK district.

We can consider eliminating the most costly programs, IF there are alternatives in the private 
sector. The less costly PARKS may not have the glamour of larger programs, but the community 
may not be willing to continually pay more for taxes or fees to enjoy them.

Programs for local users. At its core, RPD is here for the Rockford region. Facilities should be 
used primarily for local programs, and the secondary piece is tourism (multi-day events). The 
newer facilities continue to be leveraged as tourism assets--which they are--but they should also 
be able to sustain themselves given the need for increased local programming.

Consolidate facilities/programs where appropriate. Leverage the higher traffic venues for 
sponsorship sales opportunities. There is a lot of blank space at Sportscore One, Sportscore Two, 
and at the Sports Factory that will ultimately help the District's bottom line if they can be 
creatively monetized. Also, each park and facility tend to operate separate from the others. If all 
parks and facilities roll into the same RPD bottom line, then cross promotion of venues for in-
kind trades can be leveraged to facilitate increase participation, visitors and rental revenue. 

All the facilities and programs that you have currently. None. You guys do a good job.
We need to maintain and reinvest in all aspects of the park district. Spending needs to be monitored. The Taj Mahal of an outhouse at Aldeen is an embarrassment.

Close Magic Waters. Stop spending money on new rides which makes it a necessity to keep the 
park open to pay for the bonds. Enough is enough. Close one of the golf courses. We don’t need 
to have 5 courses. Utilize the land for something else or sell it outright. 

Our green spaces take out some playgrounds some are very old and just leave them green Building maintenance in our Small Parks old playgrounds eliminate

Playgrounds for families, especially in lower income areas.  Tennis courts and golf courses.  
Family events.  Maintain good lighting.

Keep improving tennis courts and golf courses.  Advertise or write more news articles about 
family events in the parks.  Encourage family volunteer days to plant flowers or spread mulch.

Keep local community parks Increased swimming programs for toddlers.
I would look for volunteers to help maintain the programs listed above. 
The recreation paths along the river and the playgrounds promote community interaction and 
health- I would continue to maintain those areas.  They are highly visible and used by visitors as 
well.  

I would choose to keep EITHER Alpine pool or Sand Park pool open and in good condition.  I 
would reduce the Forest City Queen and Trolley to weekends/special events only.  

Rockford Concert Band
Neighborhood parks and parks with hiking trails should be kept. Opportunities for adults and kids 
to learn how to swim should be kept. 

If having 2 ice skating facilities can’t support the expenses vs the income than maybe it should be 
reduced to 1 facility. 

Reinvest in the parks/playgrounds,keep the swimming pools.Love sand park pool because of the 
kid area, keep magic waters. Sapora playworld reinvest. There aren’t too many toddler areas or 
places to play during the colder months. 

Adding more toddler places/areas. Not many places for them to play in the colder months. Be 
nice to have indoor water park, we wouldn’t have to travel so far and keep the money in town. 
Some Rates aren’t ideal for a working full time single mom, so we utilize a lot of the playgrounds 
and deal days for the pools. 



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

I would keep and expand the recreation path system. I feel it is very important to connect more 
neighborhoods to the system, and to connect piecemeal sections of paths into a whole.

I would reinvest in activities that can be of benefit to the entire community.  This would include 
parks playgrounds and neighborhood pools.  The outdoor education programming is also 
important.  

The park district needs to refocus on ensuring that the existing facilities are well maintained and 
updated.  there are some heavily utilized locations that have gone far too long with out proper 
maintenance funding.  while the new facilities along the river are a welcome update to the 
downtown skyline they are narrowly focused and do not add much value to the citizens of the 
park district. the park district needs to evaluate which of these program and facilities are under 
preforming and make changes to either shift their funding to other facilities and reduce 
operational costs or heavily consider closing some all together.   

neighborhood parks I think Magic Waters should be privatized. If it is profitable you should be able to sell it without a 
problem. The Forest city queen also should be sold. 

Neighborhood parks and pools. The amount of money spent on golf courses is staggering. If they cannot sustain themselves, 
closing one or two would be a great way to save money

The Therapeutic Recreation Department and all of its programs. The park district needs some bicycling programs.  We have good trails to ride but no established 
program for
 cyclists.

Parks such as Atwood in New Milford where children and other can explore on their own (as 
opposed to paying program fees and for ataff$

Sapporo Play World, Magic Waters and the like should not be operated with tax payer dollars - 
those should be privatized. I thought Sapora was privately owned until this survey. 

Lockwood. Runs on a staff of many volunteers. Animals deserve the highest priority when 
funding is concerned. 

Tax money needs to be used wisely. IL is beyond tired of being taxed, and will most likely not 
vote on an increase. Although raising participation fees will exclude many from the organization. 
I fully support the park district as my family has participated in sports and activities for many 
years, as well as volunteered. The city must be reassured that the money we are already being 
taxed is going to good use, and not lining executives pockets. 

Neighborhood parks are a must.  Keep Lockwood, Levings Lake, Conservatory.  Invest in an 
East/West bike path.

Less park district footprint.  We are more than enough facilities.  We shouldn't be adding more 
we can't afford.



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

The Rockford Park District is a jewel for our community.  It is imperative that our community 
foster safe, clean and attractive parks and recreational facilities.  The funding situation is 
unfortunate for all of us that live in Illinois.  I feel you are doing a great job in aligning core 
programming and innovation with limited resources.  My recommendation would be to hold the 
course as much as possible with any future facility additions or purchases on hold unless it is 
certain to be covered by user fees.

Keep up the good work.  More money from the state.  I would hate for RPD to be a victim of the 
dysfunction in 
Springfield. 

Walking paths and trails, outdoor pickleball courts More pickleball courts
None that I can think of right now. Fundraiser to raise the money to fix the area pools, there are schools that require volunteer 

hours and maybe there is a way you can incorporate that into the classes etc that you have.

Sports factory
Magic waters

More funding for educational and sports youth programs

I would defiantly invest more into the west end of Rockford like Lockwood page and Searles 
parks they create wide range of activities for this area that is lacking there aren't any family 
activities for low income

Maybe the before and after school activities can be funded without park district money

keep sand park open keep sand park open 
Museums! They are crucial to our community and place Rockford as a tourist destination. 

Everything More programs for disadvantaged youth
bike trails
Mtb trails! More mtb trails 
Awesome facilities, trails, and open spaces. Eliminate a golf course and repurpose magic waters. 
Creating and maintaining road and mountain biking paths. Additional biking areas.
Keep trails in parks open for hikers and mountain bikes. 
Any recreation that gets people.  Outdoors and keeps them active. Bike paths, trails, volleyball   
courts ect. Especially ones that are low maintenance but can provide great opportunity to be 
active.

More singletrack trails at rock cut. And greater interconnectivity between the paved bike paths. 
Not just for exercise but for getting around and not being as car dependent

Loves Park swimming pool, Sand Park
More bike trails and if possible bike routes across the city. 

Rock cut trails Trail maintenance 
Mountain bike trails.  Hiking trails. Playgrounds.  Eliminate $ wasteful ventures.like Nicholas Conservatory. Power consumption at that facility had 

to be high.  (Heat and outdoor pond fountain) 



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?
Harkins pool needs equality. Meaning patrons need to be charged fees the same as the patrons 
of Alpine and Sand park pools. Their is a lower tax base near Harkins yet patrons get to use it for 
free while there is a higher tax base at Alpine and Sand park but those patrons get charged. Add 
the same fees to Harkins. Washington Park comunity center needs to close earlier. It it's kept 
open until 9pm many times with only 1-5 people in it with a staff of 3-5. Magic Waters needs to 
model itself after profitable water parks. There are many inefficiencies with the way past 
management runs it. It's a continuous cycle of management running it the way it has always run. 
Examples, excesive staff espacially management and supervisors, inefficient procedures with life 
guards, and food services. Allow alcohol. It is very profitable to organizations and high complaint 
of magic waters. Profitable water parks within 90 minutes allow alcohol with significally less 
staff, life guards, and security. 

Eliminate golf, dying sport, huge maintenance costs, minimal community impact. 
Walking, hiking, biking trails, both on and off-road, are probably most used. 
Rockford has always had nice parks and green space.  As we continue to sprawl I think these 
spaces need to be   invested in.  Also the bike paths, especially since so many neighborhoods 
don't have sidewalks.  The lime bikes on Alpine road are nice but riding down Alpine would be 
extremely dangerous.

Everything should be done to keep the resources accessible to all in the community. While the 
tourism helps in the long run there are many individuals living in the community that can not 
afford to enjoy what is here.  This needs to be kept in mind as we move forward.

Recreational trails and paths. Additional recreational paths and trails. Bike lanes/trails



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

I believe the best use of funding is making open and natural spaces for outdoor recreation 
available to clients served. Funding allocations need to consider the needs and income of an 
urban population that is starved for nature, both experiencing it and understanding it. 

Favorite Outdoor Activities by Frequency of Participation *
1. Running, Jogging and Trail Running 
82 average outings per runner / 4.3 billion total outings 
2. Road, Mountain and BMX Biking 
53 average outings per cyclist / 2.4 billion total outings 
3. Freshwater, Saltwater and Fly Fishing 
19 average outings per angler / 885.5 million total outings 
4. Hiking 
14 average outings per hiker / 604.5 million total outings 
5. Car, Backyard, Backpacking and RV Camping 
13	verage outings per camper / 537.9 million total outings 
*Outdoorindustry.org
The Rockford Park District (RPD) should keep these numbers in mind as they choose which 
outdoor recreation to fund. 
Statistically, running, jogging and cycling seem to be most popular activities with fishing, hiking 
and camping rounding out the top 5. The Winnebago County Forest Preserve (WCPD) and Rock 
Cut State Park (RCSP) also serve these activities. The RPD should consider which populations in 
their demographic are currently well served and which are underserved based on outdoor 
recreation statistics.
THE GOOD: 
RPD has done a very good job with recreation paths, neighborhood parks, and outdoor nature 
facilities that serve clients well. These should continue to be funded because they make sense 
for RPD’s demographic. 
Golf course are great and I love the fact that RPD works to keep golf in the area affordable. I also 
like the fact that RPD repurposes golf courses in the off season and puts natural areas on its 
courses. I’m still a birder when I golf and spend a great deal of time in the nice trees. 
On the flip side I suspect that the RPD courses are not self-funding anymore. There is a lot of 
competition for an activity with shrinking participation. I think that the vendors at the other 

The Bad:
While it is fun to take my granddaughter to ride around in circles on a pony we can do that at the 
apple orchard. While horseback riding is the Sport Of Kings I suspect that it requires public 
funding for a population that is already overserved in this area by WCFP as well as served by 
RCSP. 
Horseback riding is an activity that few RPD clients can afford and WCFP already supports it in a 
way that limits more appropriate activities for its demographic. Fortunately, the “horse” trails 
are also available for running and hiking. Mt. Biking, another trail activity which is less destructive 
to trail systems than horseback riding, is mostly prohibited. There are 28 miles of trail available 
to horseback riders and about 4 miles of trail available for off road cycling with an additional 2 
miles of paved path. RPD could help close that gap.  Only .021% of the people in the United 
States own horses (most in rural areas) but well over 50% (probably more in Rockford) of the 
population own bicycles fit for riding grass paths. 
On the other hand the percentage of income and assets possessed by horse owners verses 
bicycle owners in Rockford and Winnebago county….. Does anyone else see an equality problem 
or an income stratification problem here? What’s the message is the WCFP sending to the many 
Winnebago County residents that can’t possibly afford to own or board a horse? The 
demographic served by the RPD certainly should not be taxed to support equestrian activity. 
I suggest that RPD continue to invest in activities that are appropriate for the demographic 
served.
The Ugly: 
Gambling has NO place or purpose in RPD, particularly when one considers the demographic 
served. 
Words cannot describe my disappointment in the board for bowing to whatever political 
pressures may have been brought to bear on this issue. I suspect it is related to getting a casino 
in the area. Adelson, Kerkorian, Wynn, Ho, and Trump have enough money from preying on 
fools. 
I love downtown Cherry Valley but now I cringe every time I walk by and see these poor 
miserable souls standing outside the slot store smoking and regretting pumping their hard-
earned cash into gambling machines. They are apparently convinced that depositing next 4 
quarters or tokens and a push of the button will turn them from time clock punchers in Rockford 
into James Bond in Monaco.

Rock cut add more trails Adding more bike trails 
Parks, trails, arts, aftr school positive activities for students Golf has to change - eliminate some courses and modify others.  
Community events and activides, Nicholas Conservatory, paths and trails, museums I think it's important to focus on quality over quantity - it may be necessary to close a few 

facilities, but allocate those funds elsewhere! Also, community outreach ought to be a big focus, 
to try and get as many kids as we can off of the streets and away from crime.



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

Community centers like Washington Park, Levings Lake, Magic Waters, neighborhood parks 

Trolly, riverboat Trails open again to 4 wheelers and snowmobiles
I think everything at the park district is great it just appeared past leadership couldn't stop 
adding facilities with no real plan of how to maintain and fill these facilities with limited funds 
and staff.  I honestly hate to see anything go as the park district truly is the brightest spot in our 
community but I also understand that changes need to be made.

I think selling land that isn't being utilized is an excellent idea.  I also like to see that the park 
district is taking a very proactive roll in fixing things before they get worse.  The new leadership 
genuinely seems to care and want to do what is best not only for their organization but their 
community which is a refreshing change from the last self interested leader.  I look forward to 
seeing great and exciting changes under Mr. Sandine and his team.

Public pools, Magic Waters, Nicolas Conservatory. Community events , trooly and forest city 
queen boat.

Fees cheaper. Lots of great offers, but I cant afford it. I don't qualify for the discount . but, I still 
cant participate or have my child participate due to needing necessities like food, rent, medical 
co- pays. etc.

pools, neighborhood parks, larger public parks/bike path, dog parks, ice rink, Lockwood Park, 
Atwood

Trolley and Forest City Queen don't seem essential to me.

\N \N
The youth programs become after school year round opportunities.  Golf, soccer, softball make 
money expand them to indoor areas to keep that income year round.  Offer seniors programs 
such as a day program to keep them active and connected.  Can Magic be used for snow tubing 
to keep it profitable all year

Trailside would close.  Nicholas would NOT be so expensive for events.  I haven't gone to any due 
to cost. Things that don't or can't be earning year round would close or be sold.

Police / Security Provide more protection.  Our community is afraid of being shot.
Neighborhood parks and playgrounds, dog parks, recreation paths, and summer activites for 
children and families. Keep teen programs and explore additional programming for the 13-
17year olds.

If the program or facility doesn't break even, or generate revenue, then consider eliminating that 
program/service. The RPD should be        managed like we run our household budgets; if you 
don't have the money you shouldn't spend it. What money is being put away for the long term 
repair and replacement of aging facilities? 



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

Bike infrastructure! Off-road trail maintenance and development at Espensheid and Atwood. The most valuable investment for accessibility would be connecting the various bike/multi-use 
trail systems around Rockkford. The four main bike paths in the area are the Rock River 
Recreation Path, the Willow Creek Path, the Perryville Path, and the Long Prairie Trail/Stone 
Bridge Trail. Currently, only the Willow Creek Path and the Perryville Path are directly connected 
with one another. 

An additional ~6 miles of paved path could be used to connect:

Both sections of the Rock River Recreation Path
The Rock River Recreation Path to the Willow Creek Path
The Rock Cut State Park trail system to the Long Prairie Trail/Stone Bridge Trail

These three connections would make it possible to ride a bicycle from downtown Rockford to 
Rock Cut State Park, or as far as Roscoe and Capron on safe, protected, car free lanes. 

Multi-use paths, neighborhood parks (and programming) Some things should pay for themselves, such as golf and adventure activities
After school and summer programs for kids. I wish they were more sleep over camps in the summer like there used to be.
The Park District does a terrific job.  I'd like to keep everything, but I realize how difficult that is 
financially.  Keep as many of the low cost items as possible.  For the higher cost items, consider 
how to reduce or charge higher fees.
Atwood and Lockwood park Programs for teenagers at Atwood who would like to become park rangers and other jobs in the 

park field.
Cycling infrastructure Skate park on the north west side of the city, Brown park would be an ideal location.
Arts & Activities outside & inside The changes in would like to see is more new activities and not really have to pay for anything 

but like field trips. 
Forrest city queen
All of the sporting facilities, pools, parks, and outdoor education and recreation. Keep doing what you are doing.  We have a great park system. It would be nice to see a dog park 

near Atwood Park.  I would like to see groomed ski trails at Atwood Park too.  There is not as 
much available on the south side of Rockford. 

I would keep community wide events,youth programs, Nicholas conservatory, Neighborhood 
parks and playgrounds, hiking trails, Neighborhood pools and magic waters 

I'd love to see more "green" in the RPD to help make the city more inviting. I'd also like to see an 
increase in community wide events and after school programs for children. 

Love Magic waters Would make concessions more affordable. Allow food in Magic Waters. Allow more hours for 
open skate at rink. 



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

Everything I gave money to above. Golf should be strictly user fee. 

I'd like to see the northern section of Elliot Dog park receive a shelter area (I believe this is in the 
works?) and water access to the southern section.

Also maybe a dog park area with a small pond/pool for dogs to swim in?

STOP EXPANDING, TAKE CARE OF YOUR DEFERRED INFRASTRUCTURE NEEDS NOT WANTS.  
REALITY IS THE GREATER ROCKFORD AREA HAS SEEN A DRASTIC DECLINE IN POPULATION, 
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES, AND BASIC INFRASTRUCTURE NEEDS IN THE PAST FEW 
DECADES.  

ANY CONSIDERATIONS FOR ADDITIONS SHOULD COMPLETELY FACTOR IN COST FUNDING AND 
ACTUAL PARTICIPATION LEVEL EXPECTATIONS.  

riverboat!! get rid of many of the small unused neighborhood parks and those costs
I think Magic Waters is one of the biggest gems of Rockford. Keep it! I love pickleball and the UW 
Sports Factory and SportsCores. They are fantastic and I see them jammed with people of all 
ages, including me! 

There may be programs (not sure what) that are not benefiting a wide range of people. Please 
consider every age group. I pay a lot in property taxes and want to make sure money is fairly 
going to singles and older people as well. Families and children are important but there are many 
others who benefit from park district services.

Playgrounds make Neighborhoods. Use them for summer camps help keep kids busy with fun More exercise equipment
In parks. 

Activities focused on teens and children. It was made to keep kids out of trouble. Focus on ALL 
kids not just those with money. 

Maintain the options we have and revitalize the old options (trolley, forest city queen,) bring 
more advertising to community events and have it at locations you want to generate more 
income for. 

Washington Park and youth services. Our children need something constructive to do.  The 
sportscores are a great invest for our community. The amount of money brought into the 
community is amazing. Continue to give them the resources to make them a top facility in the 
country.  

Small user fee increases at golf courses, pools, ice rinks, etc. to help with revenue shortfalls.

Trails, community events, ice rinks, natural areas Elimination of Lockwood and Magic Waters
Trails New/Longer trails/bike paths.
Icehouse, Wake Park, new bike park at Atwood (I can only hope that it doesn't look like a Rockcut 
2.0). Need to look at bike parks out West for ideas.

Way too many parks in this town. Need to cut back on some of the lesser used parks. Also need 
to look at other successful park districts to see what they're doing different. Seems Rockford is 
always behind the times, or does the opposite of what successful towns do.

All of the outdoor parks!  It's nice that in Rockford most people have a short distance to a local 
park

Do like Wisconsin. Yearly trail passes for cyclist to use the trails!  At first people will groan but 
long term it's seems more sustainable!



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

The Carlson Friday night skate is a lifesaver for parents of young teens. The pools are good for 
families. 

The park district use fees are too high for youth groups to consider. You're actually losing money 
by pricing yourself out of customer's reach. 


golf, organized activities for kids and teens

I'd like to see a cost per use analysis to see what is being used and what the cost per use is- 
maybe consider fees where cost is not in line with use

Anything that allows people to get out and enjoy nature. Amped up park district police at certain parks.
? ?
More bike trails
Keep everything but maybe increase fees for things examples golf fees, dog park,
Lights could have a fee.And then have free days.

Volunteer work at dog park.I know dog owners would help. Maybe a fee per car for Xmas lights. 

more bike paths and please build the Atwood trail system. Golf is down dramatically across the country and we still have the same amount of golf courses. I 
alsofeel money put into the learn to golf par 3 at Alpine Hills should be put into the bike park at 
Alpine Hills and/or the neighborhood park programs as more kids would get more out of this use 
of money.

Bike path Lockwood Increase bike paths
I think the therapeutic recreation programs are very important and needed for persons of all 
ages including adults with disabilities. Personally I use bike paths in public parks the most with 
my children 
The bike paths More bike and rev paths connecting the city. Mountain bike trails
Sinnissippi Gardens, Festival of Lights Get rid of Magic Waters and let a private investor own it.  It is a heavy cost on tax payers and 

everyone still has to pay to use it. Also, get rid or sell golf courses that have a negative revenue. 

Maintenance of Park District property is key. Personally, my family enjoys the paths and parks, 
adventure activities, the dog parks, art/culture, and community wide events. 

Addition of a dog park in the south part of Rockford would be great. Atwood Park has space at 
the south entrance that could work. Or purchase the land at the corner of Blackhawk and 20th 
for a new space.  

Design and build Mountain bike trails at Atwood. Keep mtn bike trails open year round at Rock Cut.  Better trail maintenance, like quickly 
removing downed trees.  Making some of the RC trails one way.

I would keep and reinvest in activities for the youth, both children and teenagers. More youth activities added with reduced cost.
Atwood!!
Pools and paths
Therapeutic Rec!
Unsure Unsure. The city needs a strong balanced park district.
I would keep hiking/biking trails and reinvest more in that. I would eliminate some of the small parks which are barely used and invest more in those bigger 

ones with trails. 



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

The Rockford bike path has been something I've used since it was first built.  I wish as many 
people used them today as there were during the 70's and 80's.

I'd like to see a BMX/Mountain bike pump track trail, to help encourage interest in cycling for fun 
and fitness.  From Wikipedia:  [A pump track is a type of off-road terrain for cycle sport consisting 
of a circuit of banked turns and features designed to be ridden completely by riders "pumping" - 
creating momentum by up and down body movements.[1] They are relatively simple and cheap 
to construct, and cater to a wide variety of rider skill levels, so are popular in council owned 
parks and schools.]

Waste cost on too many personal in the Management level.  This causes high salaries expense 
which could be used for Parks Improvement.  

Continue to invest Golf courses and bike trails The park district has too much property and is too top heavy with “administrative personnel”. 
Trim administration and put that money into maintenance of the good programs currently 
offered

My son worked at Magic Waters last year.  The management was awful, start by losing that! I hate to lose Sand Park pool.

Recreational Paths and trails for biking. Well, Loves Park playground (now named something else) got ruined, by letting Woodward 
Governor purchase a good chunk of it's land, so... Blah, blah, blah. I honestly do not expect much, 
or anything.

Neighborhood areas that people can reach from home without transportation. But they would 
need to be better maintenance. Soccer standards have fallen down at Conklin school park years 
ago. Can’t be an expensive fix yet never repaired. Keep Lockwood Park. Advertise better. Open 
up more hours for general public at icehouses. Open skate, open hockey. Raise fee a little if u 
have to. Allow kids not in leagues to have a chance to play.

Sell water park and at least one golf course. Private entity will purchase. Too much maintenance 
for short season.Don’t buy property for green space. In a neighborhood just provides place for 
drug dealing, etc. utilize buildings like Old Walker Elementary for neighborhood indoor 
basketball, drama, library and public meeting space.

Keep all green spaces, Lockwood and Anna page are vital. Magic waters
I would like to see more investments put into our biking/cycling community infrastructure. Need more places to lock up our bicycles. And improve the illumination in dark areas 

throughtout the river district area.
Lockwood Park ATV trail system at Lockwood and charge a fee for users. 

Fee for horse users should also be charged. 
More bike paths, trails and parks that don’t require you to staff the place daily. 
Restrooms that you can maintain every few days. Have 
Youth maintain parks and restrooms in exchange for something that has fees that they would 
like to participate in. 

Bike path and trails. Connect them all to form a loop around and across rockford. Safer ways to cross and ride bikes along major intersections and roads.
The summer camps such as Camp Lone Oak, the bike trip on the Michigan Illinois canal. Do more fundraising and applying for more government grants to keep camps and activities open

Better bike paths Better bike paths 



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

Keep the neighborhood parks strong. I would like to see Mulford Crest Park get a basketball court.  Many houses  in our neighborhood 
have steep driveways so we cannot have our own basketball hoops.  A    basketball court in 
Mulford 
Crest Park would be amazing for our neighborhood.  It 
Would be a blessing for 
A lot of families.

I think the golf courses, parks, and open spaces should be reinvested in. I feel the park district 
has become far too focused on building facilities that are rarely used. I drive by some of these 
places daily, and the parking lots are emptied, yet they are brand new facilities. Now the park 
district wants to eliminate some of the older facilities that are still very popular to justify moving 
funds to support facilities that are not in use. My family does not feel that is right. Reinvest in 
what made you the best park district in the State. Beautiful golf courses, brilliant parks and open 
space that keeps our home values up. 

Eliminate expansion. This has not worked and will not work. Every year the park district builds 
some new attraction or building, yet, these additions are not drawing people. Go back to your 
roots, focus on the existing facilities that made you who you are. I do not understand the snow 
park, zip lines, wake boarding park. It would seem to me that the costs of these attractions far 
outweigh any fees that might trickle in.

Bike paths Link existing bike paths
Keep facilities that take in fees. Increase user fees and then reinvest

Better maintenance at neighborhood parks. Personally I won't golf at any park district courses.  
Last time I tried to golf at one I was treated terrible.  There was no other golfers waiting to play, 
yet the gentleman working insisted I have a few time and would not let me golf till tgat time. 
Nevermind the fact that not a single golfer showed up to tee off in the 30 min I was made to wait.

Local parks and playgrounds Park district money to better the local parks and not the tourist attractions
LIFE paths...love cycling with my love. More security and safe life paths on the West side of Rockford!!!⚓
Our youth

More bike paths/routes! 
Sports core is great. Brings in a lot of people to the Rockford area! Keep hosting awesome events! Bike paths/bike lanes

Camps, Golf courses Bike trails
Keep and Re-Invest in Golf - it is the gem of the district. Eliminate Magic Waters and other costly facilities from and upkeep and insurance perspective.

Bike paths especially with the new LimeBike’s available! Something everyone uses! More bike trails!
Neighborhood parks
Dog parks

More bike trails

The golf program needs to be kept but there needs to be some changes bring more golfers to our 
beautiful courses

Stop building, we have enough structures. Time to start looking at existing facilities and or 
properties, seeing what can be kept, repaired or sold/leased.



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

Trails for bike riding. More bike trails.
Bike riding paths!!  Increase them for longer paths. Great exercise for all. 

Climbing gym community.  Indoor rock climbing facility with a training/weight facility. 
Connect bike paths Increase natural areas, decrease areas that need mowing.
All programs More for bicycle riding - bike paths, bike Lanes, etc.
Keep Sportscore good for teens, keep pools open so everyone can enjoy water in hot summers 
and learn to swim, keep golf going for elderly, families need safe neighborhood parks,
Many sites are expensive to go too let them support themselves. Keep museums but eliminate 
other things grouped in with them. Keep Atwood. Go back to basics.  If our state and city 
finances improve and if the city stops spending and taxes go down for Home owners
then gradually include the "cute" extras. Keep YMCA. 

All not x'd above should be privately funded not by taxes. Dogs don't need a park. Sapora not 
needed. There is Monkey Joes. Ice arena should be sold  to for profit. Conservatory should pay 
for self or sell to for profit or have a big industry take it as their civic duty. Zip line winter too 
expensive. Snow sculpture is ok. Ive lived here my whole life been on Riverboat once and trolley 
never. Back to basics!  Out city and state are broke. Don't ask me for more money.  

Safe pedestrian and bicycling paths. Magic Waters should be mostly fee based
I would keep the local playgrounds because most kids can access the play areas without needing 
to leave their    neighborhoods. 

I would add adult activities at parks, such as volleyball courts, tennis courts, sitting areas and 
walking paths. So often the parents are bored with nothing to do while the kids are playing. 

The public pools, paths, neighborhood parks. Not be on the hook for the festival of lights. 
More bike riding,on and off road.

Make sure Aldeen golf course does not take away from the other courses! Add multiple donation boxes for the sound of summer to help offset costs. 
increase golf/user fees

Develop education components of area. Atwood Park is a treasure of historical significance and 
great outdoor education facility. Partner with the Command Post to pool resources about local 
history and tap their vast collection.  Many of the parks are unique parts of local history that 
needs to be highlighted. Work on access to all for parks!

Golf is declining in revenue, would recommend leasing out golf courses, maintenance and food 
service and RPD collecting fees while eliminating management. Water park needs re-evaluation 
for whether this should be sold or changed in structure, management,etc.

Programs for children and teensNot sure Not sure
Outdoor recreation centers are important. Also the family concerts. Isc and those indoor centers 
are also very popular.

I would like to see that the golf courses, magic waters, and ice houses are self sustainable.

Longer bike paths that actually connect to other bike paths. Finishing paths that are 
uncompleted. It'd be nice to bike to Planet Fitness over by Alpine Shopping Plaza but Alpine isn't 
a safe road, neither are Harrison and Sandy Hollow.

Just what I stated above



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

The playgrounds! I would add more, with toddler friendly equipment. Also, there is almost 
nothing to do in the cold season, it would be great if there could be more budget friendly kid 
friendly options for indoor activities. The people living here are the ones using the services and 
parks and facilities the most, so why not make things we will put our money back into locally? 

indoor attractions and activities! It is cold here a good amount of the year, and I could see an 
indoor water park being a very big attraction for residents trying to escape the cold, and for 
people living in the area that Rockford is just a closer location to than other indoor water parks 
that may be even more expensive because they are privately owned. pricing it at the same or in 
the same range as magic waters when there isn't really any competition in the area, or even a 
monthly pass would sell. I know so many people here that spend money driving south in the 
winter, and this would be such a boost in the economy during what is typically (I am assuming) 
Rockford's down or quiet season. 

Sand Park pool and Mount Trashmore 
Golf courses and hockey facilities. 
Keep and reinvest in areas that can generate income.....Golf Courses... Stop Mega Expansions....  Cut your losses with Magic Waters.  It will NEVER get out from under 

its debt.  Improve parks and Golf Courses  
Nature programs, Lockwood park. So many kids are not exposed to these activities. It would be 
nice if RPS 205 could do more field trips to expose kids to outdoor nature, horses, it's all learning 
experiences to make our community better and care about it

Work with others in the community, RPS for field trips, FCTC for tennis, businesses to expose 
employees to the activities the park district has to offer. 

Public swimming pools
Keep pool on riverside Blvd open , keep magic waters, boat Add more walking baths. Different kind of classses
The Sports facilities are nationally known, and bring in money for the entire area. These should 
be a priority of the park district to be maintained and kept top level. I travel a lot for work and 
with my kids to other cities for sporting events and everywhere I go, people mention how 
impressed they are with the SportScore facilities. They wish there were more hotels in those 
areas.

Many of the local parks have turned into areas for troublemakers to meet and loiter around, 
which ultimately turns the park into an unusable and unsafe place for kids to go play. Play 
equipment is broken, missing, and turns into weapons by those troublemakers.

ICE arena
More bike paths

Neighbor pools 
Magic waters
Bike paths

Dog parks aren't worth the investment
Prices can be raised for golfing and sports facilities

Sand park pool Bring back sand park pool
Outdoor activities. Bike trails, paths! Bridge that gaps on existing paths. 

Sand park pool A pedestrian walking bridge that connects Sinnissippi to the bike path.  It's impossible to safely 
cross a family even at the stoplight.
I would like for sandpark pool  to reopen. It’s our favorite and it’s affordable 

Neighborhood parks, natural spaces, kids activities. Close several golf courses.  Our taxes are subsidizing a dying pass-time. Close swimming pools.



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

Keep working on the Silent project mountain bike trails at Atwood park
Parks (Activities), swimming pools and community (family) activities. Reduce or reallocate some of the funds for golfing.. Or increase the Golf fees. 
Wooded areas and Environmental education, Dog parks, Open recreation areas, hiking and 
multiuse trails

Recreation opportunities catered towards senior citizens to improve physical and mental health - 
combine with a children's activity perhaps, in order to prevent loneliness?

Affordable family-oriented programs None at this time.
Nature trails and camps/sessions for kids and teens. Keep our kids busy learning and growing 
about our community and the work it takes to maintain a quality of life we prefer.

More opportunities or advertisements for volunteer projects.  Such as mowing and maintenance 
being sponsored on a weekly/monthly basis or so by companies or families that can provide the 
work and people not just asking for more funds.  Kids camps can be supplemented by kids 
working (trash pick up, leaf raking etc) instead of handing out money thru different prices for 
different families.

Children and teen activities and after school programs. i am not sure the park district needs to provide golf for adults. 
. .
Much "better manicured parks".  Letting our parks go back to Mother Nature is terrible, as it 
looks unkept and an eye sore. Atwood park when I was a kid was a pretty place top go to and 
enjoy spending a day there. Today it is "very unkept" and not being taken care of. Places that use 
to be mowed have been let go back to nature.  Park tables are terrible to try and sit at, as they 
are ugly and falling apart and dirty. The park is just a mess.  Most of our Illinois parks are like this 
example.  To sad!   

The "Park Workers" actually "earning" their tax payers pay checks!

Enforce no dirt bikes, three/four wheelers on the park property.
Study/fix the golf situation. Are all courses used? Different fees for harder courses? Make ones 
not used neighborhood parks. We have cheap links fees!

See above. What is cost of shelter rental? Cost of softball team use of parks? Do fees cover 
maintenance costs?

Sand park. The haunted hay ride at lock wood. Parking cars for events is crazy. Give us our guys back.!
Would like more Senior Programming More Senior Programming
Keep/reinvest in ice rinks and strong hockey/ice skating programs as there are no other options 
in the greater Rockford area, keep and reinvest in the bike paths and keep the good/productive 
staff

Eliminate staff (such as lifeguards) who do not follow safety procedures, keep equal or 
proportional funding for both east and west sides of Rockford as it seems that the West side is 
lacking in maintenance and activities.

keep maintenance standards at a higher level add trash bins to Gambino Park year round | open Sands Park pool again
Pools magic waters lockwood park nicholas conservatory  bike paths parks Reduce golf course
Invest in Rockford’s local green spaces, playgrounds, paths, and museums. Keep them clean, 
safe, beautiful. Make sure they are inviting and a place everyone wants to be!

Increased security for safety. A visible police presence is important. Build a Community and 
police partnership where kids families feel safe at our parks. 
Get rid of golf. Too many courses to maintain

Playground Equipment Better maintenance of park grounds
Neighborhood parks None



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

Music in the park. Would like to see local talent showcased.
Saturday night "date night".
Hard to say without full financial analysis 
Preservation on natural areas. Eliminate golf.
Parks.  Tennis.  Golf.  Swimming pools. Stop being a tourism group and concentrate on serving residents...you know, TAXPAYERS.  Right 

now you seem to be focusing on spending future dollars to eliminate any parks.  Pretty soon you 
will be only concerned about suxking money to pay for massive projects, at the expense of 
neighborhood parks.  I used to be proud of te park district.  Now I am ashamed that you care 
more about empire building than parks.

the swimming pools
The facilities noted above. Close one or more golf courses--- with a significant factor being one that might be most desirable 

for development.
Outdoor facilities and child benifit programs. More policing to unsupervised facilities. 
River city queen as it is a part of downtown and there are many visitors. More security and clean up
Rock River Recreation Path, Sinnissippi Music Shell programming, Magic Waters, Nicholas 
Conservatory, outdoor education and recreation facilities and trails

I can't think of anything that should be eliminated or added at this time.

The beautiful parks and the summer music programs. Less Golf, more music in the park
I don't feel there needs to be any changes. The District provides a valuable service to the 
community and there needs to be financial support for the services that are provided.

 neighborhood parks including swimming,  programs for kids, keep golf courses, keep disabled 
programs, enhance sports factory to serve our youth.

I would sell magic waters. It serves mainly tourists not the community. Liability, operating budget 
and energy can be directed towards our citizens. Privitize magic waters.

More/updates walking paths 
Music in the Park
Ice arenas
Snow Sculpting
Trails/paths

Listen to the people about what they really want. Don't fund an activity just because it sounds 
trendy 

Forest City Queen and Trolley FYI the section "Please check all the reasons that PREVENT you or other members of your 
household from using the Rockford Park District facilities, parks, and programs" will only allow 
one choice.

Everything.  RPD is AwESOME. Need to fight to keep programs. I think it's perfect.  If anything, I'd say more for teenagers and seniors.
I would like the Silent Sports Park at Aldeen come to fruition.  I would be willing to buy a park 
pass like in 
Wisconsin.  The fees could be used to build/maintain mountain bike trails.



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

Ice rinks, snow sculpting, pools, golf courses, Nicolas, bike paths. Festival of Lights needs to be rethought. Magic Waters may need to be cut back or turned into an 
all-weather facility.

The pools! Very disappointed that family pools were chosen to close, yet no gold courses were 
slotted for closing.

Less money on golf courses that only serve a small fraction of the public. 

The music at Sinnissippi Park in the summer, the neighborhood playgrounds, the bike path by the 
river, Nicholas Conservatory.

I don't know.

As a senior I don’t take as much use of parks but when raising children the pools, summer 
programs and bike path a lot!! The PArk District is a shining star in community!!!

Keep everything that we have. Raise taxes if needed. Lower user fees if possible. All children 
deserve a chance to enjoy all the activities RPD has to offer.

Lower the user fees if possible so that ALL children have the opportunity to enjoy the parks.

Riverfront Dog parks
Clearly keep summer programs for kids, golf, music in the park, snow, 
sculpturing, trolley /boat excursions ...-all family activities ,   
Actually most of he programs that are doing well and are well attended should be kept. ROckford 
is known for its wonderful parks...and what ever can be done with preserving the programs that 
are well attended should be done even if it means asking people to go fund it.   The only 
cautionary problem that may arise is an employee salaryissue.  Salaries need to be fair ...but 
Rockford has had an enormous exodus in the last few years and salaries shouldn't be considered 
in light of this situation. Everybody may have to give a little one way or another. 

Maybe... Movies in the park For families who can't afford to take their family To a regular 
theather?  I Ihink a free will offering should be considered  or. A small entrance fee for clean up 
and set up would be appropriate.Sometimes when there is a small fee people appreciate it more 
and don't act like. .....They are entitled 

Music in the oak... maybe have a donation box, neighborhood Karl’s... Bringing  in as  many 
tournaments as possible.

Better training on those people that get a discount on usage.    Young employees need better 
training and tactics for those who live outside our community but are charged the park fee 
discount.

Parks, trails, recreational areas that families can use Make people more aware of what Services and locations are available. Reduce some services/ 
areas that aren't being used, increase fees for use on some programs. Close things that are 
higher maintanence and lower use.

Open spaces, neighborhood parks, outdoor rec
Music and the arts 
Id keep Lockwood Park N/A
I would KEEP West Rock Wake Park, Alpine Hills, and the Atwood Silent Sports project. I would 
focus on sports and recreational activities that don't get the same level of attention and funding 
as golf and soccer.   

The Atwood Silent Sports Project! There are numerous private and public golf courses all over 
the area. Soccer field are everywhere. Mountain Bikers have one place to go, Rock Cut, which is 
unsafe for kids and beginners. We need an area that ATTRACTS users from outside the area, and 
we need to make Rockford a DESTINATION.   



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

I wish you would reinvest in the park in our neighborhood (Oxford and Fulton). My twins are 
almost two and we love going there, but it's a little unsafe for the little kids. We just started 
going to the park off Rural (across from Allen Chapel) and LOVE it!!!! It would be awesome to see 
something more like that in our neighborhood :) 

I think the park district does an awesome job! The only changes I would like to see is for the park 
district to work more on better maintaining what we have and not adding to anything else (with 
the exception of my neighborhood park. It would be great to add more toddler equipment :). 

Access to neighborhood parks and summer programs/camps, pools for kids Decrease costs for zip line, wake board and snow park that can only be used by a few
Summer orchestra, band shell, parks
Golf courses, Magic Waters, Trolley, Conservatory are big draws to our community and ones that 
we use.

Anxious to see what will become of the new park in Churchill’s Grove.

Raise fees at Conservatory and Golf and reinvest for more trails and upkeep trails eliminate corruption/wasteful spending
everything we possibly can not sure
Sand park pool and Imagination station.  Charge more at the pool and admission fee at the 
c9ncerts for kids
Magic Waters needs a face lift.  Ongoing beautification of river bike path. I think the park district 
does a wonderful job!  Make sure your programs are known to the community. I think the UW 
sports facility is wonderful!

Continue to be good stewards of our land as well as taxpayer dollars

Reinvest in the infrastructure to keep facilities operating at peak performance and looking their 
best as well as being safe.
Recreation paths & playgrounds - such as has happened on the Bike Path I do not know if there is a volunteer program within the Park District - within the thought 

process. 
Development of a volunteer program - allowing one pay-rolled person with many additional 
helping hands. Another thought might be to ask current employees to each "volunteer" 1- 5 
hours per pay period to reduce costs and still allow them to keep their jobs... 

Forest City Queen; Sinnissippi Gardens and bike path, all parks and neighborhood pools All programs restored
Our neighborhood parks and playground in Parker Woods is a wonderful asset to our far west 
side community. I hope and pray that RPD is able to continue to provide upkeep in our open 
green spaces. Additionally, therapeutic rec is a huge community asset. Please continue providing 
the access to RPD programming to our youth with disabilities.

I worry if something is eliminated, that will come from the West side. I think the Forest City 
Queen and Trolley could go private. There seem to be many competing music nights these days.  
I love the free music and Sinnisippi and Nicholas, but do we need both? 

Playgrounds, youth programs, outdoor recreation 
All actives Nothing 



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

Sand park pool and the hill behind sand park. For most families they cannot afford the cost of 
Alpine Hills however, children are still able to make unforgettable memories, and provides a 
plausabile activity to keep families busy.

Magic Waters prices are getting too high to where many families rather go to Wisconsin dells to 
pay those prices then Magic waters because the prices are too comparable and people are 
getting more in Wisconsin. The return on investment at Magic Waters is low. Plus many families 
continue to be concerned about the safety of the attractions. 

The 5 areas I allocated money for Ways to involve community, especially youth in care, maintenance and park programs
Quit catering to these specials whim projects just to win awards at the NRA conference.  We 
dont need another off path bike trail because your commissioner is into mountain biking.  I dont 
care if it is grant funded.  It is another property off the tax rolls that requires public funds for up 
keep.  And BS the economic activity will reimburse the expenses.

Neighborhood parks, Lockwood & Atwood Parks, Music in the parks Quit subsidizing golf courses or close one or two. 
Trolly, Forest City Queen, Sand Park Pool, Lockwood Park, YMCA Pennock, West side programs. Can't think of any. You guys are awesome.

Playground equipment and picnic areas, sports fields for baseball, soccer, football, tennis courts. Some of the large commercial facilities that compete with private business.

Neighborhood parks and museum campus 1. There are not basketball courts on NE neighborhood parks, please add.  
2. Outdoor roller hockey rink like near tinker, but on East side.  
3.  You should add boat docks where people can store their boats during the summmer off of 
museum campus or riverview ice house, like Prairie Street does to bring in more money.  

I would create more disc golf. You get way more bang for your buck. Hire a professional course 
designer like Chuck Kennedy or John Houck. Add more disc golf as it's a huge draw. Have them 
totally redesign the 3 courses at Anna Page Park and make it a huge draw not only for locals but 
to increase tourism. Currently there are 1600 players in Emporia Kansas for an event!!! Think 
about the amount of revenue created for local business. 

Same as 13. More disc golf and redesign Anna Page Park. 
I would create more disc golf. You get way more bang for your buck. Hire a professional course 
designer like Chuck Kennedy or John Houck. Add more disc golf as it's a huge draw. Have them 
totally redesign the 3 courses at Anna Page Park and make it a huge draw not only for locals but 
to increase tourism. Currently there are 1600 players in Emporia Kansas for an event!!! Think 
about the amount of revenue created for local business. 

Anna Page Disc Golf Courses Porta potty's at Anna Page on all 3 courses
All the outdoor space in a usable condition so can be used by who ever for what ever it is 
intended

let usage dictate where the money goes.

Parks and bike paths Fees 
Disc golf courses More focus on natural areas 
Clean out the dead and dieing trees and reforest the area's



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

Discgolf courses  Add A few more discgolf courses. Remove the rdgc from anna page
Keep the revenue generating parts that self fund. Maintain green spaces. Community pools and 
kids programs. 

Some social activities and physical for handicap young adults. 

Neighborhood parks relative to potential user base and trail connectivity. Higher cost per user 
hour amenities funded by in part by user fees with that part being relative to expenditures. 

Expansion of the range of disc golf opportunities. Judging by capital expenses plus ongoing 
maintenance per user hour, I challenge you to find a more cost effective amenity. The district has 
one recreational/competitive facility in Anna Page on the west side. An 18 hole installation of 
similar focus on the east side would be highly successful as would several nine hole installations 
with at least one suitable for families and younger children.

Midway Village is fantastic and take three grandchildren there often!  My husband and I attend 
most all of their events through out the year.

Nicholas Conservatory should be privately funded.

Parks, playgrounds, more pools, additional ice rink. Facilities that can be used for local 
programming but also for tourist/regional programing that brings in revenue to keep local 
programming available and cheaper

Cheaper fees. Some things are over priced= conservatory. More community events. 

Golf courses, magic waters, camps, summer programs, playgrounds, sports facilities Swimming pools other than manic waters
The boat and bike paths Can we make Magic Waters and the ice rinks self sufficient?
I do not know much about the park district to commentators N/A
Dalhquist Park could use a dog park where the old horseshoe area is. Many residents would use 
it and it would bring revenue to the park. Then more could be put into the park, updating old 
exercise spots around the path 
Sounds of Summer
Washington park More security 
Keep all neighborhood swimming pools open and park programs for children.   Sell several golf courses.  Too much $ being spent on their upkeep.  

I would say make more disc golf courses and make this a professional disc golf tournament 
worthy community. Disc golf is the fastest growing sport around the world and if we could get 
more quality courses like page park. Rock cut has so much space that 99% of the community 
never get to see a disc golf course would make alot more people go to the park and charge 5 
bucks a day to play. Get on board make the disc golf scene as nice as the ball golf and soccer. 

Keep everything going and make it better. I would at sinisippi park on the land between the road 
and river make a boardwalk type thing with restaurants,shops and docks.  The river is the nicest 
thing in rockford and there is  no resturants on the river worth going to .there are two clubs and 
two bars on the whole river.and Tad's has a fence up so you can't even enjoy the river. Have the 
park  District rent the building and makes a ton of cash from the rent and give people in Rockford 
a place to go on the river. I know it would make Rockford a better place to live. And it would give 
the park District funds for alot more good things in the future. I also think make a indoor dog 
park with booths Rockford owned companies can rent out. 

Keep open fields to play in, and sports fields (e.g. tennis/pickleball courts) to play on More publicity for them. Where are they, what do they offer?



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

Live at Levings Lake programs for tenagers especially girls
Keep neighborhood parks with programs. Maintain magic waters. Have indoor locations for 
inclimite weather - Sapora & Ice Arena

Add programs for specific groups of people. you can add things at very little if any cost for 
instance- groups for people who participate in specific activities. a group for cyclists with 
disabilities (paracycling) add a meeting location and time to meet - whoever shows up cycles. 
Invite groups to host event at a park - such as project mobility (free) and add vendors (items for 
sale) advertise events on website

the trolley, Forest City Queen Why not close golf courses that are not profitable?
Anderson Garden, Midway Village & Museum Center, Nicholas Conservatory More bike paths / designated bike lanes on roads
like walking paths
Forest City Queen
Infrastructure of existing parks trails and rec paths is essential to maintain, as it is theoretically 
open to all.

Larger facilities such as Sportscore 2, Carlson, & Riverside Ice Arenas & UW Sports Factory must 
bear self-supporting responsibilities through increased user fee

Bike trails, swimming pools allowing individuals from other counties to use services on a pay basis
more advertisements to make the community aware of what is available
I would need fees to be eliminated for watching sports at UW Sports Factory and fees to be 
decreased for many activities for senior citizens on limited revenue

Community activities, availability of programs, activities, and free amenities to the public, 
summer activities, cultural activities and events, and cleanliness of parks/playgrounds 
maintenance.

Reduce money spent on golf courses, they are too high to maintain and not enough people use 
them or have access, e.g. it's an expensive sport to play and doesn't benefit the Rockford 
population much.

yes
For me, the most important assets of RPD are those spaces which serve users from around the 
area, e.g. the Recreation Path, Levings Lake, Sinnissippi Park and Bandshell.  Also important, but 
for a different reason, are those facilities, like Sportscore, which the community can leverage for 
economic benefit.

I think we have significant overcapacity for golf.  I don't think golf is likely to regain the 
prominence it once had, and we should begin to selectively repurpose a few of the RPD's golf 
facilities.
We also need to find a way to make sure that public swimming facilities are available and 
convenient for all areas of the District.  I would also like to see a 4-season indoor swimming 
facility available and convenient for lower-income areas of the city.

I think our parks are well maintained. I was in Chicago a week ago at a park with my nephew and 
the amount of garbage blowing around was atrocious.  It made me realize how nice our Rockford 
parks are maintained.  I also think neighborhood swimming pools are important (partly because I 
spent my youth swimming at Alpine pool) and another 4 years life-guarding and managing one of 
the pools, and I know how valuable they are to the community.  Especially the swimming lessons.

I'd love for the river bike path to be repaved, but that's far down on the list I'm sure.

I would keep all programs. Add more programs for children during their down time. (when school is out)



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

We are privileged in Rockford to have beautiful parks where the public is welcome to safely 
enjoy the outdoors. The concert in the park series is a favorite activity in the summer.I also enjoy 
playing disk golf at Anna Page park.

Although I enjoy a well manicured park, I can see maybe putting in more natural areas that don't 
require as much maintenance.

 Outdoor music. Forest City Queen. Pools Less money allocated on golf...higher greens fee’s. Raise rates on adventure parks and sports 
facilities.

The Trolley! It’s so much fun,
Even for a cheap date night. And I am 27! Please invest in our natural resources: our parks. 
They are becoming few and far between.

Too many golf courses.
Stop putting so much money into Magic Waters. I realize it brings money in for RPD, but can’t 
We find something else to invest 
In? Lockwood Park? The Conservatory? The trolley? More activities like The Forest city Queen 
Autumn tour with cider and donuts. 
Those activities are amazing, they just need more advertisement. 
The marketing team needs to put their heads together and think
Of better ways to advertise on 
social media.

Swimming is one of the healthiest activities for all ages. I hope that swimming would be available 
at a reasonable price at nearby facilities at convenient times for all ages. We have a wonderful 
park district, but it SHOULDoffer more swimming pool availability.

Again, we have a wonderful park district, but we SHOULD offer more swimming pool availability. 
It's one of the  healthiest exercises and fun for families and all ages.                  Dog parks are 
dangerous. I've known   dogs seriously hurt by aggressive dogs at dog parks. Eliminate them.

youth activities and camps
green space and bike paths

change some under-used tennis courts to pickleball courts
don't think zip line is necessary

Handicap accessible playgrounds. Specifically handicap  swings. Playgrounds with a wheelchair swing. And no wood chips, wheelchairs don't move in wood chips.

Golf Na
playgrounds 
DISC GOLF...it's not even listed? Improve the Disc Golf courses at Anna Page, add a Disc Golf course NE Rockford.
Keep all after school, no school activities going for children; all age groups More available places to go to within residential areas. More hours would help as well.
Conservatory/Gardens, recreation paths, Sounds of Summer, neighborhood parks & playgrounds I'm hoping to see a great neighborhood park at the Walker School location soon!  Everyone at 

this house really dislikes the signs (little history lessons & sponsors) that have been added to our 
recreation paths.  Why can't we just enjoy the natural beauty of these areas without unnecessary 
signs demanding our attention and cluttering the views?  

Sand park pool!!!! Eliminate or reduxe golfing and give more back to the family friendly facilities!
Washington Park, Summer Programs, Swimming Pools, Waterpark The Fees and Money and an Indoor Waterpark/Pools



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

Activities for the kids Indoor Pool or Waterpark
Keep everything and get more cleaner workers N/A
I would keep everything and get more maintenance people Nothing
I would reinvest in neighborhood parks.  I would invest in places like UW Health Sports Factory. Lower Taxes

I think we should keep youth sports and community involvement to keep kids active Less focus on golf more focus on day camps during the summer, natural wildlife.
Can't really say, the parks and other programs are fine to me. N/A
I would keep all sports programs intact. None
I would keep everything the park district offering so far. I would like to see more support for the Levings Lake talent show.
All of It! None!
Sapora Playworld needs to be expanded and updated. Magic Waters should be allowed to let 
families bring in food and drinks to make the day more affordable to residents. Parks need to 
make sure they are being cleaned & updated. The Discovery Center indoor part absolutely needs 
to be updated/renovated and CLEANED more often to avoid the spreading of germs among 
people.  Items at the Discovery Center need to be maintained so they are operational for the 
public that pays to be there, as well as get new items for people who have been there a lot.

More mailings/information getting out to residents about The Rockford Park District Offerings for 
children and families.

Neighborhood parks Eliminate Magic Waters
Keep Everything More Activities for kids
Reinvest in community centers with new technology and current programming. Creative ways to assist with funding.
keep the kids with things to do!
All youth sports More specialized camps!
I love RPD I would keep everything that it does.  Perhaps look into possible innovations! Not Sure!

More activities that the children would enjoy so their parents wouldn't have to force them to do 
something they don't want to do.

I think the park district is very well versed in the activities and upkeep of their facilities.  They 
offer many options in programming and they are well staffed and employees are always good at 
giving information as to what is offered.

Less of the facilities that are money pits.

Neighborhood parks summer program (Time 2 Play), summer music/kids programming, youth 
sports, nature programming

Anything that encourages community health, engagement, and families having fun together!

Nothing. Nothing.
Children's programs Senior specific fitness



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

Golf courses, especially Ingersoll.  The west side needs recreation facilities and also nature space. I hope that there will not be eliminations. Obviously if there is a money shortage, there shouldn’t 
be additions.



SANDPARK POOL Elimination of some golf courses too much money is spent on golf by the park district.
We need another ice rink Add another ice rink
Ice rinks are popular. Reinvest.
Outdoor activities such as soccer and basketball programs are also programs that need to be 
reinvested in.
Safety and security is also important. If folks do not feel comfortable coming to parks then all the 
rest is for naught. 

Music in the park The indoor sports centers should be sustained with fees and sponsorship.

Put up a sound barrier along 251 and the sinnissippi bike path/rose garden. It should be a 
peaceful place but the traffic noise is awful.

I am not a golfer or a sports person. I think that those may bring the most people in. If they also 
help support the facilities great. The education of children is needed, plus after school care. The 
riskyer activities, i believe have a draw base but are they a loss or profit? Will they be a profit in 3-
5 years.  I love the gathering of people for the music. Cuts are difficult. 

Try to keep as much as possible. May wisdom be with your decisions.

Outdoor education/recreation More bike paths 
Make some tough decisions around long-term viability of golf (I'd close Elliot), give its high fixed 
costs. 
Seek more corporate underwriting
Close Magic Waters and strengthen neighborhood pools and add splash pads to existing 
playgrounds

Small parks0 scattered around city. 
As someone who uses the Sinissipi bike path a lot, I really like the idea of investing in attractions 
for that area. The light show that was there was great for a wide variety of age groups, and it 
brought in people from neighboring communities/cities.  
Summer music programs that are free to public
Bike paths
X-C ski trail grooming at Sinn. and Atwood golf courses when conditions allow.

I'd like to see the ski/mountain bike trail system at Atwood developed

Golf courses and Ice facilities. None.



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

A continuation of reforestation of our parks.The children's camps, the walking paths, our large 
sports complexes, the Music in the Park at Sinnissippi, the sledding hills, the flowers that are 
planted and cared for in the baskets and throughout PD property. As South Main is redeveloped 
be sure to maintain the HQ building very well. It represents our awesome PD. I would really like 
to see Rockford build a destination playground. I will describe that as one similar to one located 
in Waukegan at Bowen Park. 
https://www.google.com/search?hl=en&tbm=isch&source=hp&biw=1199&bih=767&ei=8WXrWt
GdBsGq_QbD0YrQAw&q=bowen+park+waukegan+il&oq=Bowen+Park+&gs_l=img.1.0.0l10.1996.
5496.0.7271.11.10.0.1.1.0.107.838.9j1.10.0....0...1ac.1.64.img..0.11.846....0.NblNUTdWPXg.  
Maintain our museums and spotlight them more. Former ED's understood the partnerships built 
to build large facilities not only benefitted our citizens but brought economic gain to the city as 
well. Continue to keep clean safe play areas for our children and safe places for walks and picnics.

Thank you for your responsiveness. Any time I have contacted the PD about a maintenance 
concern it has been addressed promptly.

Neighborhood parks and nature trails for walking/running/biking.  Public pools.  Magic Waters 
and Nicholas Conservatory.  Atwood Center is wonderful, too.  

I would like to see splash pads available in the neighborhood parks.  

Neighborhood parks Updated amenities on paths, exercise areas and playgrounds.
Imagination station in the summer. My family misses it. Less sports complexes 
Continue to focus on what I consider to be the traditional services that a park district offers.  For 
example, youth activities and education, parks, sports programs, etc.  Continue to also focus on 
the facilities and programs that have a greater overall impact on the city/region - ISC, The 
Conservatory, etc.  Reinvest in Atwood and other outdoor education programs.  I think that #1 
priority should be continued opportunities for our children in order to keep them out of trouble!

I feel that we have too many golf courses in Rockford and they are underutilized as a result.  
Close a couple of courses.  Either sell the land to developers or create natural green space with 
low maintenance needs.  Keep funding the museum's but consider cancelling music in the park 
and other similar cultural activities.  Close the trolley and riverboat.

Bring back sand park pool Bring back sand park pool
River boat,  and trolly Less golf, only a few need public golf, the competition is brutal 
Playgrounds and golf
Neighborhood Parks, rec path
Sports facilities, pools, 
Pretty much everything I’d  allocate my $100 toward. 

Expand to Roscoe. 

Do not compete with private businesses. Payoff the bonds for Magicwaters and sell it. Reduce 
your taxing amount by 5%/year. Pensions should only be 401ks like the rest of Rockford. Charge 
what services cost. Thank you for the opportunity it’s to respond.

Don't know Not sure



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

The tree lighting is a great event, keep & reinvent!  The golf courses are an amazing asset to this 
community, keep & reinvest! Our neighborhood parks are essential, keep & reinvest! Afterschool 
programs are a great perk, absolutely non-essential but keep. 

The wakeboarding, zip-lining and snowboarding/tubing is absolutely non-essential and seems to 
be a niche attraction, ELIMINATE! The Sportsfactory has not been what you may have thought it 
was going to be, ELIMINATE. The conservatory does have nice attractions occasionally but seems 
to be using quite a bit of money and has MANY more amenities than any of the other parks etc, 
reduce spending at the conservatory!  I thought the riverboat and trolley were already shut 
down? Keep them shutdown. Magic Waters is not good business. The lawsuits tarnished this but 
it was already something that should have been eliminated. You already have pools, why do you 
need to constantly pour all your available funds into a water park too?  ELIMINATE!!!!

Imagination Station 
Lockwood Park, Neighborhood parks, Programs for low income kids Golf courses and other adult activities should be self supporting.
dog parks
Maintain all the existing facilities. Maybe add a playground at Rueban Aldeen Park.
Parks that just have trees & flowers & paths  on which to walk and a few benches so we may 
enjoy nature.

1)Eliminate unnecessary maintenance like blow ing leaves off the blacktop roadway at Sinnissippi 
Park. (Yes,I saw this.  Also saw
mowing of grass when we hadn't had rain & the grass was short!)
2) PLANT MORE TREES.
3) Lots of oldsters in Rockford. Offer summer
time tai chi or other light exercise outdoors at local parks. (Wonderful program in Al 
Hombra, CA.)

I believe that the Park District has to face the reality of selling or leasing some of it's property to 
increase revenue.  Also, the reality is that at least one of the golf courses will need to be closed.  
Magic Waters either needs to be financed well enough to be a draw to the area or closed.  Since 
the Park Dist never realizes any of the influx of money from tournaments, a hotel tax needs to be 
explored so that the visitors to the area are the one financing the facilities.  Finally, the Sounds of 
Summer, a hidden gem of the District, needs to be adequately financed so that a fuller schedule 
of events can return to Sinnissippi Park Band Shell

Fun and educational activities for kids and families Get rid of most of the golf courses & turn them into playgrounds! We don't need that many 
sports facilities either, turn them into playgrounds. Quit charging fees for things like the 
Conservatory--it used to be free till they spent way too much money rebuilding it too fancy and 
now charging for it. Try to put a safe playground in every neighborhood.

Way too difficult none
Magic Waters and neighborhood parks Allow booze in the parks, open later hours, get rid of golf (but add mini golf).
Programs for youth and seniors.  Also options for those with disabilities. See where you can combine effort to collaborate on services and offerings.



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

Adventure sports - the terrain park at Alpine Hills, the Silent Sports/potential single track at 
Alpine Hills & Atwood. For the terrain park - this year our "off season" was effectively 7 months - 
developing winter sports beyond sledding and tubing, including youth programs, I think is huge 
for our community to ultimately increase individual happiness levels/satisfaction with one's 
place.  Expansion of the terrain park to potentially include a bunny hill with magic carpet or rope 
tow, stronger push on ski/snowboard education, putting a fat bike trail loop with grooming 
(leveraging snowmaking equipment and snow cat already at Alpine Hills) with fat bike rentals 
and classes (including/especially focused on youth), possible camps during winter break, etc, etc.  
 There's a belay on one of the zip towers now, the only climbing opportunities in the area is the 
Y's climbing wall - add a climbing & MTB centered summer camp at Alpine Hills using 
aforementioned Fat bike winter loop as a summer single track loop, and build an outdoor 
climbing wall/walls with entry level climbing, mountaineering, and bouldering education.  

Not everyone is an adventure sports enthusiast, but I do think as our older population ages out 
of participation in outdoor activities, planning and development of such programs now will well 
position our community in 5-10 years. I would like to see continued emphasis and investment in 
human powered activities, with reduction in investment / development of things like birthday 
party/picnic shelters, concerts, etc, unless they are net breakeven or profitable.  

Lower fees. I've played adult C league hockey for 7 years now in Rockford.  In the last couple years, fees have 
gone up, games have gone down and teams have got larger.  This results in less ice time for a 
higher fee.  If this trend continues, I plan on not playing in Rockford and moving to either Leaf's 
or Fox Valley Ice Rink to play, their fees have remained constant the last couple years.

Programming for kids and teens - especially those at risk. This is hard. The Park District does so much good for so many.  Some decisions could be made 
based on usage. Others based on need so that all residents have opportunity. 
Fees. We weren't able to send our kids to all the things they wanted to be in because we couldn't 
affor
d it.  We didn't qualify for assistance but all their friend who were low income got to. How fair is 
that? Having to make the decision between bills to pay or kids fun? Not fair!  Why didn't low 
income have to make that choice. I have to tell my kids no but they didn't?  



Community Pools None
Neighborhood parks I would work hard to make things like golf, magic water, snow park, zip lines and wake park at a 

minimum revenue neutral or profitable in a best case scenario. You may have to find some 
sponsorship or raise fees but these items should be able to support those revenue increases.



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

Prefer to keep everything. The programs are fantastic. I would like to see the dog parks better supervised by qualified knowledgeable dog people. 

Programs that serve those who are not served in other programs in the community. Look for services that are duplicated by other agencies in the community to cut.
Open outdoor spaces, parks, riverwalk, conservation efforts. My family uses Sapora playworld 
and it is a relatively low cost way for kids to have fun and work off some steam.

Unless it is making money or a big favorite of both locals and visitors, I don't really have a strong 
desire to keep magic waters open.

I would keep sand park pool, the forest city queen, and the trolley. I think the park district does a wonderful job. 
Golf Property taxes cant continue to rise. Generate your funds through user fees.
Neighborhood parks Add more bike paths; Connect bike paths.
The play area at CherryVale Mall.
Magic Waters Maybe eliminate one golf course
The sounds of the summer is an excellent program that my family looks forward to all year.  I 
strongly urge the Park District to continue this valuable program.

The Sapora Playworld is an unorganized and unneeded facility.  Parents are usually unobservant 
of their children, which causes it to be an unsafe environment.  The employees at the playworld 
are also very inefficient and unprofessional.  I will never take my family to Sapora and I would 
encourage the Park District to eliminate this wasteful facility.

Open trails More Equestrian trails
I would keep all parks and activities going an ask for volunteers to help clean up the parks so our 
families can enjoy more free stuff when u live on a very low income alot of families cant do stuff 
that cost money an like us wecant qualify for help

I would like a few free days for my family could go to activities cause we never get to

Community programs for kids and Carlson ice arena
magic waters
Gangs an drugs Close them down
Idk Safer parks
All of the above More indoor winter activities
programs and facilities that are going to benefit the most people
RPD needs to reinvest and
Keep programs for families and children.

I would like to see more low cost programs for children respecially during the summer.

Keep golf courses, but reduce number, possibly to 3 or 4.  Keep and maintain youth facilities and 
programs.

As above, reduce number of golf courses, resulting in increased usage for the remaining.  Sell 
Magic Waters to a private firm if one can be found.  Eliminate some of the smaller, less utilized 
neighborhood parks and playgrounds

Pools, children/family activities Families fees 
I would reinvest in sand park pool as it is the place where most of Rockford loves park and 
Machesney goes and is affordable 27 dollars a person at magic waters is nuts and not fair for 
loves park and Machesney Park residents to pay even more 

Keep sand park pool open and reopen alpine park pool for the people who don’t make 80000 a 
year



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

Walking paths,keeping playground equipment, adding more fun including equipment for all ages. More playground equipment, walking and bike paths

most people do not hear about events the ditrict has until the events are over
Golf, UW Heath Sports Factory and other facilities Raise prices for activities and lower prices for golf. 

Give more money to all the courses beside Aldeen
Outdoor recreation Employee evaluations
Music in park but stop having RSO every week Quit trying to make all your sports venues having alcohol  that is not setting  good example for 

the kids. 
Keep forest City queen. It 
Is my favorite part of
Summer. And reinvest in more youth Programs

Less money going to Nicolas conservatory

Swimming pools. We are so sad that the loves park pool will be closed. Any other outdoor 
activity and therapeutic programs for disabled children especially those on the autism spectrum. 
And be open to type 1 diabetic children. 

None

The things I allocated money for. Park districts should unite communities.  The Y does not provide proper or safe supervision of 
children.  Y staff is unprofessional.  They refused to give me a reduced rate when I made 18 
grand a year as a teacher because they said my poverty was temporary. I really rhink those who 
use the Y are desperate or they do not love their children.  The Y has lower standards than the 
park district for everything and as a first year teacher making 18 grand they should have reduced 
my rate as if I was anyone else making 18 grand not the expensive teacher rate.  As I have seen Y 
staff "supervise" children I have had to work hard to keep my own children safe.  I have often 
wondered if the police or scars should be called.  I stead I am going to videotape how the Y staff 
and their wards behave.  

We appreciate the swimming pools and Carlson Ice Arena. While we only go to Magic Waters 
once a summer, we view it as a good place for teens to get job experience and assume that it 
attracts visitors to the area. We enjoy  the fun parks and the river walk. The Festival of Lights and 
snow scultping is a nice winter tradition.  

We would also like to see our property taxes lowered and would expect a decrease in service for 
this to happen. Lockwood Park is nice, but it would be better to be able to pet some animals and 
also participate in farming or gardening like at Angelic Organics, which is so very expensive.....

Trolley Car #36 and Forest City Queen, Magic Waters and pools, trails and bike paths, sports 
complexes, golf    courses

I would like to see the proposed Whitewater park next to Fordam Dam and south of the UW 
Health Sports Factory   come to fruition.

Sand Park Pool
Safety and cleanliness Safety and cleanliness 
I would keep Sandpark pool as it is a big part of that neighborhood activities. Some people can 
not afford to go to Magic Waters due to cost and location. 

Raise the golf fees for out of area golfers
Offer family priced packages for magic waters,Sapora play world, etc. 

NEIGHBORHOOD PARKS AND PROGRAMS LOWER FEES



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

Keep Ingersoll golf course and reinvest in local parks. Remove the trolley and forest city queen. They simply don't make business sense and don't add 
value to the community.

Sand park pool Keeping sand park open this season 
Forest City Queen There is nothing for teenagers to do

more day program options for kids during the two weeks after school gets out and the week 
before school starts up again

Local programs for youth, adolescents, teenagers. Too many kids getting into trouble and they 
need safe place to be especially if parents are otherwise occupied.

Would like to seen rockford youth paired with senior citizens and learn gardening- growing 
produce to sell. Or ther activities that can interest. 

more Summer program Park locations and staff NONE
The parks More security
Keep before/after school programs as well as reinvest in the trolley and forest city queen I love Rockford’s parks the way they are! I’m proud to be a citizen of the forest city 

I would keep and reinvest in the ice rinks, if they can be expanded they bring more money from 
other communities through ice shows, competitions, hockey tournaments and synchronized 
skating events. If you expend those it will bring revenue for the entire area. 

I would probably redo the rinks and get different food vender to supply healthier options like a 
subway? something that doesn't just serve fried or prefrozen meals. Food for Fuel was a nice 
summer option but was only open 2 days a week. Add more rinks to serve more people. 
Sometime classes are overcrowded and dangerous, plus not a good learning environment. The 
rinks seems mismanaged leaving times they empty when something could going on and others 
time classes can't be to sign up for leaving few in attendances, then risk of cancellation because 
not enough skaters came. Better train your staff in both hockey and figure skating. There are 
only 2 staff members I can ask questions too that will know the answer to be sides. Everyone 
else gives you an "I don't know" but won't take that step to help you find the answer. On hockey 
half the young trainers don't seem to really care if the kids are actually following the directions 
or not. There is no correction if doing a skill wrong, but then again the 1:15,20 ratio they are 
given doesn't help. 

Additional ice rink at Riverview or Carlson to expand the hockey/skating options.  Permanent 
Lacrosse fields at Sports Core II.  

SportsCore1 reinvest! Golf courses reinvest! More/different events than just soccer at 
SportsCore2 missing a target market with more/different sports tournaments!

Get rid of some of the local pools, no need for dog parks, etc. 
Add a weightroom or fitness center for the park district 

Neighborhood parks and paths. My needs are simple. Just once I would like to see the Park District Police ticket single autos 
parked in spaces identified for cars and boat trailers in Martin Park. In over 20 years I have never 
seen a single one. 



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

Playgrounds are very important!  Invest in making them more inclusive and up to date!!  When 
all the programs and money are gone...the parks, open space, and paths will still be there! :)

Not sure because I think the Rockford Park District does a really good job providing services to 
the community.  It's a very hard thing to think about changing or deleting any programs or 
services, in general.  I understand that a lot of the facilities, parks, etc are aging and in need of 
desperate repair.  Maybe, take a survey of the facility use and what it generates and go from 
there?  Understanding that closures and whatnot will happen due to low funding, etc.

Sports lessons, agility quizzes, playgrounds. Safer areas and security measures
I would like to see that more staff is more pleasant. Debbie was not so nice.

need to collect some revenue from all organizations that benefit from sports activities coming to 
Rockford. small tax amount could be a benefit financially.   

watch expansion as that costs.  Golf - slightly higher fees for adults and lower fees for juniors.  
Lets get kids on the courses to learn and have fun - daily costs make it a hardship to play.

Eliminate the dog park, I can walk my dog with a leash or in my own yard. Invest in family places 
like Lockwood, the ice arenas, children's sports programs such as swimming, soccer, tennis 
lessons, etc.

I want to see children's programs continue to grow. Eliminate the dog park.

Magic Waters, neighborhood parks, higher trafficked golf courses, recreation paths
Magic Waters, neighborhood parks, higher trafficked golf courses, recreation paths, district 
events.

The Rockford Park District is such a "shining star" in our area that I would hate to see 
eliminations, but if 
there are areas that are underused or too costly to update and maintain, they would have to be 
my first 
choices.

Golf More commodes on the golf course.
Parks, nature spaces, sports facilities, activities for families and children More dog parks.

Equal costs & benefits inside & outside city limits 
Keep all that is available More bike trails
It's hard for a person to assess with limited information.  I don't have data on what is profitable 
vs. what is not for the park district.  I live in Belvidere but use both Rockford's and Belvidere's 
parks and programs.  I think it is critical to provide green space and playgrounds in all 
neighborhoods to the best of the district's ability.  Raising taxes in Rockford is a bad idea.  
Programs are well priced right now for those that can afford them in and outside of the district.  I 
would hate to see user fee increases that would result in a reduction of participation due to 
affordability.  One of the things that is important is to vary offerings that cannot be found in 
other nearby districts.  My child might try horseback riding lessons this year as an example.  This 
is a program hard to find anywhere else.  Invest in reforestation of the park system.  

In a time where resources are a scarcity and the park district is already comprehensive in its 
offerings, no additions to programming should be featured (with exception to ensuring the 
forestation of the parks -- trees improve quality of life and the property).  One thing Belvidere 
Park - specifically has is memorial stones at trees -- a program like this could be used in Rockford 
to raise funds.  Summerfest grounds in Milwaukee sells stones that you can engrave a message 
upon -- anything like this is a good idea to raise money.  As for eliminations, if a program is 
unprofitable -- the district should consider reducing or discontinuing the offerings supposing it is 
a low use program due to lack of interest, not lack of knowledge / advertising about the offerings.  



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

Neighborhood parks in areas where most kids live As is, the programming is for those with money, families with cars, and ability to register, parents 
attend, etc. that is impossible for the families that need to keep their children off of the streets 
the most. Golf courses, water parks, the sports factory, etc. should be able to exist without 
public money and run by non-public entities. It is time for the park district to provide NECESSARY 
parks/recreations and let economic development to the city, county, etc. i finding businesses to 
run businesses.  

Keep and Reinvest in neighborhood parks. These sites are usually the first, most frequent 
experience citizens 
experience in terms of RPD assets.

Adjust user fees.  Modest fee increases, particularly for non-residents, could help in "right sizing" 
the Park 
District from a financial standpoint
Need to right size your service 

Sports center more activities for family's to do
Keep all that have a self Revenue. Invest in volunteers and nature parks that are free to the 
public.

Utilize the staff better and budget better. There's an awful lot of wasted time and money.

Bike trails--these are used by many who would be willing to pay user fees similar to New Glarus 
bike path.  Or find a way to pull fees from the users who are not in the Rockford Park District.  I 
am happy to support the facilities though I live in Roscoe.  

n/a

Bike / running paths all around the city, 
Keep gardens More gardens
Alpine park pool addition on more neighborhood pools and teen volunteering opportunities
More ice facilities at Carlson 
I believe that the aquatics department, especially Magic Waters, is a great part of the Rockford 
Park District.  It is a fun, affordable place for families to spend the day and for summer camps to 
come during the summer months to have a group outing.  It also brings people to the city of 
Rockford.  Most importantly, Magic Waters employs several of our area youth for the first time.  
This job is perfect for those looking for summer employment year after year. I believe the Park 
District should continue to invest in Magic Waters because it helps meet the Park District's vision 
in several different ways.  

While I don't like the idea of eliminating anything, I do not like the idea of having to raise 
admission prices or taxes. If a certain area is costing the Park District a great expense, I think it 
would be better to invest that money in other areas which have a greater potential to bring in 
revenue for the district.  Facilities should make sure they are doing their part to reduce costs 
themselves. Reducing hours during slow periods or seasons, turning off appliances when not in 
use, and adjusting staff levels are just a few examples each facility could examine. Continuing to 
offer low cost/free events for families and children are a great incentive to bring people to 
different facilities. (EX: Family events at NCG, special events at Magic Waters, spring ice show at 
CAIA)

Golf and ice surfaces They do an excellent job providing to the community quality programs and facilities
community centers,
 sport factory lights and sounds of summerOk 

No camp journey,just summer camps 



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

The park district is one of our greatest assets. The facilities/programs that are amenable to user 
fees should continue to rely on them and use marketing to attract participants. The economically 
challenged parts of our community should not suffer due to lack of funds. In fact resources and 
programming should be increased in those communities. It is the strength of those programs in 
disadvantaged communities that shows the strength of a park system and a city.

All activities for kids and senior citizens More of the community involved.
Keep as is. More outdoor courts (sand volleyball)
Sports None
UW Sports Factory More sports locations
Neighborhood playgrounds, running/bike paths & ski trails in winter, community wide events, 
conservatory/gardens, children's programs (swimming/sports, etc.), outdoor education, sports 
facilities

More bike running paths that are safe throughout the park district, more lighting and 
security/safety features. Eliminate anything that doesn't get much use in the community during 
the seasons that apply.
More awareness. Lots of people don't know about the great activities at the UW Sports Factory.

More money for land acquisition. State of the art playground equipment.
Open areas, natural habitats, basic infrastructure for basic sports. Get the corporate community involved. If Starbucks wants to rent space for kiosks, rent it! That's 

income. Make keeping the parks clean and tidy part of the lease agreement. I personally would 
like to see on-site options for food and beverages. And competition is not a bad thing. If a 
company wants exclusive rights to sell in a park, the lease price should go up dramatically.

We need to keep our neighborhood parks and greenspaces. Programs for residents need to be 
kept and enhaced. 

I think the park district should partner with other organizations in the Rockford area more. An 
example would be perhaps partnering with the Rockford area Arts council and hosting an art 
exhibit/classes at the conservatory. Partnering with the Chamber of Comerce to get local 
eateries involved perhaps  "picnic in the park" they bring in food have musicians come in making 
it a low cost evening out of doors. You could even rotate parks pick one from each quadrent of 
the city to showcase. It also might be helpful if you have a weekly flier that goes out via email 
letting citizens know what is happening in our parks in the next month. There are a number of 
organizations the park district could be partnering with and events that could be happening to 
showcase the lovely parks and facilities we have here.

Pools A gym I could work out at with child care would be cool
keep-riverboat & trolley, neighborhood parks and swimming too many chiefs in admin.  cut some of thier pay
The golf system is fantastic in the RPD, but can always use improvements! I would like to see more warm weather community events.



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

nothing Sell off Magic waters, close fairgrounds pool. Build a world class recreation center available to 
families only, where parents just can't drop off kids. 

Therapeutic recreation programs. The TR program is great and we are fortunate to have it. More Therapeutic programs.

Parks - equipment
Downtown attractions - river

More activities or day programs for disabled adults.

Traditional locations and services that can't rely on use fees, reassess services that can very well 
run as private businesses in other regions and determine required use fees to maintain.

Keep as many of the neighborhood pools as possible. None
UW sports center More sports facilities in the loves park/Machesney park area
Reinvesting in our riverfront is paramount. I would love to see the Trolley and the Riverboat 
come back. As a family, my grandkids and I miss them terribly! I think we should raise golf fees 
but reduce or maintain the activity fees for kids and pursue as many subsidies as possible for 
underprivileged kids as we can get our hands on! No child should be left behind.

I'd like to see some community fund raising to help offset some costs. Maybe a thrift shop or 
some sales events of some sort. Overall, I am very proud of our park district. Keep up the good 
work! 

Keep as many parks as you can, Rockford has so little in the way of culture and education that we 
NEED to make sure as much of it survives as possible.

Clean the bathrooms more often. It may seem small, but this has caused my family to abandon 
an event in the past.

Ice rinks, parks Reduce or eliminate adventure activities ice sculpting and others that lose money. Use common 
sense
I would like to keep Rockford Park District just as is, even if taxes and/or fees go up.  

Most any redundant or underutilized programs
Neighborhood parks, lessons, sapora, and excursions You are spread too thin. You have many good ideas, but you can’t afford them all. Focus on 

getting back to basics. Use the funds to support families, Rockford’s next generation. Market the 
idea of instead of giving kids more stuff, give them more experiences. Create those experiences 
for kids and families. 
Also, why can’t spaces like Sportscore, Magic Waters, and UW Health factory generate enough 
revenue to support themselves? Can they be annexed into their own entities? 

Nature conservation 
Trails and opens spaces. Specifically, off road trails for mountain biking, trail running and xc 
skiing. 

More off road trails within existing parks. Partnerships with local user groups to build, maintain 
and advocate for trails. 

Only things that are free, or VERY inexpensive.  Sell golf, Magic, Indoor Sports, Museums Offer indoor  swimming at neighborhood rps schools during  the winter
I would keep the Youth programs and reinvest in the Golf Currently I thoroughly enjoy all that is offered, I would try to not eliminate anything if I could. 



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

Number of parks More silent sport trails skiing, mountain biking. (e.g. Atwood)
More security

For revenue generating services, use the funds strictly to maintain and improve those 
services/facilities.
Keep neighborhood parks and outdoor hiking/running trails.  Would reinvest in updating 
playgrounds for both children and adult equipment.  Have adult exercise equipment, monkey 
bars, etc.  Playgrounds and fitness equipment should not only be for children, they should be 
enjoyed by families.

Would like more organization and accessibility of dog parks with access to playgrounds so the 
entire family can enjoy parks at the same location. Would also like to see more organized 
community events, 5k's and other activities.  Park District could raise additional funds by having 
these events and reduce taxes. 

Keep facilities that pay for themselves Reduce most to reduce taxes
Keep all that pay for themselves Eliminate 1 or 2 golf courses and most other facilities, way too expensive in taxesp
Neighborhood Parks and Open Spaces the RPD needs to reinvest in those areas. I cannot say this strongly enough your name is THE ROCKFORD PARK DISTRICT not the Rockford 

Sports Facility & Tourism District.  RPD lost is focus it is about the community enjoying our parks 
not how many tournaments we can attract or facilities that can be built.  It is about maintaining 
and improving a great PARK system not sports and recreation.  

All of the swimming pools and public parks. I would like to see Sand Park pool reopen.  I would also like to see a fully handicap accessible 
playground.

Sand park pool. It is important that this facility be reopened as soon as possible. 
Programs for persons with developmental disabilities. Keep the money makers that provide 
revenue. Definitely keep programs for those with developmental disabilities as there is so little in 
the community.

I'd love to see more programs for lower functioning adults with disabilities.  For example, have a 
leisure program that meets every week year round, same day, times, that would explore 
different activities. This is important for the participants to get to know the other participants, 
leaders, caregivers etc.  Playgrounds need swings high enough for adults with disabilities so their 
feet don't drag in rocks. Need day program to include lower functioing with developmental 
disabilties.

As I drive around our town, I never see kids in the local parks.  Always empty.  So just mow them 
and keep them green space.  Our larger parks have people in them so I would do more things 
there.  Golf should be privatized.  So should the Adventure and sport activities.  Maybe even the 
River boat and Ice Rink.  

Instead of constant change, just maintain what we have.  I use Atwood and I am not happy about 
the talk changing it to biking.  We have bike trails for that.  You are a park district, not an activity 
manager.  Some things you take care of could be done by for-profit companies. 

Continued collaboration with different agencies to provide activities to individuals with 
disabilities.  Before and after school programs.
I feel as a community member and current staff, that we should invest in neighborhood parks 
and community centers. The core of our community is to love on kids, teens and people with 
disabilities.

If the cost of Magic Waters, golf courses and Nicholas Conservatory doesn't make ends meet, we 
should cut back or sell off.  No old volunteers at Buddy Baseball.



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

The golf courses, Lockwood Park and sports facilities, parks. Keep the trolley, advertise the snow park and zip line to get more participation. Advertise 
UWHSF open gym nite.
Increase shelter fees for private parties.
Increase golf fees.

Sand volleyball courts
Eliminate the requirement to purchase the overpriced terrible food at Magic Waters. I 
understand the need to stop food and beverages from entering. But, the issue is that the 
customer service at the water park is absolutely horrible. The food takes a terribly long time for 
what it is and is served by a bunch of young people that have no ambition or people skills. It's 
very frustrating to us season pass holders. A serious look at the food service management at the 
water park is a must at this point.

I would keep facilities able to subsidize programs through their profits. I would reinvest in 
community centers/grounds as a welcoming mat for new Rockford residents. If they love their 
parks they may come see what else we offer.

I would increase advertising for facilities. For example a nightly 15 second ad for the UWHSF 
open gym and a 15 second ad for ice houses.
Get rid of trolley and Forest City Queen. It costs too much to maintain such an old boat for it to 
rarely be used due to weather.

more knowledge as to what is going on. More communication When a higher official retires, he doesn’t get a new vehicle and new tires and whatever goes 
along with the vehicle. Not as much stuff given to Keith Country Day 
school and the boys and girls clubs. Employees do more work instead of horsing 
arond.

 school/ high school student summer activites in parks and playgrounds (I spent my summers at 
Churchill park in the 1950's)

I'm a golfer but we spend too much $$$$'s at Aldeen.

neighborhood parks and programs if the high cost programs like Alpine hills are not paying for themselves they should go 
I would like to see some Pickle Ball courts particularly on the east side.
I believe there is room at the park on the NW corner of Mulford and Guilford.
Also, possibly the NE corner of Trainer Rd. and Shiloh

Pickle Ball.

Important to maintain the buildings and facilities that the Park District has. Otherwise, the future 
maintenance will just increase.  If there isn't enough budget to allow that, then perhaps some 
facilities should be sold or donated to another organization that could maintain. Or maybe a long 
term lease that has another group 
taking over maintenance.

I think the Park District is terrific.  It offers a wide variety of resources and activities for our 
community.  And is a good partner to other agencies.  Getting input from the community is a 
great idea; I hope it provides some direction for you.  



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

I would keep any programs that offer inexpensive ways for teens to try new outdoor activities. I 
would try and continue to offer support to the more unusual things that draw people in. I would 
reinvest in any internship programs for teens and college kids. I think that the park district does 
not build helpful skills in neighborhood play programs.  I would like the kids to be exposed to 
more elders in addition to their peers while learning skills that will benefit all rather than 
entertain them at a playground. Maybe some sort of community volunteer outreach with the 
kids who sign up for those programs.  Reinvesting in restructuring.

I would like to see less focus on small children and more on community engaged activities. Often 
parents want to do things as a family with them and teenagers are in more need of attention in 
our community.  It would be nice to see less freebies to park district staff members.  Pass those 
savings to public users or use it to increase the budget deficit.  We have too many golf courses in 
the area. Quality over quantity would be helpful in that department to diversify some of the 
funds. And keep Magic waters clean!! It is a revenue building source and hasn’t been kept up to 
par regarding cleanliness for several years now.

The Playgrounds And Water Parks. More Of the Community coming together as one to make it a better place. 
Golf course, reinvest and make itgolf/ wedding venues . Push for volunteering.
magic waters, swimming pools, outdoor activists (atwood) better staff
Forest City Queen, Trolly,   swimming pools,and children's farm Security and don't raise prices and on the free she'll concerts send a donation box around by a 

security man to help ease the cost
Parks Better track program

I think some of the above places or activities could be sponsored by corporations or individuals 
so the tax money can go to some of the other places that don't lend themselves to sponsorship.

The Nicholas Conservatory and events around that area are wonderful.  Continue to invest in 
Magic Waters.  

I think the Festival of Lights has run it's course and could be eliminated.  I also feel the same way 
about the Snow Sculpting competition. 

I would keep Sand Park Pool, or create a replacement! We used  this pool weekly and I am VERY 
disappointed that it will be closed. Many people that I talk to do not even know that the pool is 
closing. I do not want to go to the east side for a pool and our region is too large for 1 
community pool. I see the cost associated with the snow hill and it is frustrating that we are 
keeping this but loosing the pool!! My neighborhood playground is Ridge Park. It is old and out of 
date with broken equipment. I would pay a small tax increase to keep the pool and updated 
playground equipment as this park is used by hundreds of children throughout the year.

Keep Sand Park Pool and update Ridge Park

All the parks. Up keep on all the parks. When the parks aren’t in good shape it deters me from doing any other 
park district things. 

All of the neighborhood swimming pools Being allowed to bring your own food into magic waters again. When it changed, our family and 
friends stopped going.

The ice rinks and sports facilities. In my opinion, it seems like some of the facilities are over staffed. There are a lot of people 
standing around. It always amazes me at the rinks that parents are running the clocks and 
scoreboard, filling in when the coach can't make it and there are so many staff people walking 
around. It is confusing. 



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

Ice rinks need updating and additional sheets of ice for the potential of hosting youth 
tournaments

I think a look at how many employed positions you have would be the first place I would look for 
when evaluating eliminations, especially the amount of directors you employ.

I think it’s important to maintain what is already open and running. My fear is that by closing 
places like sand park pool, rock cut, etc. we lose places that are unique to rockford that could 
potentially bring in visitors and keep residents living here.
Local pools and parks are a must, while everything has costs I would side to having adult 
interested items fees raised or removed first.  If the community disagrees with the decision they 
can fund it.  Perfect examples are the trolley and Forest City Queen.  I would love to be 
disappointed but if a local pool was closed the community would never step up and support the 
thousands of children and families that use it every summer.  

The Park district has two issues:
First they need to be open to all that want to go to any park.  Doesn't matter if there is 300+ 
teenagers all going to some Poke'man game for two hours or a single person walking around the 
rose garden.  Any reason to get people into the parks should be encouraged. Which is not what 
occurred last summer.  

Second Park District needs to not build things when they can't support what they already have.  
Will West State maybe what it is.  The park District doesn't need to downgrade their 
maintenance at facilities on the west Side to match the neighborhood.


Sand Park pool should be kept.  It is different than Alpine pool and it's nicer with the little kid 
slide and pool area. Alpine pool will be overcrowded now.

The website is not user friendly.  It really needs to be updated.
It would be fun/nice to have a mini golf place to go to (Volcano Falls is always so busy).  It could 
bring in revenue for the park district.

Pools and the neighborhood parks You can eliminate mowing pathways people who walk will Matt it down that would save you 
some money on groundskeeping

Sports programs for all ages N/A
More variety of free concerts, movie in the park, and dancing event's.

Keep ice rinks for figure skating and hockey reinvest in additional ice rink. Additional 
maintenance at magic waters to make it top notch. Repair and maintenance at tennis center.

Additional ice rink. Silent sports trails at Atwood park for skiing and biking

Sand park pool! Alpine pool! Nicholas conservatory!
Parks
Ice rinks, golf courses & Rec paths I would like to see more public boat docks downtown. It would make sense to move the docks 

from the      library to the fountain on the East side. People come down to city market and 
dining/shopping by boat. 

Parks play grounds Cheaper cost
The summer music programs are amazing. They do need some updating to keep young people 
involved. I’d pay for those. Playgrounds need to be maintained.

It might be time to eliminate one of the golf courses. It’s no5 the draw it use to be. Focus on 
adventure.



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

See about adding Park District taxes to surrounding areas. Let season pass holders bring in coolers to MagicWaters. 
Golf courses and Sports Core & soccer fields See above
Neighborhood Parks More indoor activities in the winter time for adults and children. Perhaps indoor golf simulators 

or batting cages. 
Golf courses at all locations, Lockwood Park and outdoor education, swimming pools NOT 
waterpark

Would like to see less spent on acquiring or building new acquisitions, and more on maintaining 
what is
currently available.  Doesn't seem to make sense to add more stuff when the roof has a hole in it, 
or the 
bathrooms look and smell horrible.  

A lot of the free programs. We as a community have a lot of poor people and it gives them hope 
to have something to do with their families after paying the rent. I as a hometown would be 
willing to give a higher tax on my property taxes a few dollars from each person goes a long way. 
Sadly not everyone us genourse as myself..  I enjoy hiking, and music in park. At my old job i used 
a lot of your free events and inclusion events for my people with mental disabilities. And the 
playgrounds free of garbage so children can play there are very impotatant. Ive always said the 
Rockford park district keeps Rockford fun and beautiful in so many ways. The discovery center 
our museums. At one timw or another since i was a child the park district has effected me. camp, 
ice skating, any park, a job a one point, U love the Rockford park district and you guys have solo 
much to offer. I wish you could expand not get ride of things..   

not sure.. I enjoy the free events, maybe a star gazing park where you can be there after dark...

Rock Cut State park biking trails. They are some of the best in the state but have fallen into such 
a poor statethat they are nearly unusable. 

Survey and eliminate neighborhood parks not being used or being used for ill-intentioned 
purposes. 

Lockwood.
I would keep the neighborhood playgrounds and walking paths. The one near our home (Saturn 
playground) is heavily used in my opinion and needs some care on the equipment. (Splintered 
wood, missing\\loose screws, not enough wood chips) it would be be lovely to have more park 
benches for family to sit on.

I at Saturn Playground, near my home, we would like more trees planted to create natural shade 
or canopies installed on the playground equipment. It would be very nice to have another row of 
swings for the children (we currently only have 2 regular and 2 infant\\toddler buckets). It would 
be nice to have a few more benches for people to sit on and maybe a couple more picnic tables 
and waste cans. Lots of our neighborhood families use the playground and walking paths. Plus all 
the others who stop there to relax and play and walk after shopping and dining at the stores and 
restaurants down the block. Thank you for your time and consideration. 



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

I would keep movie and music in the park and add a concession stand if you would like to make 
more money for the district, Magic Waters but extend the ours at least one day or two days a 
week.  I canceled my membership after 5 having it for 5 years or more because of the hours.  By 
the time I get off work I wouldn't be able to be there but maybe an hour.  I would keep the 
Neighborhood pools but maybe add $5 more for membership and add a free day pass for a 
friend and a free drink or snack.  This will get more people to buy passes. Parks and playgrounds 
add out house for parks if they don't have bathrooms.  We love going to the parks in the Alpine 
Park area.  We also like the park behind TBC on state St and we like Rolling Green park, 
Sinnissippi park just to name a few. 

I would keep Magic Waters but extend the ours at least one day or two days a week also fix 
cracks at Magic Waters. I have gotten hurt a few times because of the walkway was cracked.   
Neighborhood pools but maybe add $5 more for membership and add a free day pass for a 
friend and a free drink and/or snack.  This will get more people to buy passes and then will buy 
more product and bring more friends. Maybe you might think about people that go to the pools 
a lot can buy parking pass and that will have a area of parking reserved for pass holders and you 
will make more money in the year.   Parks and playgrounds add bathroom for parks if they don't 
have bathrooms.  Give some passes to the community instead of always giving to non-for profit 
and businesses.  Give back to the community.  Like have people volunteer and get a free pass to 
used later. This would be a win=win.  Have someone clean up the bathrooms, clean up the yard, 
check in people, clean off equipment, mow yards. These are just a few ideas.  I would lower the 
price of the queen dinners so more people can enjoy the ride and you will have more money 
over all if it is a little less expensive.  We did the stake dinner and it was barely warm but the ride 
was nice. 

Trolley, Music in the Park, Nicholas None
Golf continues to need to a staple for the area.  I understand golf numbers are down, but we can 
not risk closing a course.  All of our course continue to spaced out good within the city.  I would 
also continue to work on reinvesting in neighborhood parks, like painting picnic table, goal posts, 
and making sure they are safe.  

Get rid of the community swimming pools at this point and just focus on magic waters.  I hate to 
say it, but depending how much funds the festival of lights eats up I would get rid of that as well.  
Anything else that is down in revenue I would cut besides golf courses.  Golf will eventually 
rebound again, but when it does that money needs to go back in to improve and change the 
course itself.

Open space and trails Less huge complexes. 
music programs at the Shell More free concerts or not too expensive
Waterpark, Ice Arena, Buy the Old Clock Tower Space. People, like myself, come from out of 
town for these activities because they are unique to Rockford. It's a reason to come to Rockford!

Not sure, to be honest.

Neighborhood Park summer programs Privatize golf and Magic Waters
I would keep sand park pool. It is very family friendly. Continue to invest in Magic waters. I would 
invest in  an indoor water park. 

I would like the neighborhood pools to stay. Add more kid-friendly toys/ slides playgrounds for 
pools that are  opened.

Nicholas Conservatory 
Magic waters
Neighborhood parks
Dog parks
Nature education 

Security and cleanliness 



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

Aldeen Nature Center,using this space to bring back cross country skiing, hiking, running trails, 
birthday parties, Birds of Prey

The Rockford Park District is a large employer of teenagers and young adults.  Your human 
resource department is inept to meet this important demand.  They do not return emails or 
phone calls.  As a life long Park District supporter I have been greatly disappoint and have 
encouraged my students and family NOT to apply there. 

It seems RPD has lost their focus.  We are building HUGE complexes in hopes of building tourism 
for the city. 
 You have forgotten your tax payers and the community we stand for that want parks, the 
Bandshell, the Trolley, the Forest City, Atwood, pools.  Things that make a community for all 
ages.  It broke my heart to see you cutting the back on the Bandshell and Trolley so we can 
building more soccer field.  Really???  I don't want to give another tax payer dollar till you realign 
with what this city values.  Then, I will be willing to pay double the taxes because I have seen 
what RPD can be. 

I think take away more parks and reinvest your money into more walking trails and better water 
parks. 

Make fees cheaper so families can actually afford and do nice things for their kids. Also at magic 
waters I would like to be able to bring food and water. 

Bike paths.  Playgrounds and parks.
Fewer we’ll maintained and safe children’s playgrounds would be better than run down 
neighborhood parks. 

I do not feel safe taking my children to the wake park or many parks in Rockford. 

Neighborhood parks and nature trails 
All golf courses with the exception of Elliott. Sell it.
Community pools with the exception of Sand Park. Sell it.
All community Parks & Playgrounds. 

Eliminate many of your tennis courts. Tennis is a dying sport in this community and we have too 
many courts that are costly and require lots of maintenance hours. 

See above Adventure activities are low in my values and seem to profit a few at high cost to the many.

Trails, golf courses, sportsfacilities, community progs,ice rinks, etc things which attract people 
from the REGION.  Charge accdly

Magic Waters seems disgusting to me,but Ive never visited.  Has to be hideously expensive to 
run.  If it's a cash cow, you'll have to keep it. Otherwise sell to private operator.  Market golf, 
trails, consvtry, etc as destination.  Get convntn bureau to help pay.

Neighborhood parks and programming; bike path; museum park Magic Waters can go...
Neighborhood parks/playgrounds, trails, open spaces.
I don't have enough info to give a good answer to this question. I do not know all the programs 
or areas/parks available through the park district

I don't know



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

I would keep museums,  conservatory, educational programs, neighborhood parks. Improved neighborhood park programs. Many of these parks go unused. Some parks playground 
equipment has not been well maintained and can use repairs and freshening up. Field utilization 
is poor as well. We have created a monstrosity if fields with the 2 sports core and now the sports 
factory, but are not utilizing neighborhood fields for youth sports. 

I am a pass holder for 3 plus facilities and have often wondered why there could not be more of 
a link between my passes. This can also be done for area visitors or those that do not what yearly 
passes but want to visit multiple locations during their visit to the area, similar to the Go passes 
larger metropolitan areas offer. Lastly many museums and learning facilities do not offer enough 
evening hours and/or activities. I understand that having evening hours may not be cost efficient 
for all days but have one on a weekday and one on a weekend day with special programming 
could improve attendance numbers and encourage more use of these facilities. Those days that 
the facility is open later they could have a later opening time that day.

Nothing None
Great neighborhood parks. Also those things that bring visitors to town, many of which are 
currently offered--conservatory, concerts, trolley, riverboat etc.  I have talked to visitors who 
love what we have and love to visit our city.  Maybe try to encourage more people to give a 
donation for free events such as summer concerts etc. 

Neighborhood parks with some learning experiences in addition to playgrounds.  Historic 
neighborhoods should have their history incorporated.  Perhaps this can be done with fund 
raising as people have come together to support the trolley and riverboat. 



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

? Sell Magic Waters.  Close at least one golf course.  Find alternative uses for Snow Park (e.g., stair 
climbing, other outdoor hiking courses).  

Figure out a way to get east-siders over to Levings Lake, which is currently perceived as an 
"African American" park--sad.

Partner with Rockford Public Schools to use indoor swimming pools through the summer for 
Learn To Swim and recreational swimming (better for light-skinned people who are at risk of skin 
cancer). 

Build an ice rink with 2 full-sized surfaces so Rockford would be eligible to bid for the biggest 
money-making figure skating competitions.  

HIRE more experienced skating coaches who are current in their knowledge and experience! 

Hire a Skating Director who is knowledgeable and experienced in the sport of figure skating.  
There are too many changes happening in the sport to hire someone who knows little/nothing 
about the sport, and if Rockford is to keep up with these changes, we need to get someone who 
is connected with the sport and United States Figure Skating (Colorado).  I suggest asking Rockne 
Brubaker if he knows anyone, or if his brother Colin would be 
interested in the job!

Do not hobble the new skating director.  Make sure that the new skating director is given the 
complete go-ahead to recruit hundreds/thousands of Learn To Skate students, and also work 
with the Rockford Skating Club to retain these skaters past the beginner level--in order to 
have a realistic chance of winning a bid for a big money-making figure skating competition, the 
Rockford Skating Club needs many many more members (Goal membership should be 600 
families who are currently active in figure skating or willing to volunteer to help with 
competitions.)  Also, in order to attract new coaches, the coaches need to be able to make a 
living at coaching without holding down a second job outside of the rink, and that's why we need 
to have many more skaters!


Youth programs, parks, rec trails, bike paths, pools More bike paths
I’d keep all of the neighborhood pros and family locations so that there is always somewhere to 
have safe fun as a community and even with your family. 

A lot of the parks go unused and just sit there, maybe eliminating some parks that have a low 
population and taking the profits to better parks in very populated areas. 

Keep things that bring the community together ie Festival of Lights and playgrounds. Reinvest in 
programs for the community especially youth

Eliminate or reduce funds for golf courses and luxury things like the forest city queen

Magic Waters, Golf courses, parks Refurbish older facilities and make them desirable again



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?
get rid of some of the golf courses, keep swimming pools and lessons, dump some of the 
gardens, trolley and boat.

Keep: As much as possible for budget reasons.
Reinvest: Facilities that need major repairs.

Renovate some facilities to improve overall experience of guests. 

It would be nice to keep everything but have some kind of checks and balances to make sure 
money isn't blindly wasted by any one department just because they get some money. It would 
be great if there was a Natatorium in the area to be able to host large swim competitions. Kind of 
like the soccer tournaments but with swimming.

I think the YMCA and Park District working together in many projects would be a super idea to 
prevent overspending. Both places want to focus on the community and they are similar in what 
they do.  

Parks, walking paths, swimming pools Stop raising property taxes, increase fees on golf
Neighborhood parks need to
 stay and bathrooms and more equipment should be added to them, including equipment that 
can be used by children with disabilities. Keep the conservatory. Reinvest more in neighborhood 
pools. 

Organized kids sports at different locations around the area. Having them all at the sports 
complex is quite far from us and I am sure is a barrier for families to be involved. 

Park equipment updates More advertising for free or low cost activities for the family. 
Youth and Family programs
Disc golf at Anna Page - very popular - should be promoted

Golf courses can be privatized or paid by user fees.

Keep the pools open and modernized.
Keep planting trees to replace Ash trees.

We need an ice rink on the west side. We need more open skate times or open shoot times. I 
travel way too much to Belvidere to use their rink for these purposes.
More bike paths.
More dog parks.

Neighborhood parks should be #1 priority. Keep and maintain neighborhood parks that we currently have.

Keep everything. Reinvest in the children.
Don't add anymore facilities - just properly maintain what you already have.
I would like to see all the golf courses maintained equal. Why does the park district have money 
for expansion at Aldeen but does not do repairs at the other courses? sprinkler systems etc.

Most indoor as they are year round.
Neighborhood parks, pools, youth programs, therapeutic recreation See which golf course (s) aren't bringing in money and possibly close it? Trying to reach out to 

our Hispanic community, hard to do but need to.



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

Youth sports/programming
After school programs
neighborhood parks
sports facilities - both Sportscores and UWHSF

Reduce # of golf courses
increase taxes
outwordly support home rule
remove tennis courts not utilized
more soccer/futsal goals/field in appropriate neighborhood parks
eliminate trolley
neighborhood sports leagues

Exercise for seniors
More trails and bike paths.

Programs that are for children. Need programs in summer for children. Cut back on top administration.
Walking trails
Recreation for children
After School program
neighborhood parks

Cleaner parks
Cleaner walk trails
Extended after school programs/during breaks

Programs for kids more programs with kids
Youth programs summer, winter, fall
Not really sure. All the RPD facilities are a great use! More adults supporting the community!
summer and after school programs
We have to keep our kids ctive including teens.
Daycare costs are so high. summer programs provide a gret alternative and allow those to go to 
work to crate income for families.

evaluate the use of and addition of adventure locations that don't get much use.
summer programs are most
springbreak for youth
teen mentoring programs.

Pickleball facilities...fastest growing sport in America. Your courts are a disgrace and now prevent 
out of towners from coming here. We are starting to go elsewhere. We have been sending you 
this same message for three years!!!

The huge investments that are not fiscally responsible. Stop the grandeous mission statements. 
Cut back on the lossers, ie golf...times have changed. Start being more honest and responsible! 
I.e. Sports Factory personnel not lowering high heat settings at request of players and keeping 
entire facility of lights on when only a small section is in use. In short, better management. Your 
taxes are far too high, you have built an empire, many people using district resource free of 
charge who don't pay taxes. If they do pay a fee, it is the same cost as a resident paying the high 
taxes!
Really tired of large expansions and then you advise you have a cost problem. And, you can't 
maintain what you already have!!! 



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

the things used the most and specific things could charge a fee like visiting museums or events, 
sports, but keeping at leisure places like open paths, nature, etc

If cash is limited perhaps a volunteer program could be organized.  Example cleaning up an area 
maybe get your boy/girl scouts involved different troups take a different weekend over the 
summer.  also other organizations like RIAA teams take a weekend for fixing equipment or other 
problems you need adults to help with.  Maybe that could be part of the contract with them for 
the season when signing up to use the parts/game fields.  Anything that can be a time donation 
can help to eleviate people you have to pay to do those things.

Maintenance n upgrade of pools slides. And wavepools Outdoor movie night
100



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

Magic Waters; local pools and parks; youth programs; open spaces/trails; Outdoor 
recreation/educational opportunities; Sapora/Ice arena

Magic Waters needs to be invested in as its the only major waterpark in the area.  People are 
upset with recent changes, so maybe allow coolers again but with limitations and/or a $5 fee per 
cooler? Make sure that its kept up and HAS ENOUGH LIFEGUARDS so that people aren't waiting 
an hour in line just to slide down a tube slide.  I love that its 2 or three tube/slide openings and 
there is only one lifeguard working.   Work with the YMCA, also a community resource so that 
children's programs are not redundant and can be better allocated to different areas.  Please 
bring back Sand Park Pool, but try to work with area youth groups who have summer programs 
to get them to utilize Sand Park and Alpine regularly as part of their programs.  The sports 
facilities like the sportscore and sports complexes are already sponsored and those area 
businesses should be invested in them.  Make sure they are being used to their full potential for 
tournaments and the like.  My son does Tae Kwon Do with Excel Academy but they use a hotel 
for their competitions.  Why?? The park district has to have facilities that local teams like that 
can use for a reasonable fee.  Those are places that should be reached out to.  If you are going to 
offer youth programs during the summer, please remember that in today's world there are less 
stay at home parents, and more households where the parent works full time and are gone 
during the day.  I have had to dismiss putting my children in certain programs because they are 
only from 9 am to 12 pm Monday through Friday, etc.  What am supposed to do with them for 
the rest of the day?  How am I supposed to go into work late just because I need to drop them 
off for a program?  I am in my early 40s and I can remember my stay at home mom dropping me 
to Wantz park.  So if your program directors are like me, that is what they probably remember 
over the summer.  But I know now that my husband and I both work full time during the day to 
make ends meet.  Please be realistic as to the times of programs, especially sports and swim 
lessons and make it convenient for parents to utilize the programs if they work full time.  Make it 
so certain programs that take place at the same location are consecutive not concurrent so that a 
child could maybe take multiple programs for the week and it be more efficient for the parents 
to leave them there for an extended period of time.  And then give a discount for multiple 
classes, etc.  With the push for more STEAM related education, do camps with those themes that 
are more affordable than RVC's $300+ per week for full day.

Neighborhood swimming pools. 
I would make sure to keep the summer programs and continue funding the aquatics facilities increase entrance fees or find a way to increase attendance/ participation 

Neighborhood parks. Because the golf rounds have drastically reduced from the peak in the 1990's with negative 
revenue stream, close one of the courses.



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

Keep: free programs for underprivileged children 
Eliminate: excessive spending facilities 
The community needs more paths and trails.  Specifically, the RPD needs off-road trails for things 
like mountain biking.  RPD has the park space and the support of local cyclists, trail runners and 
cross country skiers. This community of outdoor athletes is sorely neglected by RPD.  All of these 
sports are growing in popularity.  RPD has ignored this segment of the community too long.

Eliminate/repurpose one or more golf courses.  The market is saturated and rounds have 
declined nationwide.  Consider eliminating or reducing other amenities that serve small 
constituencies and are underutilized.  Times are changing--RPD needs to change with them.

Amazing job on all 
Features that bridges the gap between special needs/low income and the rest of the community. More trained staff for special needs at ALL locations. It does not seem safe for teens to handle 

multiple children in addition to those that need more care.
Nicholas Conservatory and Sinnissippi path, Therapeutic Rec Program, Festivals and other tourist 
attractions

Join up with other organizations to co-fund things more often to take the burden off taxpayer 
only. 

NA NA
The playgrounds and things for the children to do during the summer. Like it as is.
Invest in playgrounds and keep children busy with educational programs.

Just keep growing and growing
Children's programs Need more programs for home bound people, transport them-get them out of the house.

After school programs and talent shows
We have a wonderful trail system at Rock Cut State Park with numerous community paths that 
connect.  This is great recreation for all ages and I would love to see this network expanded.

I personally don't care much for snow sculpting, holiday lights and other events at Sinnissippi.  I 
also feel that is it appropriate to raise certain use fees (shelters, golf, campground fees).

Es muy importante mantener los parques vecinales. También lugares bien mantenidos como los 
jardines alrededor del Nicholas Convservatory. Parques como Sapora son muy importantes para 
los tiempos de frio.  

EL distrito ofrece muchos programas de arte y musica que son buenos pero no son muy bien 
atendidos. Muy pocas personas van a esos eventos y tal vez seria una forma de eliminar gastos. 
Lo que no se use, se debe eliminar. 

SAFETY MORE PROGRAMS
I think we should keep and reinvest in bike paths, swimming pools, neighborhood parks. I think 
additional bike 
paths and neighborhood parks could be installed where needed. I think this will add property 
value which in turn will increase tax revenue for the park district.

I think we need more transparency with the park district. I just found out today that Sand Park 
pool may be on 
the chopping block. Swimming is one of the best forms of exercise there is. After all, that is the 
park    
districts mission to keep the community healthy. I hope the closure is just temporary.
It would be nice to have more press releases, and/or press conferences to inform the community 
of such cuts. I think social media could be a very valuable tool to communicate with the 
community.

Sand park pool at the ticket counter offer some sun block or swim goggles if forgotten



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

N/A N/A
neighborhood parks, and after school programs, also live and free entertainment for all ages sports facilities and adventure activities 

Keep sand park pool open!! 

I would keep the programs and camps going since kids and others can enjoy their time. What i 
would reinvest would be maybe supplies provided that most people wont use. 

Changes would be the way kids play with eachother and the way they use the equipment. 

no se le entiende a este survey , hubieran usado una termino mas basico de language para que la 
gente entienda mmejor esas palabrotas
I love the community garden and the existing playgrounds. I would like to see more indoor activities for younger children in the winter. It's difficult to find 

fun activities that our 3 year olds can participate in during the winter months. 
Sand Park Pool Value days at magic waters. 
Neighborhood playgrounds that are safe and structured
Free events, Educational events and activities, sports, summer pools, playgrounds
Open areas to hike and enjoy. Reduce activities that are not well supported. 
Neighborhood parks, community pools, youth programs None!

Sand Park Pool I can't decide
I would keep the ice skating rinks opened, parks up to code, music during the summer and 
festivals to the public

Just to keep the fees low for families and visitors to be able to afford the cost to go to the events 
and to be able to register your children in sports.

Sand Park Pool it's an affordable option for summer activities that serves Loves Park
Keep Sand Park Pool. LP/MP 
Parks area needs this. Very little else similar for kids in that area. 
Magic Waters parque para jugar futbol Publicidad en medios digitales . periodicos y Magazines estan obsoletos 
Kid play stuff Toilet 
All of it More advertising year round for all available activities 
Magic waters Cheaper price
Programs for children with disabilities, maintenance of open trails, parks, and neighborhood play 
equipment.

more adult fitness programs and adult intramural sports, i.e., badminton.

CHANGE THE BATHROOMS AT MAGIC WATERS THEY ARE DISGUSTING 
Swimming and summer organized activities at all local parks Do not build a new clubhouse when you are closing down
Parks, bike trails,swimming pools,outdoor& indoor sports facilities,arts & cultural  venues Add Aquariums, eliminate festival of light, add programs for those on a limited budget who don't 

qualify for assistance, same    price for non residents who live 5minutes from Rockford



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

Music shows at parks and Sinnisippi, Conservatory, boat and trolley, summer programs,after 
school programs and parks.

Any programs that have consistently low use or attendance. Have affordable events for families 
and kids to do.

Sand park pool None
Keep everything Please keep the middle class in mind and large families. 

It can get very costly when you have a large family or when you do not qualify for the financial 
assistance

Sand park pool. Easier access.
Sand Park Pool less freebies/discounts for low income families
I think the museums are an amazing part of our city that should be kept up to date and 
renovated. Another part of our city that attracts people is our parks and conservatories; indoor 
and outdoor activities will definetly draw people in, especially families.

I would like to see more renovation in museums, and more events at parks (especially artsy 
events)!

Upgrade more parks
Reopen Sand park pool 

A splash pad park or parks

the eliminations of things at magic waters like the no cooler policy
The conservatory and museums More access for handicapped visitors  We love the conservatory and it needs better paths and 

more seats throughout so I can rest as we go. Wheelchairs probably would be helpful but not 
very good paths inside and no chairs were available when we came the last time. Same at 
museums too

Arts & Cultural Programming;Community-wide Events;Conservatory/Gardens;Ice Rinks; Indoor 
Playground;Neighborhood Parks & Playgrounds;Outdoor Education/Recreation;Programs for 
persons with disabilities;Sports Facilities;Youth Programs & Washington Park Community Center; 
Open Space/Trails/Rec Paths(only in conjunction with neighborhood parks)

Eliminate all non-core park/recreation activities: 1) Adventure Activities(Snow Park and Zip Line) 
should be sold off to private operator(non-core RPD activity, serves few) 2) Dog parks non-core 
RPD activity (transfer to the County) 3) Excursions (Forest City Queen & Trolley) since these are 
summer/tourist activities should be transferred to the Rockford Area Convention & Visitors 
Bureau. 4) Golf courses need to be completely self supporting or should be downsized. 5) 
Neighborhood Pools close them serve few people. Magic Waters needs to be self supporting or 
sold off to a private operator. 

Don't know not from here. Don't live in area.. 
Ice rinks ,   Playgrounds,  Bring back the Forest city queen.   
Return to money to taxpayers Eliminate Park Districts 
Entertainment @ Sinnissippi Band Shell Day camp for school children

Connect the recreation paths - some are difficult if not dangerous to access. At no point should 
persons have to leave a path and use city streets to continue their route. Pretty much common 
sense



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

Sports facilities, Lockwood, Atwood, Music Shell, Conservatory/Riverfront, ice arenas I feel like the city can tolerate the reduction of a few neighborhood parks and a golf course 
(Elliott).  Also, I personally feel like too much of the Park District property is mowed grass.  I 
would like to see more of the property restored to natural vegetation whether it be prairie, 
woodlands or other.

Sand Park Pool Charge admission or close Harkins, it makes no sense to close a pool that charges admission and 
keep a free facility open, if the issue is really just about money.

Sand park pool The no cooler rule at Magic Waters
I think more money could be allocated to programs that serve underprivileged families. I don’t see any need for elimination. I don’t have statistical data to decide if anything should be 

eliminated . 
Outdoor education and Recreation Unsure
Sorry, don't live in Rockford anymore though grew up there and visit other using your facilities.  Discount access tickets for families.  That would enable and encourage us to use facilities as a 

family more easily. 
Excursions, conservatory/gardens, Magic Waters, summer activities in the park for kids Make golf self supporting.  I am tired of a large amount of my taxes going to an activity that I 

have no use 
for.  Neighborhood parks and programs for kids in the park are very important.  We don't have 
enough of them.  

Paths, parks, pools, everything!! Would love to see bike paths all over town!  More music outside at the bandshell (longer than 
August).  
Handicapped accessible playground equipment

The Park District has done a wonderful job of being inclusive. This survey is a great example. I 
love the $100 exercise. Make sure that whatever cuts you have to make, prove your case and 
listen to the public. 

Is golf as much of a moneymaker these days? Keep your showcase courses (like Aldeen) and 
tailor/curtail services at the courses depending on use. 

neighborhood pools and parks affordable and close for families 
Keep pools and make alpine pool look nicer the locker rooms are weird None
Sand park pool Better maintenance of playground equipment
Lockwood, Atwood,
Ice Arenas

INDOOR RIDING ARENA AT LOCKWOOD. WOULD NOT HAVE TO CANCEL CLASSES, COULD BE 
USED ON DAYS WHEN CAMPERS, CLASSES  CANT BE HELD OUTSIDE DUE TO WEATHER.  WOULD 
NOT HAVE TO US LOBBY TO CROWD CHILDREN IN ON BAD WEATHER DAYS. 

REINSTATE YEARLY ALLOWANCE FOR PART TIME EMPLOYEES. FULL TIME EMPLOYEES GET A 
HUGE AMOUNT, WHILE SEASONAL EMPLOYEES ON GET A 20% DISCOUNT. THERE IS A LARGER 
NUMBER OF SEASONAL EMPLOYEES THAN FULL TIME.



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

I am a poor representative of "the general public," because I do not think like they do.  We need 
more outdoor experiences, so I'd work more on reconnecting people to the outdoors.

I would eliminate some of the golf courses (they never make money), the sports centers (not a 
big sports fan, which apparently isn't a popular opinion here), and the water park/wake park.  
Get people OUTSIDE!!!  Instead of recreating outdoor play indoors, in man-made facilities, let's 
work on making our outdoor areas a) safer, and b) appealing to the residents - educate them to 
the benefits of being outdoors.  How about starting community gardens in neighborhoods?  
That's a good place to start.

I feel the park district is one thing Rockford can be really proud of. Since I feel strongly they are 
doing a tremendous job already the RPD has gained my trust and I confidently defer to their 
judgment. 

upgrade ice rink facilities

Reinvest in school break camps 
And summer camps. 
Try to keep as many programs as possible. Those that can pay for themselves as much  as they 
can with slight.    increase in fees to use. 

At this time there is not   Any changes that I want to  see. 

Play areas I think it's just
fine.

Paid community wide events Please eliminate many of the parks.  They are not used nearly enough and cost money to 
maintain and patrol.  Please raise user fees for those actually using services and reduce the 
property tax levy so those who aren't do not have to sustain things that could be funded through 
use.  If the public wants those services, it will be reflected in the user numbers and the money 
generated at those places/events.

Keep current parks open,reinvest in Magic Waters and other major revenue makers Fee for use of some parks, such as purchase of annual park pass for a small fee
Events that are free and available to EVERYONE.  Fund things for people with greater need and 
less opportunity

Make sure that your employees have to work a full 40+ year career to retire with pension or 
benefits.

Everything if possible 
Programs for youth and community events. Organized sports for all teens.
All children activity No dog path!!! Adults do not pick up behind their dogs!!!!!
Magic Waters I would like to see more activities at local parks. Volleyball nets, more play areas, and maybe 

lunch trucks or concession
The things I funded above do a cost to benefit ratio and go from there, how much use is there, by how many residents at 

what cost. If it is not being used, is it because people don't know about it, or because it just is not 
something they want. Ice houses should pay for themselves, magic waters should generate a 
profit not be a liability, golf courses should be a break even, Need to quit investing big capital 
into things that do not generate enough revenue to maintain themselves.



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

I WOULD UPGRADE SOME OF THE PARKS, MAKE THEM SAFER, CLEANER NOT ALLOW DOGS IN 
THE PARK THAT USE THE BATHROOM ANDTHE AREAS ARE NOT CLEANED THERE IS NO WAY FOR 
KIDS TO SAFELY PLAY WITH A CLEAN ENVIRONMENT

CLEANER PARKS

The general use of the parks.  Every day I use the bike path.  I exercise myself and my dog on it 
regularly.  The last few weeks the grass and weeds that have overgrown look unsightly and deter 
me from using it fully.  It's disappointing.  The esthetic of the parks needs to be maintained to 
make us feel comfortable to use it.  Please keep mowing the grass. Thank you for asking and 
caring!

See above notes.  Please mow the grass at our public parks.  It looks unsightly and is a 
downgrade for our community when things look unkept.  Again, thank you for asking. I know you 
are in a hard spot and trying to please the majority.  Keep our community looking and feeling 
special as we cherish our parks!

Keep local swimming pools and invest in water park and local attractions.  Cut out a golf course or two or increase their fees to allow kids/youth to golf for free.  I would 
invest MORE in the park trail system for bikes and fix the stinking foot bridge under Jefferson 
Street across the river.  

Keep Magic Waters
With the frequent flooding issues of the baseball/softball fields is it worth maintaining that area 
for that use or should additional fields or programming be shifted to a location less susceptible 
to flooding?  More bike/recreational paths.  Something similar to Maggie Daley park in Chicago.  

Neighborhood parks and programs create stability in neighborhoods that can have a ripple effect 
through the community.  Maintaining natural and open space for the next generation is a must. 

Ugh!  I do not envy you all have to make such tough decisions with community treasures.  I 
would suggest selling off things that don't make money that private investors would be 
interested in continuing (Magic Waters, Ice Rinks, Conservatory? SportsCore? I'm not sure what 
fits in this category.)  Please please do not sell off our natural lands and open spaces.  Please 
prioritize our neighborhood parks and youth programming.  Happy to help in anyway I can.  -- 

Keep all the programs for kids Eliminate Magic Waters. Add more trails/hiking areas.
Ice Facilities, Lockwood, Dog Parks Close Magic Waters, Sapora, UW Sports

Too many homeless people sleeping on the bike path and in Parks, pose a big threat as they 
demand money & a few were urinating in public & are danger to those people just walking by 
them.

The swimming pools and the ice rinks; I'd also reinvest in programs that are not at this time so 
popular but could become more popular, such as volleyball. 

Less focus on the real popular sports; more opportunity for kids whose interests are elsewhere. 
More investment in arts programs; more investment in music programs. 

Magic Waters,dog park, rec paths New scanners for Magic Waters to get proper attendance count. 
Everytime I went tgey did not work.

Parks. Stop building huge structures using taxpayer dollars that mostly benefit tourist.  You are not the 
tourism bureau.

Neighborhood parks, camps, and programming that engages locals. Sports complexes and 
adventure parks that draw in tourists. 

None. I am very happy with our park district, overall. 

Sand park pool.  Whybnot charge for the project pool and fix sand park. 



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

Community pools, forest city queen, trolley... the things that make rockford wonderful Magic waters more affordable ... most services more affordable
The Trolley and Riverboat reopen the boat and trolley

Rock ford None
Magic waters User fees could be slightly increased or a small ($2.00) parking fee collected at events. If fees 

increase it could attract less people to the attractions but if it’s small fee it might not deter 
people from events.

Kayaking at rock cut!!!
Keeping areas clean and safe Park rangers /employees to be seen
Ice rinks. Neighborhood parks. Things that generate revenue. Higher fees for non residents that 
don’t pay our taxes

Get rid of golf courses that are not making money. Charge more for seasonal passes. The park 
districts fee based activities should be self supporting. Bad management does not help

Golf, youth programs, senior programs Sports camp weeks for kids in conjunction with local colleges and universities where college 
sports stars and coaches teach local kids fundamentals.

Parks.  Swimming pools.  Get our of the tourism business and serve local needs. Gut the top leadership, who seem to want to be an arm of the CVB.  That is not their job.

Existing parks, maintaining playground equipment, SAFETY on rec and hiking paths, so we feel 
safe using parks

Dump Sapora, it’s dumb and gross. Dump FCQ, trolley.  Keep upgrading rec paths.  Connect 
Roxbury road to Perryville path via Guilford rd. In fact, connect alpine to Perryville via Guilford rd. 
Add, improve tennis facilities.  Indoor tennis facility PLEASE

Parks. Dump money pits.  Concentrate on parks.
maybe none, out of towner
Parks and Riverfront



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

I just think it's a shame that since I have lived in Rockford for over 20 years I have seen more 
things leaving us,but yet we are one of the highest cities that pay taxes. Why do we need to go 
to other cities to enjoy our atractions that we once had.Ex.We use to have On The Water 
Front.Yes,you have given us City Market,but we were known for years forOTWF.Now your taking 
away the trolley Ann's the excursion cruises.And yes people are trying to make donations to keep 
them.Thats pretty sad for our city.Now no funding to keep Magic Waters.Its amazing how golf 
courses are based on weather, and they have never folded.But,here's Rockford,going to bail out 
on us again. What are we really known for,or what are we really fighting for.I don't understand 
how or why that one is blamed on the weather. Then change the way they did the cooler 
restrictions. Or have more partys,or get some special dj's.Whos there HR.Bring something 
different to the park.Ask for some suggestions. I did,and got no were with a food asking.They 
changed that.Well,all I can say is we need to keep things in Rockford, instead of us Rockford 
people going elsewhere and spending  money or even the number of people moving also.Give 
Rockford, and here Rockford for once. Thank you.

More resources for children who are handicapped and more resources for families in the lower 
economic side of town.

Neighborhoods, atwood camps for kids, and arts. None
Lockwood and Atwood are true treasures to me and my extended family. Magic Waters with no hesitation.
local parks and outdoor education Increase green fees at the golf course.

Eliminate Police force - let Rockford police, Loves Park police, and Winnebago County Sheriff's 
Department handle calls for service in the parks. Also, the six figure salary for the CEO of the Park 
District is way too much. A high five figure salary will do just fine. Use high school and college 
kids to mow grass instead of paying companies to do it. They (kids) can be used for maintenance 
purposes too.

Parks, museums, pools,  Washington Park(create a partnership with newly created NFP to 
operate facility much like museums)

Sell Magic Waters, evaluate need/ability to operate all golf courses and sell or repurpose 
accordingly. 



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

Eliminate small footprint Parks to expand larger\\new parks and bike paths using Keith Creek 
Flood Plain

It's too expensive to install and maintain $1 million dollar Playgrounds at too-many parks... 
Consolidate such huge investments at a few location... Quality over quantity.

Horse Trade under-utilized Parks with Developers who buy property surrounding higher priority 
Park locations to exchange for Park District property they want to develop (i.e Add to the 
Property Tax rolls)

Demand Rockford Public Schools build any new School on an existing Park District Property to 
achieve Dual Use economies of scale. RPS-205 uses the property for the 180 day school year and 
Park District puts to productive use after-school, on weekends and during the summer. Examples 
are Marsh, Bloom, Brookview schools are all built on or adjacent to large Park District Properties.

Same should have been done when building the New Cherry Valley School and Kishwaukee 
Schools.

These new Public Schools should not waste Taxpayers money to buy 14-21 acres when idle Park 
District Land are ideal locations for Dual Use Park District\\Public School use.

Cherry Valley should have been built on any of these parks (that could have even been expanded 
with RPS money)
>> Southeast Park
>> Ekberg Pine Manor Park
>> The Vacant Property adjacent Magic Waters
>> County Line Forest Preserve
>> The Vacant Property adjacent Elliot Golf Course

Kishwaukee School could have been located 1,200 feet away at 10th Avenue Park that could 
easily be expanded by clear-cutting aging property from Rockford's Industrial glory days.


Think 21st Century where people drive to even neighborhood parks... Besides Kid's today aren't 
even allowed to walk to a neighborhood park by themselves and most parents drive their kids to 
places... not walk. So why on earth is the Park District still trying to maintain 190+ Park District 
Properties.

Quality over Quantity... Which requires having the courage to stand-up to the adverse politics 
whenever the Park District elects to close an existing Park. Simple Fact... Taxpayers can't afford it 
and you have become stretched to thin.

Fix up and expand neighborhood parks. Too many golf courses...reduce number. 
Add a Midway Village Museum...an actual museum...that people can visit downtown. It contains 
so much of our past but people only know it as a wedding venue and for war days.
Your website is slow and purchasing thing on it like passes is too confusing.



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

Reinvest in regional draws like Mercy Health Center and Magic Waters.  When I tell people I'm 
from Rockford, Magic Waters is always one of the first items they bring up in a good light.  

Scale back free programs, the Park District is not a charity.  I would be happy to have increased 
user fees,
instead of having the Park District make the decision how to redistribute my hard earned money 
I pay in real
estate taxes.  I feel the Park District is moving more towards a welfare state, as opposed to 
having any
concern for those who actually contribute greatly to their facilities, salaries, and benefits.

Swimming experiences are very important for Rockford residents. Too many people don’t know 
how to swim and we have many bodies of water. 

Golf, ice rinks, and the conservatory should be self supporting. 

hiking and biking paths, Sinnissippi Gardens; Sinnissippi Park; river-
front activities, neighborhood parks. outreach to lower income or
underserved areas. 

I like the trolley, water park and river boat but they are not a
priority for me.  A bike path along Spring Creek is a priority for
me. 

My family enjoys the Forest City Queen, trolley, Magic Waters (water too cold most times), 
Sinissippi Gardens, various playgrounds, and the Mercy Health Sports facility. 

Increase user fees to see what the community is willing and able to pay for. I would really like to 
see the Forest City Queen continue to operate. We would pay more if need be. 

Neighborhood swimming pools, indoor would be nice and outdoor pool, rec center Our park district has always been stellar, I really do not want anything to be eliminated.  Maybe 
adjustments to user fees would generate more mon3y.

Neighborhood parks. Sell Magic waters.  Stop catering to out of towners at the expense of taxpayers.  Take care of 
your existing parks.

Don’t close any pools!large Families can not afford magic waters. Alpine pool has no 
baby/toddler area. So disappointed my kids can’t go swimming this year.
I would keep the special events & sports programs that bring people into Rockford for 
tournaments. 

Trailside would close, it isa drain on resources.  Year round costs exceed community benefits.  
Nicholson would lower fees to be more accessible to everyone.  The events there are much too 
high for everyone to enjoy

playgrounds, community events better maintenance of park equipment
Golf courses,neighborhood parks, gardens, trollley & boat Get rid of magic waters ASAP! Less funds for Sapporo playworld, eliminate Festival of Lights

Cleaner!  Most park district facilities are in need of general maintenance and a deep cleaning!

Keep the special needs program and youth programs Eliminate 1-2 of the golf courses
Playground equipment Fire management that doesn’t work everyday
Not sure Not sure
Any thing that is  beneficial for our community Maybe not taxing or raising fee but higher up taking pay cuts!
Forest City Queen  Magic Waters Adult Horseback Riding Lessons



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

Parks and sports programs Ages 3 and up sports
Golf and hockey
All your inner city summer and winter programs like you had in the 50s and 60s Your emphasis on sports complex’s which are all north of riverside rd while the inner city youth 

suffer from lack of programs in the inner city parks and the fact you have no sports complexs 
south of riverside

Neighborhood and the larger parks (Sinissippi, Page, etc  ) It’s alteady done, but the removal of forested area around the lagoon at sinnissippi was 
extremely disappointing. It’s simply not the same since this was done, even with Nichols (the old 
greenhouse was not only fine).

Magic waters. And educational parks Atwood Lockwood because they all 3 are unique Higher user fees to offset the specialized sports. Ice rinks. Indoor facilities. They are great but 
need to be more self funded. 

Sportscore, neighborhood parks and playgrounds.Midway village I believe your decline in revenue at magic waters is the fact you give out too many vouchers.the 
kids need to have neighborhood parks open to them in the summer with qualified counselors to 
keep things organized and fun for the day. Increase fees to the golf courses.

Playground and parks Eliminate social programs and go back to being parks and recreation
Parks and programs keeps kids involved and active I don't use zipline. I like trolley and river city queen but they probably serve tourist more than 

resident so make them pay more
I would keep and reinvest in every activity that was well attended and used the most, and would 
look at why the 
Underused facilities were not being utilized. Did they 
Need improvements, was interest not there? I think I 
Would have to prioritize according to use, need and cost of upkeep as well as community value. 
Big decisions for you, as well as our community.

I am aware of every program you offer, but am not familiar with some. The neighborhood park at 
Bloom is in our neighborhood, and needs some work. The baseball diamond 
Floods every time it rains, so that is a small fix. I’m sure many small fixes increase expotentially. 
Our park 
District is one of the best in the country, in my opinion. The sports programs, youth activities, 
programs for the disadvantaged as well as disabled are well done. Maybe a sliding scale user fee 
for various programs so people with smaller means could avail themselves to everything 
available, and people like us could help to sustain all the programs by paying the premium price. 
Not sure how that would be accomplished. I would hate to see the disadvantaged not able to 
utilize any facility because of cost, but I would also not like to see anyone taking advantage of the 
system. Huge decisions for people with vision and investment in our future. Good luck 😊😊.



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

i will invest in making sure all parks are safe and fun i would eliminate the dog park why do they need there own park when the have access to all the 
parks.
why haven't the grass been cut at the parks? i would like to see that we take pride in keeping our 
kids busy and with jobs and activities for the summer. i would like to see more cultural festivities. 
i do not understand why you all turned Levings Lake into some freak show with all that stuff in 
the water. Who idea was that that can be eliminated too. What happen to the green sheds that 
would  be in all parks that had of activity  stuff in it like balls,games, arts and craft and the usually 
hired teenagers to oversee these sheds and teenagers would set there with the kids and play 
games with them

Keep neighborhood parks. Keep programs for children with disabilities. Keep after school 
programs.  

Less concentration on golf.  That's an expensive sport and doesn't involve all the community. I 
would like to see more options for pre & teenagers - children who are too "old" for a babysitter, 
but too young to drive themselves places need after school activities with transportation from 
schools. 

Sand Park Pool including a new parking lot More cooperating business partnering and sponsorship of programs
All actual parks like Rock Cut, Pierce Lake, Olson Park, and etc.
Midway Village and Museum, Museums
Bike paths and hiking paths

Better support for Olson Lake (active open swimming beach) and Pierce Lake (roads especially)

See below Anything that brings people to Rkfd in large numbers should be continued.  Take care of what 
you have.  Stop wasting money on ski parks and zip lines.  Sell Magic Waters and close a golf 
course or pass it to the County or even sell it to a private owner.  Quit acquiring properties such 
as the Sports Factory.  We can’t pay for what we have.  Stop!!!  The Dist collects more in taxes 
than the entire county of Winnebago.  
Please slow down spending, increase fees where needed, and reduce the unprofitable fat!! 

Todo Si
Golf Courses,Museums,Nicholas Conservatory,Playgrounds I know changes need to be 

made. I would suggest elimating seldom utilized pocket 
parks.

Open Space (Trails) Recreational Paths, Magic Waters, Youth Programs. None but in case of need to eliminate: Snow Sculpting, Festival of Lights, some Gulf courts.  For 
Gulf, people who play gulf can pay fees to use the facilities.  Do not increase the parks fees.

Riverview Ice House swimming centers sledding areas less parks that don't get used 



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?
Upgrade Davis Park before the Embassy Suites opens next to it in 2020 but do not waste money 
on yet another ice skating facility.  Riverview Ice House is just a 12 minute walk (0.6 miles) away 
from Davis Park.  Maybe a roller skating facility could be considered for Davis Park that would 
have much lower operating costs (I think).

Keep the Forest City Queen Riverboat if you can find corporate sponsors or other sponsors to 
support the operations of this excursion. 

I would like to see more community engagement sessions being held throughout the year so that 
the community is continually informed or better yet asked to be a call to action to assist the park 
district. 

I would Keep Neighborhood parks. PLEASE bring BACK the SUMMER BLAST camp. My boys are very dissapointed. They REALLY liked 
Jessica And Seth!!
I agree Magic Waters needs to be sold to private operator it needs to be updated always and 
that's too costly especially with attendance dropping.  As a golfer of 50 years I would make 
Sinnissippi Golf Course into a city park as it is central located we don't need that course.  I'd also 
raise the golf pass since too many pass holders are playing way over the 20 times to get money's 
worth.  Leave the regular daily fees alone.  Dump the Park District Police and contract with the 
city to avoid pensions and maintaining fleets etc. Evaluate your neighborhood parks and sell 
some to lessen maintenance and provide for more housing in the inner city.Quit the practice of 
hiring a thousand kids for summer just to say your doing a community service-some hires only 
get ten to fifteen hours a joke for employment if going to college.  The hiring paperwork must be 
maddening. 

Magic Waters meets all of the above programs.  It's family oriented, fun for kids, teens, adults 
and seniors.
Family picnics and interaction in the water is fun for all. I would also like to see rec paths and 
trails 
maintained.

Conservatories, Sapora Playworld, and Excursions

Park district should spend the most on neighborhood playgrounds and pools.  These are 
accessible to everyone in the community.  

Update facilities at pools and magic waters.  Have swimming lessons available at Rolling Green 
school again!!! 

Idk Idk
Invest in a trail bike path system that connects the entire town along the river with nature.The The city needs a crown jewel in the downtown area. Like Chicago has Grant/Millennium Pk. It 

will be a huge draw. Also if a downtown minor league stadium was added in the area of vacant 
land south west of the new Hotel. A major draw to the downtown like the Bmo Center. Could 
have concerts there as well in the summer!!!



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

Sell the piece of property on Springbrook Road located just west of the Woodhill sub division to a 
developer for new home construction.




Outside food should be  allowed inside park.
Sports cores 1 & 2 that bring in people from all over the region.  Natural areas...  personnel 
responsible for these areas get pulled away too often and their expertise in natural resources is 
wasted.  

Magic waters is an absolute dump... consider it a sunk cost and dispose of immediately.  There 
are opportunities for revenue and natural area management with timber sales.  Urban tree care 
and removal could be accomplished much more cost effectively with in-house arborists.  

I would keep the Forest City Queen, Pools, and Parks.Keep Sportscore- a big draw for 
tournaments.

Let someone take over Magic Waters- losing money from unheated pools and cooler rule. An 
outside company could come in and keep Magic Waters going which could be a big draw for 
summer. Also get outside companies to buy the nurses.

trails, paths, neighborhood parks, dog parks Eliminate zip line, magic waters, golf courses (should be for profit - private businesses). Why are 
the taxpayers subsidizing five golf courses when golf courses are closing all over the country.  
Focus on open space use, maintain and upgrade trails at parks.

Parks, pools, golf. Refocus on community needs, not tourism.
The park district needs to reinvest in the TR and community recreation programs.  We owe it to 
the youth in our communities to provide safe and fun programming.  Programming should meet 
the interest of all children, not just sports. 

Get rid of magic waters because it is unnecessary spending.  Also eliminate one golf course. 

Conservatory, museums, neighborhood playgroud camp. Magic Waters and nature parks with 
open trails

My family loves the park district facilities and use sooooo many of them that i would hate to see 
reduction or elimination of any of them. The only thing i miss from my childhood is 
neighborhood pools. I wish my children could ride their bike to a close pool and swim with their 
friends for the summer. I would even pay an annual fee to have a private or "less public" pool for 
them to attend. Alpine Park pool is nice, but it gets so very crowded during the summer. i feel if 
their were more options with higher fees it would thin the crowds an possibly eliminate some of 
the riff raff. Keep up the good work RPD, we will continue to support you.

Neighborhood parks based on population trends, needs, and in cooperation with existing schools 
infrastructure and data

Reduction in assets based on usage and cost; ROI of maintaining the asset like small 
neighborhood parks mowed but enjoyed solely but the neighboring property owner. Also, city 
and neighborhood properties not for recreation maintained by/at the cost of the park district - 
resources could be reallocated to the shortfall.
Stick to the mission. 

Parks and trails Less golf, more emphasis on family recreation.
Forest City Queen and trolley. Reopen Sand Park pool.



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?
Please take down the glass in the indoor Sportscore 2 soccer fields.  It’s horrible trying to watch a 
soccer game.  What a stupid waste of money.  You took a potentially great facility and made it a 
horrible family experience.

Sportscore, dog parks, carlson I’ve arena, Not sure. 
Magic waters, parks, programs, dog parks, Nicholas conservatory, Lockwood and animal farm Changes, later hours at Magic Waters, Sun does Not go down til 730- 8 p.m. Allow guest to bring 

small coolers again, that has limited my and many others use of the Magic Waters drastically. 
People need to have the freedom to eat what they want to or Need to eat. There are too many 
people with special diets and/ or limited budgets, it's not the facilities place to dictate what 
families can eat or drink during a hot long day at a pool. 
Have evening hours for various things, many people work during the day.

Outdoor education programs, swimming pools,
golf, youth programs 

Sell Magic Waters, eliminate some underused neighborhood parks, focus 
on programs for youth 

Not sure sell property that will reduce burden of budget. If you had to sell property, I would sell Elliott and Ingersoll Golf facility.
neighborhood pools, city events, Forest city Queen Less sports. More events and family activities to do together. Re - open Sand Park Pool
Golf None.  We have a wonderful Park District.
Parks and rec paths Archery classes from Hononegah Archery Inc. in Rockton for students, adults, and those with 

disabilities. 
Honoarchery.org

i think activities that have a user fee . people that use those activities should take the brunt of 
the fees.
I think parks and rec activities can be used by anyone and should be financed through tax

alot of my problems with the park district at no fault of yours is i dont feel safe in rockford 
anywhere. So I keep me and my family away from alot of rockford has to offer because of that.

User fees are too high. It deters my family from being able to go do much. 
Unknown Cheaper season passes for magic waters
Absolutely keep the programs for the kids. Please maintain parks and recreation trails. Also 
investing in adventure activities and Magic Water would be beneficial to bring in tourism dollars 
but adventure activities especially need more advertisement. There are so many locals that have 
no idea the Adventure Park exists. It needs some sort of advertising or event to show excitement 
for it. I've wanted to try both the snow park and Zipline since before they opened but nothing 
really has drawn me to go. 

I'm satisfied with the current operating levels of the services I use. More readily available 
information about community programs for adults would be helpful (cooking, gardening, yoga 
classes etc.) Please DO NOT close Magic Waters and allow it to become another Clock Tower 
situation.  If selling is the best option, please design some sort of contract with buyer so they are 
required to maintain it at a high standard.

Re open Sand Park Pool!!! It was a wonderful swimming option for the Machesney & Loves Park 
areas!

It would be great to be able to bring coolers back into Magic Waters!



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

More shelters for family events in the parks with the highest use rates like Olsen and Sinnasippi . The Adventure park is a complete waste of money. Multiple indoor public pools .

Sand Park Pool Open Sand Park Pool
Levings Lake, and Lathrop Park I would like to see the Rap and Hard Rock rule removed from Sinnissippi Bandshell due to it 

being 2018 and not 1988.  How is the park district going to attract the youth with those old rules. 

More trials in safe neighborhoods/more bike paths
I remember as a kid, I loved my summer time camps, programs (swim lessons), and Alpine park 
pool. I think the more options that are provided for children to have experiences to last a 
lifetime- whether its camps like- 
Conestoga or activities that enrich their lives lead them to be a good steward of our parks in the 
future. 
Keep summer programs for children and neighboorhood parks and playgrounds.

If an opportunity comes along to sell Magic Waters I am in favor of letting another entity take 
over, cover insurance and employees, improving rides and offerings. I would hope that would 
free up more budget to build strong neighborhood playgrounds, pools, summer programs for 
children and senior activities.

Nd nd
Pools, trolley, riverboat! So sad these got cut!!! We miss Imagination Station a LOT. I'm not sure that the "Adventure Activities" benefits a large % of our residents as much as local 

parks,pools, and trails do. 
the conservatory, golf, ice houses,   play grounds
like the train and river boat more publicity needed?

+Nature walks at Alden? - Magic Waters? How much use is it getting?
+ activities for families

We love the alpine park by the pool. Coolers allowed bank in magic waters
Animals None
Keep swimming and beaches and magic waters! Add beaches back!
All None

Question 7 did not change order, feel that it is equally important for every ag
Those services that I allocated money to above Maintain the parks and buildings we have instead of replacing things. Most are usable and just 

need to be maintained. 
Summer programs! Pools and facilities that the kids NEED when they are not in school. A shame 
to take away their pool! 
Any teen programming. Summer programs for 5-18. Afterschool programming More senior programming
City parks and playgrounds; walking/bike pathseliminate Eliminate Magic Waters; indoor play area; reduce less frequently used golf courses. 
The children and their arts and talents AND EDUCATION!!!!! Help with EDUCATION more!! Give more minorities JOBS! Pay your employees more money!

Sand park pool and magic waters More drinking fountains and bathrooms at the parks. 
The Trolley! More nature trails, leas golf. Golf is a hobby that golfers should pay for, not taxpayers.



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

I would keep and reinvest in events/programs that help the community members that need it 
the most, (members that might not otherwise be able to enjoy something because of the cost, or 
something they might not think about doing, i.e. Atwood, Conservatory), then I would keep and 
reinvest events/programs that make our city beautiful or are free to use, ie. bike/walk trails.

I think we have a fantastic park district and we enjoy so many of the amenities in our city. I 
would say sell Magic Waters to be able to use the money elsewhere around the city. 

Sand Park pool. Magic waters. Discovery center and Burpee. Summer sports programming Keep Sand Park pool.

Programs for children and youth. Also, the arts, culture and nature. Keep up the good work with our young people. 
Yes N/a
youth programs
Magic waters.  No slots!  This is a family place not a gambling place.  Kids don't need to be exposed to any more 

than they already are.
STOP SPENDING UNTIL YOU GET YHE CRIME EPIDEMIC UNDER CONTROL!!!!!!
LOWER TAXES IN ORDER TO BRING BACK MANUFACTURING!!!

STOP SPENDING UNTIL YOU GET THE CRIME EPIDEMIC UNDER CONTROL!!!!

Neighborhood parks. Start investing in parkd and stop adding facilities.  Our population decreases, and your reaction is 
to saddle taxpayers with millions of dollars to build new facilities that benefit a small segment of 
oue community.

Neighborhood pools!!!! Get rid of some golf courses and keep all the pools!
Nicholas Conservatory 
Floral clock
Neighborhood pools
outdoor education/recreation and neighborhood parks
Zip line make it to the Wear it doesn’t cost Muchh to use it and you’ll make more money. Magic waters unless they charge what it’s worth &’ stop over charging.

Make the waterpark cleaner and safer as the ground is getting rusty and looks dirty.
Keep leagues and after school programs. Atwood and Lockwood parks are great. We don't need 
as many golf coarses though.

Lessen the maintenance schedule, unless someone wants to help sponsor a specific location. 
Possibly add a locked donation bin at some locations that can be used for that specific location.

Community wide events and neighborhood activities. Add more opportunities for donation, not just paid fees. Sometimes people are more willing to 
give versus being "forced" to pay an upfront fee for services. Or doing prizes, etc for fundraising. 

Gardens,music, art. Trails Connecting bike trails Thur out the city and surrounding areas
Facilities that are used by lowest income residents - rich folks can pay their way at private ones 



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

I would keep the iceskating More activities for children 4 and under. More all day activities for school age group 
Summer Playground Programs
neighborhood parks and trails. we should not sell any of our public (park) land turn four of the golf courses into parks with picnicing, trails/paths, green space. close zip line 

(turn into a park), wake board, golf courses, boat excursions (or make them private - for profit). i 
would like to see more off lease dog parks, as 30-40% of households own a dog

golf courses and parks sell magic waters
Nicholas Conservatory/gardens, Trolley, Forest city queen, ice rinks, neighborhood parks, magic 
waters, sand park pool, UW health, Lockwood park, horses and childrens farm, Snow Sculpting, 
Festival of Lights, Atwood

Sand park pool reopening, closing of Alpine pool or addition of toddler area, Snow 
Sculpting/Festival of Lights entrance fee, donation box at Sinnissippi gardens, dog parks, 
neighborhood parks, increase in golf admission or closing of a course or 2, 

I would absolutely keep the forest city queen and the trolley open even if only on the weekends 
and 1 or 2 days during the week.

I would like to see the summer programs at the neighborhood parks come back from when I was 
a child where the brown shed was filled with games and we took field trips. Which was a no cost 
program to the families.

Water parks Not sure
Pools, Magic Waters, Conservatory and Playgrounds Addition: There used to be a training circuit at Dahlquist Park where it had little stations with 

exercises. I think bringing this back would enhance the visit for everyone, including the seniors 
who frequent the park most. Also would be one of the cheaper upgrades you can do. Maybe ask 
for volunteers. 

Sinnissippi Golf Course, Music in the Parks series
all improvements
I would keep the excursions like the trolley & Forest City Queen Boat. With downtown making a 
comeback this would be a nice feature to have and incorporate drop offs or rides.

Pools and playgrounds 
Ghjj Ghhh
Programs are good.  The Fest of Lights Has diminished but overall doing well.  You need to look 
at different park districts.Try fundraising out of the box-not just taxes/user fees. I know 
fundraising is becoming harder due to tax benefit changes but they are other ways to get 
community involved to find funds. Milikin University helping Decatur Park district, Bollingbrook 
bring in celebrities, Itasca new waterpark renovations, -had community Adopt A Palm -etc ways 
to get community involved.

Just need keep renovation-keep good the good items but make sure it is in good repair and 
complete do over for the areas that are lacking. Look at surround communities-but also 
somewhere across the country

Local Pools and Magic Waters Services in safer community locations. 
More neighborhood parks and garden plots Add more areas for urban agricultural including the keeping of animals.



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

It is called the Rockford “Park” District. The maintenance of the parks should be the priority. All 
of the additional businesses established the last few years is a waste of taxpayer dollars. Food 
trucks and other nonsense. I have noticed driving around town the shabbiness of neighborhood 
parks that have not even been mowed a month into the season. No excuse for this. Whoever is 
in charge of mowing and the contractors obviously is not doing their job!





Dump Magic Waters. The taxpayers should not have to foot the bill to try to keep up with 
privately owned water parks. 

Reinvest in those activities that are most popular and have the most community impact. Identify 
economic impact for Rockford 
(eg. I imagine golf, Magic Waters, Anderson Gardens,trolley & 
riverboat could generate significant income). Keep programs 
that positively impact the community but are low maintenance
(eg. dog park).

I believe we have one of the best Park Districts. Adapting some tennis courts for pickle ball is an 
example of awareness of 
current trends. Maybe park district could coordinate with the 
new bike rental service to identify possible high use areas 
that include neighborhood parks.

Sand Park Pool Re open Sand Park its got more fun for the smaller children
Pools leaving lake None
everything except the golf courses.... Golf is for white men (they have money, they can pay to 
waist space) 
I would keep the facilities that are making money (at least running in black) and well attended.  I 
would keep neighborhood parks and pools and invest in their maintenance.  I would focus on 
what this survey identifies as the top items the community wants. Unfortunately, you can’t be 
everything to everyone so pick the top ones and make those as successful as you can!  And don’t 
forget to brag about it, too :-)

Golf is on the decline.  Maybe sell a course or two to developers and make some money on the 
land that can be poured into the top projects identified by this survey.  Sell Magic Waters if you 
are not making a profit.  It attracts visitors but has to run in the black.  

More for the handicapped
Bike paths
Any educational classes.  Any event that will knit the community together, such as Festival of 
Lights as well as Music in the Park, etc. 

We are not classified as a "low income" family, but with having 6 in our family and on one 
income,    many activities are ccost prohibitive to us, so we cannot participate in them.  Maybe 
have a family  cap on some classes or events?  I have wanted my kids to participate in the camps 
for years, but I   can't afford it unless I'm on some sort of welfare and can get it for free.  That's a 
tough pill to  swallow.  

Parks magic waters water park. All summer programs & pools. More events & programs during school year.
More sports activities for kids



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

THE FUN MY CHILDREN HAVE. MORE AVAILABLE SPACE
Neighborhood parks and kids programs at same; Golf with increase resources to get more young 
people involved

Increase in user fees to maintain current programs

TR really benefitted my child. More inclusion of disability clients.
Sand Park pool upgraded and open 

Definitely Recreation trails, youth programs, and sports complexes. Generally, what most affects 
Health and Family Values.

Elimination of some golf facilities, snow sculpting, and the Festival of Lights.

Parks, pools, dog parks, tennis and golf. Sell Magic Waters.  Turn focua from tourism to serving residents.  Stoo spending millions on 
money pits.

Sand park pool keep Make the green house free. It's already bought and paid for

Magic Waters should only give the resident discount and no other fees waived. That way it 
would be as nice as Six Flags. The life guards don’t enforce rules & the park is dirty, esp the 
bathrooms. It has really gone downhill.  

A lot more people would use Guilford park if there was a playground.  I also think user fees 
should increase only for people who haven’t been paying much (if anything). The way it is now 
makes fees way too high for those that don’t qualify for fees waived. My kids have missed out at 
times due to this. It should be more balanced & fair for everyone. 

The park districts and after school programs 
Neighborhood pools and more therapeutic rec activities available year round

Programs for those with disabilities are usually underfunded and have the least variety so I 
would have chosen to donate the $100 to programs for those with special needs and their 
families but it was not even an option.. 

Thank you for the survey. The park district is so important to so many families from all different 
socioeconomic backgrounds. You all are doing good work. Thank you. 

I would definitely keep anything that has to do directly with the children. They are all great 
programs. I would also keep the parks in the neighborhood and keep them all maintained for the 
children that cannot afford to join a sports team. Hopefully the parks will still get them outside 
and exercising.

I would like to see lower fees for low income families to play sports. I would also like to see an 
organized activity at parks in neighborhoods where the kids get together maybe Friday night and 
play kickball. We need to get the kids out of the houses and playing with each other. Even if they 
don't have money. Find a family or adult in that neighborhood to help organize it.

Programming for children/teens; Sportscore and other facilities; neighborhood parks/pools; and 
open space.
Low cost life long recreation activities for 
All

Eliminate high cost, high insurance cost programs



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

Keep the pools, keep the Conservatory and the sports facilities, keep Lockwood Park, keep the 
excursions and keep one of the ice facilities.

I love Magic Waters, but I feel if there is a buyer interested in it, perhaps it would be a good 
facility to get off the books so that the Park District can concentrate on other areas. I also feel 
like we have too many golf courses in town that are under the Park District so one or more can 
be closed. You also could consider if having two ice facilities is a necessity. 

Golf. Ice skating. Outdoor recreation Free programs not used or appreciated. 
More indoor facility More City events

Several Golf courses could close and be sold to a non competitive user.
The parks definitely the arts and cultural activities. Youth programs are critical in keeping an 
engaged youth away from crime in summer/evenings. 

some of the outdated things like the trolley and forest city could be revenue drivers if managed 
right. Can the PD partner with a third party to operate these? The parks too - music at the 
bandshell... I know alcohol is a liability but when you go to Chicago's PD they sell alcohol and 
have quaint restaurants and relevant and hip music and other events. These can all be revenue 
drivers. 

You need the facilities to bring in outside revenue and you have to have programs for the kids to 
keep them out of trouble 
N/A Update the water park
Outdoor pools 
More events for weekdays throughout the year for non working resident
Major playground. Big and fun!

Get rid of Magic Waters
More family events not sports related. 

Parks, pools, community events. Stop catering to soccertourneys, etc.  Start serving residents, not tourists.
Keep all programs that directly benefit and are utilized by 
children and teens

Reinvest in more programs for 
teens and young adults

Please do not eliminate trolley and Forest City Queen

Raise prices and fees at golf courses 



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

I think it's important to focus on both what is great for residents and what draws tourism.  If we 
prioritize tourism for a year or two maybe that would generate more money for programs for 
residents?  Can we research that?  Also, I believe programs for teens that will help them stay 
productive and active and out of trouble would greatly benefit the community by reducing crime, 
vandalism, drug use, etc.  The Days in the Park are great for kids, so I would definitely keep 
funding that!  It's also important to keep our playgrounds safe, so keeping park district officers to 
patrol those areas is important.  There is great value in the music programs like at the bandshell 
and education at Atwood.  If schools from other counties want to come, then I think we should 
be charging them at least the real cost of the program, but if it's a well funded school from the 
city, then we could try to make a profit to help fund more programs here where more kids are at 
risk.

I think all the golf is such a waste of space and all the chemicals that keep the grass so perfect 
have always upset me.  How many residents can afford golf clubs?  If it's a money-maker, then 
we should definitely keep it, but if it operates at a loss then I think it benefits the least amount of 
residents so that would be something to cut.  (fyi - The only avid golfer that I know can afford 
pretty high fees.)  I heard we may sell magic waters, and it's had a few rough years due to 
weather but if the summers coming up are expected to be really hot then it may be worth it to 
keep.  It's a good benefit for residents in that the library is able to give kids passes free for 
reading, and it draws tourism too.  I would hate for a private company to buy it, lose money and 
then abandon it leaving it an eyesore, or just neglect it like Coco Keys.

Idkisk Idk
I love the Rockford Park District. I want to keep it all!
These questions are misleading as a lot of these services generate income on their own. As a 
business owner, we contribute tens of thousands annually to the park district alone. It’s 
confusing that there’s such a deficit. Maybe you’re spread too thin.

Maybe explore more corporate sponsorships. Are UTC or Woodward interested in partnering like 
UW did with the sports center? Magic waters and the ice house should be self sustaining. Maybe 
they could help. 2. Separate social needs programs from recreational programs. You can’t do it 
all. There’s got to be separate funding somewhere for social needs programs. (After school care, 
seniors, disabled, etc) 

Keeping programs and activities for children and seniors, parks and pools safe and maintained. I think to make changes based on the popularity of services rendered. If the demands and 
benefits are there try to figure out a way to keep it going and eliminate or reduce those that are 
less popular or have less benefit to the community. 

I think that the outdoor trails and outdoor education opportunities offer so much to the 
community to keep kids and families active and connected to nature.  Its crucial for the soul and 
mind, as well as the body.  Keep them all. I think Rockford Park District is one of the few things 
that really make Rockford a good place to live (great locally owned restaurants being another 
draw and a thriving amateur theater community)

Add: Atwood Education center fills up so fast for week slots (I teach and all the dates tend to be 
booked with in 2 hours of the opening of registration for the next year)  This year, I had a staff 
meeting and therefore couldn't book my school for their annual week because all the slots that 
weren't over school breaks were taken.  Lots of surrounding districts, including Chicago suburbs 
also use Atwood.  I think the district should invest in a second facility in another location.  I think 
that the need for affordable outdoor ed facilities is high enough to support two. Careful pricing 
could cover the expense involved.

Add: connected bike paths. I would love to bike places instead of drive (such as to work) 
however, there is no safe way to bike anywhere. You are limited to biking only on a small 
number of routes that are just for recreation, not practical for "transportation".

Golf. Golf.



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

SOME THINGS THAT NEED REINVESTING INCLUDE PLAYGROUND EQUIPMENT AND ACCESSIBILITY 
OF PLAYGROUND EQUIPMENT FOR HANDICAPPED CHILDREN.

I WOULD LIKE TO SEE THE SUMMER CAMP AT RESA AND LEWIS LEMON BACK FULL TIME. RESA 
WAS ELIMINATED THIS SUMMER AND IN MY OPINION THAT IS A HUGE, HUGE DISSERVICE TO 
THE SOUTHWEST SIDE OF ROCKFORD. THE ELIMINATION OF THE RESA SUMMER CAMP LEFT AN 
ENTIRE AREA OF TOWN WITHOUT AN OPTION FOR ALL DAY SUMMER CAMPS THROUGH THE 
ROCKFORD PARK DISTRICT. LEWIS LEMON BEING REDUCED TO A HALF DAY IS ALSO A DISSERVICE 
AND SHOULD BE IMPLEMENTED AGAIN AS A FULL DAY OPTION.

Parks, arts programs.  Waterpark is iffy-taking away the bring your own food made us stop 
getting season passes.  Plus, the waterpark is not maintained anymore and has become 
nasty/dirty.  

Love all the parks!  Waterpark either needs to be reinvested in or eliminated at this point.  
Leaving it fall apart is not helping attract anyone and it is so dirty-staff is not friendly-not being 
able to bring a lunch pulled a lot of your season holders (not like you seem to even care either) 
Need a pool near the Elliot Golf Course.  Also maintain Elliot so that we can have soccer there-
nets are broken and polo is all over the fields.  

All of them.  All great programs.  Especially enjoy sounds of summer & recreational paths.  All the 
nature trail

None

Forest City Queen and Trolley. Bring back the Forest City Queen/Trolley and eliminate a golf course. I can't afford golf but I rode 
the Queen and the trolley several times a year. Utilize the river, it's beautiful.

Keep everything except cut hours Raise rates for golf, charge small fees for snow sculpting, Festival of Lights, etc
Wake park does not seem to be successful, eliminated

We have beautiful parks here and they should be for all community members to enjoy, not just 
the youth! There 
should be more events at the local parks for everyone to enjoy at a very low cost or no cost at all. 
We could 
all learn so much from each other if we just listen to those who have experience or what to 
experience our 
natural environment. 

We focus a lot on our sports here in Rockford, but do we include all children and teens. These 
sports cost 
money and many families can not pay for their children and teens to be in these sports. There 
needs to be 
leagues 
that are sponsored by local businesses and no cost to the kids. These kids need to be equally 
introduced to 
sports and sportsmanship that "East Side" kids get! If we invest in all our youth and they had 
places to go 
then perhaps the teen crime would be lower. The park district could enhance our 
social/economical atmosphere by being all inclusive. Those are changes I'd like to see in 
Rockford. 

Golf courses, dog parks, and the programs/facilities I listed for funding above I think magic waters is too costly for the park district,investigating ways the community could 
help raise funds to maintain the services the park district offers may help.

Reinvest in capital repairs and replacement.  Also, many parks look pretty sad.  Perhaps it’s time 
to determine effective service of parks and to sell off non used properties.  That way resources 
could be reallocated where needed

Unknown. Just moved here



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

Therapeutic Recreation Lower fees for people with disabilities
Golf Courses 

Way to many parks. Invest in the activities where people are 
Paying to use. 


Maybe fix the parking lot at Sand Park and open in the morning so people can actually spend a 
day at the pool. It's always packed.
My family attends a lot of the events, golf, and uses the parks regularly. We love the band shell, 
golf courses, neighborhood pools, trolley, forest city queen, and museums. We also appreciate 
outdoor rec and outdoor rec programming.

While the sports facilities are state-of-the art, I feel like they serve people coming in from out of 
the community more than they do our citizens. Perhaps more funding can be allocated to 
facilities that are more Rockford-centric.

Keep the central facilities surrounding Sinnissippi park.
As a softball player I would invest in bats for each field and end the arms race of each team 
buying new high perfoming bats to level the playing field.
I would reinvest or investigate a year round olympic size swimming facility that could be shared 
with local high schools, universities, clubs and families

I am not interested in supporting team facilities that as a family or I as an individual cannot use 
or are not open when I am available to use the facilties

Concerts Close magic waters.  It's a money pit.  Open more neighborhood pools and charge less.  More 
people would come
More indoor activities and facilities for families to do during bad weather.

Cleaning of the wave pool and lazy river at MagicWaters. There is an automatic vacuum for 
cleaning the bottom of the pool. If I had a pool it would be embarrassing to have people come 
over and see this. You wonder why attendance is down you cannot be very smart not to see the 
writing on the wall. It was in the 90's and in the past there would be people sitting in the grass 
and all the chairs filled. Need to consider adding more things to the dinner plan not a large select 
and make a list of the things that are on the plan so you don't have to walk around to see what is 
offered.

Tax Machesney Park, Roscoe, and Rockton or any other cities to keep the the money coming in. 
Let season pass holders ONLY bring coolers into MagicWaters. I believe this would bring in more 
money, People might become pass holders for only a few visits just so they can bring in coolers. I 
was there opening weekend and the speakers on the north side of the park were not working. 
There were also restroom stalls that were out of order, really on opening weekend very thing 
should be ready to go.

waterpark and more family activities
Idk You're all doing a great job!
golf courses except Aldeen,reason being is they bring in money and if kept in good condition will 
pay for itself.Aldeen is already getting a surcharge so I wouldn't give anymore

would like to see the end of subsidizing under privileged.if subsidized have them work for it.

eliminate waste and bureaucracy, hire only people who know what they're doing - can the rest.

Fishing
Magic Waters Don’t change anything !



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

I would keep Music in the Park, the Riverboat Queen, and the Trolley. Perhaps cut back on maintenance or services if need be.
Atwood education, summer camp programs for poor More trails not paved or covered
I would keep the most used and the least expensive to maintain Figure out who the largest users of park district facilities are, then concentrate on what they use. 

Get the biggest bang for helping the most people. Don't subsidize things that are used little by 
few.

Museums
More dog parks and horse riding areas 
Would try to keep it all,but  have smaller groups. Need to focus on family activities. 
Music/Arts available to all. Let excursions and golf pay for themselves with separate fees.
I am good with existing procrams I am good with existing programs
Keep and reinvest in bike path!Teach the mowers how to mow close to the river. Every time they 
mow (at 100 mph) they are very sloppy, so they do not mow between trees and the river and if a 
stick is in the way they mow around it and more weeds grow up around it. Each time they mow 
they go father away from the river. There are many places you cannot even see the river due to 
the weeds. Sell Magic Waters. Sell Sportscores. 

See above answer. (I couldn't answer no. 7. All ages are important.)

Please consider reinvesting in your golf courses. these could be infinitely better with a little 
investment, allowing you to increase fees substantially and net profit. Keep the festival of lights 
going as well, and give the teens a place to hang. Consider eliminating the zip line, wake park, 
snow park. I don't think these were things the community asked for at any point and must be a 
heavy draw on finances

See above. (wake park, zip line, snow park)

Maintaining a bike path around our city.
Excursions and neighborhood parks New dog park at Churchill Park
Focus more on the parks- you are, after all,the Rockford PARK District. Fewer golf courses. Don't keep expanding (Sportscore)

More Par 3 golf courses. 
Community centers for the youth of Rockford to be able to spend their time wisely. It is hard to 
find things to do for our youth in Rockford. Especially when things continue to end or close. 

Investment in an arcade facility. 

Bike path-continue linking throughout the city. We were recently in Cincinnati and impressed with their downtown park-Smale Park and also 
Washington 
Park. We were also recently at Vision Park in Schaumburg. It is a different type of park in a 
natural setting. Both parks have unique and a different approach to play. I encourage you to 
check them out 
for our downtown development. Thank you

Keep Magic Waters, update it, go back to letting people bring their own food, 



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

water parks adventure activities golf should be self sufficient on the fees paid...
Close Elliot and Ingersoll golf courses and invest in the other district coursesa Sell Magic Waters, close parks that are not used, look into private partnership for ice rinks.

Consider closing 1-2 golf courses and invest that money into the other available ones. Partner 
neighborhood parks programs with local organizations/businesses. Partner with Rockford Police 
and Fire to increase safety along rec paths. 

Parks, programs, and services that pay for themselves. Maintain what you have, reduce your repair and replacement deferred projects, then explore 
other opportunities. The RPD needs to manage its budget like it was their personal budget.You 
shouldn't buy a new car when you haven't paid off the first one...
Ask the neighborhood park residents to volunteer maintenance.
Each neighborhood could have a sign up sheet with various jobs.
Keeping paths clear in winter, lawns mowed

if they are clean and safe magic waters needs to change the food policy
Children's Neighborhood Parks (that all need quality playground equipment) and Cultural 
programs like Music in the Park in the Summer


Children's Play Equipment (25th St. Park)

Magic Waters Waterpark, all neighborhood pools, Nicholas Conservatory, all Arts & Culture 
programs, all Youth Programs, all adventure parks, all neighborhood parks, and all community-
wide events.

I would like to see more programs/activities available to our local youth at the Sportscore 
facilities.  

New playground equipment for Dahlquist park. What is there now is cracked & broken & does 
not work properly.  It is not one of the larger parks in the community, but it is still used by a great 
deal of kids in the area.   Take down the old exercise equipment on the walk path there also.  It is 
ineffective & missing pieces. More seating along the path. 

before you build a conference center on the Golf course i would make sure all other areas are 
fully funded and not being closed EG: Sand Park Pool

Summer camps and walking paths. I think the meintanance schedule for the parks and playgrounds could be better managed. It 
seems there is someone cutting grass VERY often. Maybe this is a place where money could be 
saved.

Magic Waters I am new to Rockford. I only been here a little more than 3 years and I didn't even know that 
these programs were available so I feel like the park district should do more to let the 
community know about what is going on in the parks.

Facilities in parks including sports courts(including tennis) and fields continued collaboration with outside organizations for excellence and efficiencies
natural areas fewer golf courses
Keep swimming pools,camp programsfor kids,sports facilities,after school programs Sell Magic waters, fund Neighboorhood park district programs for youths 



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

All types of trails. Bike, hiking and pet tails. I recently moved from Chicago and am an outdoor 
enthusiast. I’ve taken advantage of all these plus the dog parks. The park district is one of my 
favorite things about the city. 

Dog park at Church Hill Park. There is plenty of room and lots of pet owners in the neighborhood 
including myself. 

Anything that helps children grow to be the best versions of themselves they can be. Get rid of or limit activities or programs that aren't used often, or advertise those programs more 
than the rest in hopes of getting more people to sign up for them. If there are any programs 
(such as   sports) that might be separated into a girls team and boys team but have low 
enrollment, make it a co-ed team/even so the kids can enjoy it and have more people to play 
against.

I would keep all of outdoor education/recreation because it’s important for families with 
teenagers and kids to understand knowledge about the environment as well as develop respect 
for an outdoor space and all types of animals. However I think it is most important to reinvest 
money into youth programs. Kids and teenagers nowadays need a safe space to play and grow 
up and just be youth without worrying about violence, guns, unsafe neighborhoods, etc. If we 
reinvest into our youth, we reinvest into the future. The future is them, not now. 

I would love to see more programs added for college students transitioning into adulthood. It’s 
so hard becoming an adult and if there were more programs to help us destress, life in Rockford 
would be more enjoyable! The park district should host a stress free event or party at a dog park 
or at the conservatory.

Neighborhood pools.  The small children parks are awesome! I think something needs to be done about the cooler policy at magic waters.  It makes the park 
district look greedy and selfish (not caring about families eating unhealthy or safety). 

I would keep the coco keys indoor water park that was part of the clock tower resort. I don't 
know if that is part of Rockford park district or not. But I would definitely offer an indoor water 
park for families to enjoy.

An indoor water park. Maybe more additions to the Burpee Museum and the Discovery children 
museum. Maybe another splash pad that's free of charge for people. 

KEEP the profitable programs. Close Magic Waters - it has become a burden.
Keep improving Magic Waters. I know people complained about not bringing in food/drinks, but I 
think tthat was a good move because people littered and trashed the place. Maybe add more 
healthier options for food, i.e. healthy snack packs, smaller drink sizes, etc.

Because we live outside the district, we absolutely love Magic Waters having early evening hours 
until 8 or 9 pm. It is not as crowded and allows me (a working adult) to take my family to enjoy 
the park.

Water Park Nothing
I would like to see more parks with playgrounds along the east side of Rockford, near Perryville 
Rd.  Some affordable homeschool programs would be fantastic as well.  

Music in the Parks
Keep Atwood and public pools. Reinvest in the trolley and forest city queen. I would eliminate or sell   Off a golf course. That $   Could be spent on other things. 
Tennis courts with lights. Free to use Make the tennis courts with lights free for night use 

Salaries slashed for those in charges 



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

Magic Waters.   open parks.  museums.  playgrounds Better staff at Magic Waters.Not rude teenagers who cant handle 
things such as weather let alone a catastrophe!! Communicate with local radio stations of 
closings--some people drive a long way, call an hour ahead to check availability and get there and 
its closed!!!! Not from rain but from low census. i mean seriously???  send a few staff home and 
bring staff in early if crowds pick up.This has happened multiple times to my family and we are 
there 20 min, have to leave and cant get refunds!!! thats not right and its very bad customer 
service! why do u have low census days? because you have horrible customer service!!

I mostly enjoy playing volleyball at the sports factory and playing hockey at both rinks. But I do 
believe the park district plays an important role in the community. And it's equally important for 
people of all ages. 

I would like to see customer service at Carlson Ice Area improve. A hockey player took my stick 
by accident during an open skate so he returned it to the front desk. When came to claim my 
stick it was gone and they couldn't find it. All they said was will keep looking. They never found it 
and I was just out of luck when they allowed my stick to get taken. They weren't very apologetic 
and that stick costs $250. It is quite a bit of money to have to replace. 

I think that Magic waters needs some more upgrades and also the neighborhood pools n/a
River,pools,
I have made my preferences in the questions. I would not have added the green lizard at Magic Waters. It isn't usable by enough people. Little 

kids can't use it and some people don't weigh enough. I am an adult, I weigh 140 pounds and I 
barely made it to the top. I had to pull myself to the top to go down. HUGE waste of money! You 
could have spent the money on the previous attraction it replaced where more people could 
have used it.  

Thank you for making these programs available for our community and our children! They are a 
huge benefit to everyone here in Rockford. 

Re-Open Sand Park Pool - The children need a pool in this area, thank you! 

Love the park district I would add more community pools in the neighborhood parks. 
Children's Farm, indoor playground lower fees at park district fees that attract tourists-like Magic Waters.  the non-resident fee is 

outrageous.
Forest city Queen
QUALITY AND varied music for Summer

Eliminate trolley

Magic Waters Trolley Car/FCQ
I would keep and reinvest in Rockford park district, by taking polls to see what the community 
would like instead of cancelling programs they love due to stupid budget cuts and then buying 
stupid bikes that the community doesn't need and aren't necessary. 

Would like to see more options rather than fewer.



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

Neighborhood parks, recreational paths, neighborhood swimming pools.  Minimal fee items like 
trolley

Reduce overhead costs, top heavy in administrative staff, streamline support operations.  Have 
major sports 
complexes support themselves.  Sell Elliott golf course.  Expanded use of Owly Oop restaurant 
patio area--have a concert there like Prairie Brew House

I would reinvest in the Rockford Park District. I would eliminate Magic Waters. 
Keep all Use of private golf carts with a yearly fee for there use
Therapeutic recreation programs for all ages. Swimming. Music. Not interested in Golf. Magic Waters should be privatized. 
Golf A program in place to teach park district employees and volunteers about respecting park district 

neighbors. 
Neighborhood parks, kids camps, playground programs, trails for walking and biking programs or places that serve only a few for a very high cost. 
Loves Park swimming either at Sand Park or another location in Loves Park. Eliminate Magic Waters, increase golf fees

Pools in the inner city Trim the Golf and Soccer budget and use that money for the inner city - Make programs and 
facilities more accessible to those with few resources.

Neighborhood parks Get rid of magic waters 
Keep most of things you are doing. RPD is one of the best communities orgs that we have on 
Rockford. It is one of the things that is keeping us from moving away.

It is not easy to come out with an answer. My siblings took advantage of all park activities when 
they were young. I was so excetied that RPD had a lot of summer. I was not able to play for a 
whole fee and the cityhad nice subsidized fees. 

KEEP ALL NEIGHBORHOOD PARKS WITH OPEN SPACES, TREES, AND TRAILS ELIMINATE GOLF COURSES(3 HAVE THREE OTHER COURSES IN ROCKFORD), PRIVATIE ICE RINKS, 
WATER PARK, ZIP LINE

I would keep and reinvest in activities that help the youth of Rockford.  I think the Park District is 
a great mentor to a lot of children that may not have a strong support system at home.  This 
benefits the children and the city of Rockford. 

I know this survey is about getting rid of Magic Waters, which I agree should happen.  If Magic 
Waters were to be kept, I think it should close more often with weather because it creates such a 
loss when 10 people visit the park during the course of a day.  I also think the park district should 
cut a little funding in the community wide events, such as snow sculpting.  I think these events 
could maybe draw some more funding from other local entities.

To continue to offer plenty of summer programs for kids and families. Reduced fees for residents
Neighborhood Parks Fix up the Gazebos and areas in Sinissipi Park
Anything open for free residency neighbors. Swimming pool 
More trails, including some specifically for mountain biking. Reduce facilities/programs with declining uses. 

Rockford is known for it's parks system. It would be hard to see programs eliminated 
Disc golf
Brings visitors, cost less than outdoor basketball court

More disc golf courses and tournaments/events



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

Magic Waters is a great draw for drawing people into the Rockford area. More recreational paths 
and mountain biking specific trails. Educational programs and summer camps are important.

I'm not sure what I would eliminate but maybe rely on volunteers for more of the maintenance 
of the facilities and grounds, spend less on maintenance and cut back on less popular programs. I 
wouldn't mind if neighborhood pools closed. 

Neighborhood parks, golf courses (not Aldeen) and the youth programs. Many youth diverted 
from the wrong path by finding the Rockford golf courses. It’s a great way to spend your youth 
especially when so many negative options already exist. Aldeen already has a constant flow of 
money into it, it’s time you put efforts into ingersol, and sandy. Make the parks look nice and 
have a way for our youth to stay busy and productive. 

Too many new additions, and for a select group of people, mostly out of towners. Sad that the 
taxpayers are not catered to. Instead you build and expand for the purpose of entertaining out of 
towners (Aldeen cc, sports factory, ISC, etc). Rockford never needed a snow park or a wake 
boarding park or a wedding/banquet facility. These are a waste of tax money

whatever a cost benefit analysis represents is the best to keep ... neighborhood parks and green 
space provide more value to residents than things like magic waters

like to see rockford and belvidere park districts work together to reduce duplication of efforts in 
programming. 

Golf courses 
Walking paths

The Camp Line Oak overnight summer camp is sorely missed by my kids- that was a great 
program!

Atwood programs, naturequest, conservatory, Lockwood, uw sports facility Lose magic Waters, bring lone oak back, cancel festival of lights
Parks, parks, parks. Get rid of Magic Waters and the massive center downtown and focus on parks.
water park, sport facilities, ice rinks and dog parks none 

golf courses eliminate park police
The park district should now own a waterpark.

Neighborhood parks.
everything none

Park police- turn it back over to the communities polices——— get rid of magic waters——- sell 
Eliot gc



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

Magic Waters:
- A beautiful facility which brings families and friends together
- To help increase revenue, have character dining with photo opportunities
     - Character Dining on Wet Wednesdays (Use RPD food service)
     - Bring mascots from other RPD facilities to advertise those facilities
- Have more special event days to bring in families to create revenue
  Ex: Big Squirt Day, Special Themes (Princesses, Super Heroes, etc.) 
- Get local companies to support Magic Waters by advertising their name throughout the park 
(sponsor attractions, signs throughout the park)

Lockwood Park
- Pumpkin Fest
  - Start event earlier in September to avoid bad weather in October
  - Have horse demonstrations to get kids interested (Barrel racing, saddle a horse, how to handle 
a horse)
      - Would help promote camps for the summer
  - Pumpkin decorating contest
     - Get community involved



- Better marketing of events
   - Social media (Twitter, Snap Chat, Facebook Live tours of facilities, and Instagram)
   - Use every facility to promote all facilities
      Ex.: Brochures about Snow Park at NCG
- When promoting golf courses, let publ

My kids want more activities More playground 
Keep the trolly, reinvest in smaller parks that have kids swing or other equipment Make more of the positions at the park district volunteer and or intern positions. With 

management oversight
-NIL- -NIL-
Disc golf facilities Installation of a disc golf course at Ingersoll Memorial Park. Determinations at dilapidated 

parks/facilities of whether they are worthwhile to be restored or shut down in order to 
reallocate resources. Fencing/boundary installations where appropriate.

special needs adults have little,or no activities.
The playgrounds I don’t care for Magic waters
Neighbhood parks Sell or quit funding water parks and golf courses that are not self sustaining 

Bring back summer blast at 
RESA!!!! 

Parks, golf courses, pools. Visitors and residents alike are attraacked to this Privatize Magic Waters, Sapora Play World and the ice rinks...focus on out doors
Neighborhood parks, programs for kids, nature paths and recreation paths Snow sculpture competition, little used parks, poorly attendedevents and programs



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

Magic waters, Ice rink, rock cut state park, lockwood farm and 
equestrian, nicholas conservatory

Machesney oark and loves park should not have a higher fee for notliving in rockford. This detets 
us from going to your places. More security

Keep & Maintain:
- Parks
- bike/walk paths
- golf courses 
- Lockwood Park & programs

Changes:
- Increase user fees at Magic Waters, both season pass and single event prices.
- Consider charging nominal fee for Snow Sculping and/or Festival Of Lights access to viewers, 
not participants. 

Therapeutic Recreation  variety in Therapeutic Recreation activities
Absolutely Sounds of Summer, Forest City Queen, Trolley, and Nicholas Conservatory—- they are 
all wonderful 
pluses to our community!
Uw sports 
Community parks and sports facilities 
Places for young kids to have a better start to life. Keep them off the streets and learn to play 
together.

More family festivals or events to bring families out

I would like to see the sale of Magic Waters to a group that would keep it going but I feel that it 
is so weather dependent to have a successful season. It has been a wonderful attraction for the 
area but now that budgets are tighter, I would like to see the money go to maintain current 
programs without the need to cut any programs. 

I would NOT add another sheet of ice at Riverview. Maintain longer hours to make up for the lack 
of ice. Look at other facilities and their times.... (No adult leagues should be at 5:00 and the ice 
sit empty at 9:00)

All programs
I am partial to golfing, so anything with golfing.  I think cultural events are important. I think it is 
important to help students who need the camps and before/after school programs.

I think the RPD is doing a great job.  More advertising to tell people about all the events.

Repair & maintain bike paths. The bike path crossing at West Riverside by Cliff Breakers is 
dangerous and needs to be improved/rerouted before someone is injured or killed.

Sell Magic Waters. As a property taxpayer I don't care to pay for the water park. I like 
neighborhood park swimming pools much better.

Sand park pool -
Maybe deteriorating playgrounds or less used programs

Neighborhood parks, Discovery center,music in the park. I think too much money is spent on golf, especially Aldeen. I wish Blackhawk park  could be used 
more,especially being located right on the river.



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

Neighboorhood pools because not everyone can afford Magic Waters. Nighboothood parks as 
not all kids have a playground or toys to play with. But tgen again the schools have playgrou ds 
they can play on. Invest in magic waters to bring cost down so more people can enjoy it.

Get ride of the items that cost a lot to run and have very little community invovlement with that 
activity.

eliminate all except golf i want to see everything burn except golf
Soccer fields, Sports Factory, programs in low income neighborhoods, Music in the Park, dog 
parks, trails and paths.



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

I understand there was interest in redesigning and adding an additional rink to Riverview. While 
that program has hit a snag, expansion should focus on the availability of space at Carlson. With 
the proximity to the highway, Carlson, with several rinks, could bring in larger tournaments, 
which in turn would bring in tourist dollars to the community. As it sits, we do not charge 
admission to watch youth games, which is as it should be. However, I think we are missing 
opportunities to generate income at Riverview and Carlson. The snack shops are good, but too 
limited on offerings. The park district could also do a 50/50 raffle during in-house tournament 
weekends.

Bring back checking in Bantam and above hockey. Hockey in general loses too many athletes 
after age 12-13. Some children are afraid of contact, and that is OK, but most hockey players that 
I have been around like it. I know it would be a potential scheduling nightmare, but perhaps the 
Junior IceHogs could have a check division and a non-check division. Furthermore, our players, 
because contact has been so minimalized in the developmental league, are unprepared to play 
club/travel hockey. Our players need to have a true checking clinic that involves several days, 
including on-ice components. Additionally, we are experiencing difficulty in growing goalies in 
Rockford. We need to support goalies by having goalie only training throughout in-house 
sessions. Most of volunteer coaches are ill equipped to educate our goalies.
From my perspective, the park district has a lot of redundancy as far as neighborhood parks. 
There are many parks that are very close to each other, and neither are getting usage. Also, I 
happened to drive by Blackhawk a couple weeks ago. I had previously never been there. That is a 
fantastic area (other than the 9mm shell casing my son found in the parking lot). Has the park 
district thought of utilizing some spaces by offering camping? That is an area in which the park 
district might generate some income. 
Lastly, outside of area, people do not give much thought to Rockford. Even some people in our 
area rip on all things Rockford. A couple years ago, a lacrosse team from Lake Forest came out to 
play us at SportsCore 2. It was a miserable day, rainy, cold... I heard a few Lake Forest parents 
complaining about having to drive out to crappy Rockford. Even their coaches were giving us 
some greif about the distance, etc. After the game, the coaches commented on how good our 
fields are, stating they are nicer than their home fields (we have since played in Lake Forest 
several times and I agree, our fields are much nicer), and said they would come back anytime. 
Understanding that as a whole, this community has a lot to offer people, and that is in large part 
due to the many good things the park district does. Clearly soccer dominates the draw as far as 
tournaments, but how do we reach more people in the burbs and north of the border and get 
them to be willing to come out here for other things?

Ice rinks, from top to bottom they are in dire need of remodeling and expansion to compete with 
other cities in the area.



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

Sand Park Pool needs to stay open for Loves Park area. Only place that was fit for small and older 
kids all at one place for a reasonable price to enjoy for a couple hours. More bike paths and trails 
for fitness and more playgrounds at parks. Happy about the new one built by Nicholas Gardens.

Could spend less on all the sports buildings and golf courses. I don't feel we need so many 
options when we're taking away the only Public pool/ water park in the Loves park area. Magic 
Waters is too big and pricey for families with small children.

Keep pools and Magic Waters along with all neighborhood parks.  Eliminate fee for conservatory.  
 Raise fees at 
golf courses as they appeal to only a small group of residents. Maintain and expand bike path 
along river and 
buy the site of the Rockford Public Library to maintain as green space or something similar to 
Beloit to enhance river enjoyment.  The library doesn't need to be on the river.  Thanks for asking 
for our input  

Tennis courts
Tennis courts
Golf courses

Maintain tennis courts, Guilford tennis center.

golf courses, playgrounds, education centers fewer summer programs or else more programs with fees
Tennis courts! Tennis Courts!
Keep and reinvest in our ice rinks. 
Magic Waters Year-round Indoor Water Park
Neighborhood parks but make them better more inviting
The hockey program is a huge part of my families life and I know a huge part in many other 
families.

Cut programs that are not used very often. Open another sheet of ice and have Rockford host 
more tournaments in order to bring in more money with team fees and stay to play hotel fees.

Tennis programs, Conservatory, sports factory, golf courses, walking paths
* I appreciate the Park District asking for community input. I would like to see them sell Magic 

Waters to a private owner
Keep parks and rec paths.
Invest in playgrounds.
Invest in community events.
Keep playgrounds... reinvest in larger swings and list weight limits. Simple is best. 
Keep all pools open until weather cools, not a certain date. Offer cool weather rates or night 
swim rates. Have the local swim teams host a summer swim fest.

I'd Love to see alpine pool offer an adult lap swim from 6am until open swim. For a small fee 
(<$5 a day)this would allow for extra monies to be made and if it's a swim at your own risk,  
limited costs would be spent. Allow for after dark adult swims. Swim team member discounts 
and early swims... or late swims...



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

Reinvest in magic waters.
Keep Lockwood.
Keep festival of lights. 

Let go of camp's that are not thriving or combine them with other smaller camps. 

Keep tennis courts. Consider replacing the 5 old courts at Guilford and make them clay courts. 

Tennis courts! Ice skating! Youth lessons and camps. Great parks like Sinnissippi Park and garden. 
Snow sculpting and Festival of Lights. Nicholas conservatory.  

I would like to see more beginning adult fitness programs and more open social fitness 
events/activities (like the volleyball scramble at Sports Factory). More tennis sessions for adults 
in the morning too!
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Lockwood.  All neighborhood parks.  Sports complexes.  Green space Snow sculpture ..festivle of lights.  Less dog parks.   Nicholas conservatory.  Forest City queen 
and trolley. Magic waters  can be sold to private investors.

I love all of the activities and am strongly involved in our community and would love nothing 
more than to see it thrive!!

I’d like to see more respect going to the people that truly know how to run these places. Sorry 
but RPD does not know how to run a snow park. We need people with real knowledge working 
hand in hand with the park district. Not park district trying to take over and not knowing what 
they are doing. Example: Someone who knows how to run a snowboard park will be able to 
please actual snowboarders. Park district taking over and charging people for a giant mount is 
wrong. 

Maggie Waters and local pools Charge for after school program



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

I see the job of the park district as a green space/programming arm of our tax dollars--in 
partnership with the Forest Preserves regarding green space. I see cultural programs being an 
easy-fix to hand off to programs like the Arts Council, Rockford Art Museum, the 
Burpee/RAM/Discovery Complex, Rockford Symphony Orchestra--you name it--there are already 
groups that provide similar community opportunities. I LOVE our park district but think it is 
imperative that they stick to their tax dollar mission statement--which should not, in my opinion, 
cover every community need under the sun. We NEED excellent community pools/outdoor 
basketball and tennis facilities--with a simple splash park to go with them. We need kids to have 
access to these healthy, safe environments. Currently, our public pool facilities are absolutely 
BELOW standards of any kind. We need to re-create the standard, and up our game--and we can 
do this with the same amount of tax dollars if we eliminate programs/offerings that could be 
covered by other groups in our community. 

WHERE ARE THE TENNIS COURTS/INSTRUCTION/UPKEEP IN THIS SURVEY? Is tennis supposed to 
be included in neighborhood parks? If so, that should be stated because access to tennis courts, 
well maintained tennis courts, and programs for kids to learn tennis are very important to me 
and many others. Please add them to the survey appropriately, or let me know if they are already 
included in neighborhood parks. Thank you-

Nichols Conservatory, magic waters, neighborhood parks, specifically Dahlquist More evening events with educational opportunities. The night at Nicholas programs are 
phenomenal and I’d love to see more like that. Dahlquist Park I’d like to see allow bicycles on the 
path. I’ve never understood why no bicycles are allowed. I would ride my bike there all the time 
if permitted. I’d love to see some activities at Dahlquist Park, perhaps a guided walk educational 
program about the flora and fauna in the creek or things like that. It could be a guided walk 
teaching about the trees. The senior living Valley View apartments right there would really 
benefit from a program like that, and it increase awareness for that amazing park. You could 
charge a few bucks per person and it would be very interesting. You could do similar walks on 
the bike path on the river. Charge a small fee and we could all learn more. I’d also like to have a 
docent led tour of Nicholas advertised. I am a member and I would still pay a couple dollars for a 
docent led tour. 

sell magic waters

Keep Nicholas Conservatory, Music in the Parks, Anderson Gardens, neighborhood parks, youth 
programs

Do not invest in whitewater rapids. Sell Magic Waters.

Kids programming is important. Sad to say but close a golf course. 
Everything Nothing
All outdoor programs, ice rinks, swimming pools Reopen sandpark pool after old dump is cleaned up.
Lets include LUNCH ! No ever answers the phone at the office. I guess that saves the pay ! GOODIE.
Work on combination ofprogramming that addresses both education and entertainment. Many 
retirees would work part time.

Eliminate high liability water park.



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

ALL programming to support and mentor children on the WESTSIDE. There are TONS of kids who 
want to improve their area and want some type of paying job. Utilize them by talking to the 
teachers at KMS. Open Sand Park Pool again!

Sell Magic Waters, Shrink the number of golf courses.

Sapora, trails, forest preserves, bike path, parks, playgrounds, therapeutic rec, programs for 
children

More movies in the park, a splash pad, more family recreation opportunities

Magic waters and the pools. Many people rely on those in the summer time 
Reinvest in the golf courses. Espespecially sandy hollow it's not safe anymore. Eliminate the sapora playground and make out door playgrounds.
Golf courses None
Definitely keep Magic Waters it is nationally recognized and would be a shame to sell it. It brings 
many people in from all over and they spend their money in Rockford which increases our 
economy

We would hope that we could keep all the wonderful activities, sports and events that the park 
district offers. Our taxes are already too high,so it make sense to ask to charge more for 
activities, events. 

Sand Park Pool
There are a lot of kids in The Parks that NEED a close and affordable pool! Doesn't have to be 7 
days a week! Just give us a couple days a week June-July!! 

Rotating schedule of facilities' open hours. Keep more facilities running, but only open certain 
days. Cross-train full-time employees. Seasonal employees and volunteers to buff-up during peak 
seasons. 
We really love all the donation days available for when our funds are tight. These are not the 
only days we visit, but we have had to change plans before due to financial difficulties, yet were 
still able to take the kids to do something exciting!!
THANK YOU!!

Magic waters should be sold.
Neighborhood parks Maintenance of existing facilities and neighborhood parks should be a top priority, as opposed to 

opening new facilities.  We have reduced our use of the Sinnissippi Recreation Path due to high 
traffic and inconsiderate people who fail to share the path with others in a sensible and safe 
manner.  We would like to see that path either widened to accommodate foot traffic on one and 
wheeled traffic on the other, or even construct a separate path parallel to the existing one.  




Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

Tinker swiss. 
Id love to run a Bed and 
Breakfast and funds would 
Help Down town ROCKFORD.
Help with homeless.
Help local businesses.
Help Local churches.
Help local communities.
Help POLICE.
Funds would provide for new Activities.
Help Fund Down town Liburay.
Help Clean Rockford. 

Id love to stay at Tinker 
Swiss and Tend The Lawn and The landscapes.
Open a Bed and Breakfast and have Fright Night.
Movie Horror weekend.
I have many Idea's.
I ran a Local motel and 
Cleand it up.
I love helping people. 
 I love Working. 

Please ..May I take Care of tinks Home.
I could Bring Rockford up in funds to help more funding. Id work for 5.00 an hour and keep the 
ho.e Clean and Up keep.
Manager And Help Give Back to rockford. 
Please Think about. 
Id love to see Tink and His
Wife happy. 
They would have someone to
Talk too.

I have Idea's For Tinkers 
Cottage. 

Id like to add A Bed And 
Breakfast and Horror 
Weeked. 
Id make sure its alway 
Clean.
I have So many ideas that 
Tink Him self would cry of
Joy. 

Please. 

Magic waters 
Nicholas conservatory 
Summer children’s programs
Keep the bigger parks and eliminate or sell the ball diamonds, forest city queen, 



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

We need more adult programs.  Seeing that adults are the ones paying for them you should have 
more things for us. As I stated before, I don't have children and I am tired of paying for someone 
else's and would be happy  to spend more if I knew more programs were adult only.

Too many kid programs. Not enough adult programs during the day. Remember not everyone 
has a 9-5 job some people work nights and it would be nice to have facilities that have programs 
during the day for ADULTS

All downtown activities, 
Sport score, all river activities, partnerships with Stroll on State etc.

Go back to supporting the organizations that bring the biggest impact to our community. Ie Stroll 
on state

You’ve invested significantly in recent years in new sports facilities that are thriving and filled 
with tournaments.  The investments were made with past knowledge of revenue projections for 
both RPD and the community.  Claiming that RPD loses money with sports tourism is not cause 
and effect.  RPD built and improved facilities with full knowledge of impact as you’ve been 
hosting tournaments for years.  Your revenue shortfall has been accumulating over many, many 
years as is true for all municipalities.  Why would you point to sports tourism or a change in 
demographics as a cause for your revenue gap?  It doesn’t make for a good or respectful 
argument. Further, if I recall correctly...RPD receives tens of thousands of dollars in naming rights 
that should suport those facilities. 
Please work to maintain your public green spaces at a higher level.   

Eliminate or sell Underutilized facilities 
Any neighborhood parks where vandalism or trouble prevents children or families from enjoying 
(or provide more police security)

I'd love the entire park district to be handicap accessible 
Ice rinks, community playgrounds
The therapeutic rec department is one of the districts most valuable and meaningful 
departments. It gives opportunities to my family that are not available anywhere else. 

More emphasis on recreation programs in areas of the City that are at risk. Programs keep 
children out of trouble and could have a lasting impact on the community. 

Guilford Tennis Center Find ways for Rockford Park District and Rockford Public Schools to cooperate in developing 
tennis as a life long healthy activity for males and females.

Ingersoll, Sandy Hollow,Sinnissippi and Aldeen golf courses.   All pools and parks.  All tennis 
courts. Your survey makes no mention of tennis programs....very important to keep them. 

Magic waters should be private. 
If one golf course has to go, it should be Elliot. 

Keep green spaces    reinvest in projects that help all (community) Cut back days on Magic Waters, and others that don't need to be open 7 days,  look at pensions 
and salaries, benefits,  eliminate wastefulness

Reinvesting in Tennis programs and facilities. Indoor (year round) Tennis Facility...
Pools, tennis courts that are open and available anytime including lighted courts. Add more neighboring communities to tax roll who regularly use/benefit from district services. 

Youth  camps  Golf  adventure  activities  
outdoor education and community programs for children, specifically at risk youth I strongly agree that the parks should al remain open with a longer maintenance schedule.  

Closing parks and programs will make it harder for children to get to the parks that have an open 
activity 



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

Increase fees for participation
I would keep the neighborhood parks and playgrounds and maintain the tennis facilities in about 
50-60% of the 
locations.  But when you decrease the number of courts the remaining ones need to be 
maintained properly.  If sports tourism is generating $30 million and the District has deferred 
maintenance needs of $12 million and 
has difficulty keeping up with daily operating expenses something is wrong.  Perhaps rebates 
from the lodging, restaurants, gas stations and other establishments are in order.  I understand 
the competitiveness of getting the events here but it should not be at the expense of the 
residents.  Perhaps the teams and individuals     should be paying a higher tab.    

There are more tennis facilities then the District can maintain and that are probably needed.  But 
it is essential that the ones you retain be maintained.  With the addition of Aldeen Golf center 
and the decline in population in the area the rounds are bound to go down so do you need 
Elliot?  AMCORE bank went down when they     expanded throughout Illinois and Wisconsin.  
Perhaps the District needs to review their recent expansions.   
 We do not feel slots are appropriate in the areas where youth spend a great deal of their time.  

Brand new sheet of ice for hockey/skating!!!
Magic waters and sand park are huge staples in our family outings. We also love the summer 
camps offered for all activities and ages 

Less golf. 
Better playground equipment. (Ie the sinnissippi Park is brand new but the equipment is less 
than pleasing. 

Tennis courts are not being maintained Maintain tennis courts
Repair most of the tennis courts.  Eliminate some courts in hard to get to places.  Close Elliott 
Golf and sell the property.

Eliminate Gregory School courts,Summerdale courts.  Close Elliott Golf and sell the property.

I struggle to answer these 
questions because we do not live here.

I struggle to answer these 
questions because we do not live here.

sand park, parks, childrens farm less attention to the golfers needs , more to the children
Truly support neighborhood parks with tennis programs, recreational equipment and programs. Less support of tourism projects and more support for Rockford citizens

Tennis courts.  Game is increasing in popularity and is a great game for all demographics. Maintain area tennis courts better.  Repave where needed.  New nets where needed.

Neighborhood parks have really declined.  Tennis courts are almost non-existent in the 
neighborhoods. The park district has sold off tennis courts to the schools and then the schools 
lock them up, making them inaccessible to kids who can't afford to play somewhere else.

It's time to sell or close a golf course.  Golf is down significantly in the country and we don't need 
3.5 courses any longer.

I would keep activities that can be used by everyone and bring in revenue from visitors to 
Rockford for example the trolley, Forest City Queen, Snow Sculpting, and Festival of Lights. 

My family hasn't been to Magic Waters since coolers were banned from the park. Being able to 
bring one's own food and water made Magic Waters affordable. I can't go all day on the one 
bottle person I'm allowed to bring into the park. I know a lot of people who no longer go to 
Magic Waters because of the banning of coolers. Picnicking in the hot parking lot is not a 
reasonable option when there's little to no shade out there.  



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

Golf! I would hate to see any courses go away and wouldn't mind paying more if needed. Family 
memberships may also be beneficial to increase golf participation. The open parks are also great.

Remove or adjust programs that cannot be profitable, unless they provide a greater benefit in 
the long run. Adding family memberships for golf. Bring back resident discounts for golf and 
charge slightly more for non residents. 

Places where people can experience nature. Places where people can walk, bicycle and exercise.

Pools, activities for all
Kids

More family events

Youth programs and Washington park. Time 2 play / inclusion services 
We are not seeing tennis on the list!  Golf made the list, but not tennis.  :-(
Please consider making tennis a priority in our community; maintenance of the 
courts as well as instruction combined with some league play and perhaps a 
tournament or two. Fees at Guilford ,for leagues and lessons acceptable. 

Therapeutic Rec Eliminate Magic Waters/Need more Therapeutic Recreation programs & Staff -The current 
programs fill up way too soon.  

The purpose of the park district in my opinion is to ensure that all people have access to quality 
civic infrastructure. Most important is the basics: neighborhood parks that expand and contract 
on offerings for its residents depending on the needs of the specific neighborhood at the specific 
time. From there, other programs and items that add to these basic infrastructures should come 
(regional destinations). BUT as we go beyond quality neighborhood parks, these things should 
either fill a void in the overall benefit of the community or be able to sustain itself from outside 
visitors, or specialized groups that rally around a specific "recreation" or "event." Overall these 
"speciality" things should sustain themselves and draw a regional appreciation for how special 
our park district is.

Get back to the basics. Focus on how we can impact the people that we represent. Eliminate the 
fluff. We NEED you to be the leaders of how our community develops (BUT THIS SHOULD NOT BE 
YOU ALONE, EVERYTHING YOU DO SHOULD BE IN CONJUNCTION WITH ANOTHER 
ORGANIZATION/GROUP THAT IS TRYING TO ACCOMPLISH A SIMILAR GOAL). Being a large 
receiver of tax dollars, you should equally provide our community with opportunity for all people 
to advance their lives with the use of our civic infrastructure. You should NOT be the ones taking 
risky large scale developments. You should be taking simple steps to ensure that all gaps are 
filled in creating a community that people love. This is a great first step: Listening. 

Sinnissippi Bandshell Sell Magic Waters to private company
Tennis courts.  They are a great way to introduce young kids to the sport.  It is requires lower 
maintenance costs than swimming pools or golf courses.  

Please keep tennis courts as part of the overall budget and planning. 

I would like to see re-investment in the tennis program. 
Hockey and ice skating More ice, especially open skate.
The conservatory, Bike path (sinnissippi area), Magic Waters (seems this could also produce 
revenue from people outside the district who come to use it).

Sand Park Pool re-opened.  Not sure if there is usage data available, but there seem to be some 
smaller parks that I rarely see people using, but still have to be kept up and maintained.  For 
those that are rarely used, consider no longer keeping them.  However, I also realize some of 
those may be in poorer neighborhoods where people need access to free and fun entertainment.  
 The answers are not easy!

Add a sheet of ice at both rinks



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

opening sand park it was nice for the tots have the boat and trolly run
Keep neighborhood parks but promote more activities in those parks.  Give us reasons to use 
those parks.  Often times we forget how the awesome benefit our Park System is to our 
community.
they have too many places to maintain.   also they need more consistency.  They start a program 
and then stop it before it gets going.   Better advertising esp. to the schools- private and public

The swimming pools. 
I think we need a 50 m indoor pool that can be used year round.
There are enough high school teams that would use this facility to help pay for it.
Pools need to be open in the evening hours for families to enjoy them after work hours for 
parents

Sand Park Pool should be opened and available! I would eliminate programs at the Nicolas Conservatory. It's an expensive luxury for a few. 

Keep Magic Waters!  It is so well run! Our family loves   It!  Another pool option.  Or put more money into alpine to add on or update.
I believe that all park district facilities and programs have their supporters even though several 
are of little interest to me.  For that reason I would make an effort to keep and reinvest in all of 
them with the exception of Magic Waters.  For those activities where their is an opportunity to 
collect user fees, I would support raising them.  I think it's sad that the Forest City Queen has 
been shut down.

As I have read is under discussion, if the Magic Waters water park could be sold, I would do that.  
At this time I don't think any additional facilities are possible due to available funds.

Keep neighborhood parks and reinvest in improving them.
Run the boat and trolley again, full time in summer.

Close Riverview Ice House-----Sell or lease
Close Magic Waters-------Sell or lease
Continue activities at Alpine, Wake board park and open spaces only with totally private money.

Conservatory, parks, sports facilities, outdoor education, community wide events
have sports and other programs follow the school district calendar.  ie don't have sports running 
thru the spring break.    
have camps on days off school that go all day not just part of the day.   8-4?
have a broader age range for some sports or classify on ability not the age.  ie evaluate kids so 
that really good players are put in levels where they are challenged not outplaying other kids.  
and same for not so good player that may play with younger kids.

I agree with the Forest City Queen and the Trolley if you had to make cuts. I would maintain what 
you have and 
even consider selling Magic Waters or close one of the golf courses??  

Same as above.

Family activities, security More security, people are afraid to be at some of the parks



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

Sports, parks Focus on what you have and keep it well maintained!
The ice rinks Another sheet of ice at Carlson, full upgrade at Riverview
Therapeutic Rec
Summer kids program Keep pools open
Sapporo Playland, outdoor pools, parks
Parks, pools Open Sand Park Pool
Neighborhood parks, clean trash at all parks, open more trails & open space. Make golf self sustaining; eliminate (sell) land for development or increase open spaces.  Sell or 

eliminate Magic Waters.
I would eliminate discounts for low income families. It is expensive for any family with kids to do 
any recreational activities. 

parks, therapeutic recreation None
Swimming in Loves park and Machesney Park Remember that all  opportunities should be available to everyone.
Ice rinks needs major renovations. Outdated and probably more expensive to keep fixing. Just 
update them!

Additional sheet of ice. Or at the minimum , fix the two that we have!

I would invest in updating and maintaining the current facilities to make them more efficient and 
less costly to run.
I would reduce the times per week that the public parks are maintained to 1 or 2 time per week 
based on useage and need.

I would use the trolley and Forest city Queen as transportation between the downtown 
attractions on Friday nights, weekends and when event are going on.  Folks can park further 
away if the are bring dropped of close to their destination.  Or else get rid of them as it is under 
used.

Riverview ice house I would like to see another ice  surface added
magic waters close a golf course (ingersoll)to allocate resources to others to keep quality high
riverfront goodbye magic waters
Lockwood Park is a non-advertised treasure, need better knowledge (had an eyeopener after 
working ShareFest). Example: I ride Searles Park often, had no knowledge of a bike/walking trail 
beyond the Equestrian Center. Needs advertising, Signage, and trail marking, plus a map should 
be available, either on-site, or on-line.

There is a Park on N. Mulford. Sort of unknown, difficult, and dangerous, to get in and out of. 
Rarely used (apart from Wedding photographs apparently). 
The Mel Anderson bike path is a beautiful scenic ride but the section under Auburn Rd is often 
buried under muck, some times street people live/sleep there. To continue on the path means 
crossing Auburn, a challenge in safety. River flooding will always cause mud build up, perhaps a 
constant overview to clear mud when it happens. Prevention of flooding/muck build up would 
appear an expensive and unlikely proposition.

No where in this survey is a spot to give an over all comment on the Park District service to our 
community. One word, fantastic, and thank you.



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

I LOVE Atwood center!  My family hikes, and picnics there weekly.  We love the Into the 
Outdoors programs.  We also visit Harmon Park and 25th st park daily.  The "water fountain" at 
Harmon Park is a nice way to cool off now that summer is here.  We also go to the Sounds of 
Summer at Sinnissippi every Tues and Thur.  These are our favorite things to do because with a 
10yo, 6 yo and a 9 mos old, they are free events, and they are fun for all the ages in our family.  
We use the park district a lot and we rely on inexpensive ways to entertain the kids and you guys 
provide that for us.  You Rock!

My son swims for the RKFD Marlins and I would love to see an indoor pool facility in Rockford.  
Something big like the RecPlex in Pleasant Prairie would be AWESOME!  Just think about all of 
the meets you could host there and all of the people who would travel to the RKFD area!  That's 
a BIG Dream, but something to think about!

Keep all
Neighborhood parks
Youth recreation opportunities
Keep the parks safe and well maintained. Their beauty helps make the city attractive. More corporate sponsors for Sounds of Summer.

Eliminate Festival of Lights.
Sandy park pool
Activities that impact the most people (Sounds of summer, water programming, and such.)rather 
than specialized populations such as golf, zip lines, and such.Good question!

I love the waterpark. It needs some refreshing and repairs.

Summer programming for families- playgrounds, day camps, etc. I think it’s time for Magic Waters to go. It seems like a liability anymore.
Pickleball and more courts! More Pickleball courts
Youth programming to provide life skills as alternatives to life of crime or drugs Maybe you already have this, but add sliding-scale user fees for more expensive offerings.  For 

example, "Adventure" category sounds more expensive, but still worthwhile if taxpayers don't 
foot entire bill.

Anything that IMPROVES this community. Golf courses, Trolley, Forest City Queen. Fun activities 
for kids. Things that promote civility. Don't rip off the few last remaining customers that still are 
living in this town.

It seems that you have squandered our tax $, and are trying to justify collecting more. My lovely 
neighborhood is full of rental houses (now) that can't get sold because the taxes are already too 
high. Work within a budget - I do! Your prices are out of reach. I am so glad my kids are grown, 
and I don't have to worry about the inadequate offerings. Regarding all the free & reduced 
offerings for certain kids - has it paid off?? Please look at the park district brochures of many 
Chicago suburbs, and figure out how to fix this mess. I thought the RPD was ok, until I saw what 
every other community offers. 

Golf courses are so good, we need to keep in shape.  Neighborhood parks add value to areas, 
and a sense of pride.

User fees for those that can afford programs which cost the district considerable dollars, such as 
golf, waterpark, Lockwood Park.

Flag football don't just have on the west side. Top management.  They drove us into the crisis with mismanagement of funds and did not 
change with the times.

Golf courses and programs.  ALL the courses!!  Neighborhood playgrounds, pools, and parks! Magic Waters



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

Keep the golf development programs and all 5 courses. Golf courses open at sunrise throughout summer like it used to be. Thank you.
Tennis! And trails, and bike paths, and parks, and did I say tennis? Anything that helps the community and makes sports/activities more accessible to the general 

public, especially those in financial need. Free indoor tennis courts would be nice. I don't think it 
is as necessary to provide more of what would otherwise be accessible (eg do we really need 
three sports centers). I understand that we should accommodate based on public demand, but I 
think we need to predict future demand, not cultivate what has already been demanded. 

Forest city queen, trolley, conservatory, neighborhood parks for neighborhoid kids to enjoy No need to snow plow bike paths when the city streets arent plowed or when its zero out.  Fees 
need to be lowered so more kids can enjoy,  many families can not afford programs

Keep sand park pool open More fundraising events to raise extra funds
I would keep educational things so that we can produce more educated children who may 
potentially find people who can help turn around this area

Be more open to bringing food into parks and lessen the food overhead internally 

The investment keeps the Rockford Park District.  I would like to see the Rockford Park District 
work to gain corporate sponsorship for it's programming. 

 I would like to see the RPD transform it's old headquarter's office space that was leased out to 
Wm Charles and create a Regional and centralized resource and assistance office for all military 
veterans, uniformed services (police, fire, ambulance, etc.) and especially for their families.  This 
facility would be ideal for this purpose and all of the decentralized and fragmented service 
offices would be centrally located and visible to the passers by on IL-251 with flagpoles for each 
branch and office.  Each Veteran Service Officer could have a space, (DAV, VFW, DAR, SAR, MCL, 
Purple Heart Veterans, American Legion, etc.) with our state and federal representatives having 
offices in the building as well as the Veteran's Affairs Homeless Program.  The exterior of the 
building would have the service crests displayed and illuminated and the building could be 
named for our Hometown Hero, John L. Borling, Major General/USAF, a 37 year veteran of the 
military and a former POW, for nearly 7 years.  An author, he wrote a book, "Taps on the Wall" 
which was a love letter to his wife.

Swimming pools and playgrounds
To put more brochures out letting people know whats going on, or an ad in Sunday paper or on 
TV before the event happens. City Market is a success because the TV stations are talking about 
it, maybe a Tv station will help with advertising things going on. I only see Magic Waters being 
talked about on TV. ?? JUST A THOUGHT.

Keep our neighborhood parks and programs.  That is a draw for families to live in Rockford.  If we 
rid the neighborhoods of parks, the value of living in that neighborhood could go down.  All 
families deserve a neighborhood park.  

I love the Forest City Queen and the trolley, but maybe those should be privately funded have 
the price go up to pay for those particular services?  I love the idea of them more than I actually 
use them.  I've never actually been on the Forest City Queen, so I would be more willing to pay 
more if I were to try it and go on it.  It's more of an event.



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

Forest city queen 
Neighborhood parks
neighborhood pools sell off magic waters and return to neighborhood pools  in the inner city.  quit catering to the 

wealthy
USA news. We n we publish all of them hot and topical events USA, analytics experts. All evil on 
this planet happens with the quiet tacit consent of the indifferent. No one provides us with 
incentives. We are People. We are building a civil society. The people are the bearer of 
sovereignty and the only source of power. No one can usurp power. Useful topics - USA and 
Russia <a href=http://nef6.com>Sierra-leone Business</a> 
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Lockwood Park and its ag programs More special events at Lockwood Park, a nd please open Lockwood on holidays (Memorial Day, 
Independence Day, Labor Day)

Golf & sports Factory None
Keep trails, parks, public tennis courts, swim lessons/pools.  Keep $ for community-wide events, 
get the Ice Hogs to throw some $$ at the ice rinks. Golf should still be considered, but do we 
need all the public courses.

Water park could be privatized. I wish you could find a buyer for the ice rinks that would care 
about the ice and invest, but that’s probably a dream. It’s nevessary to keep parks and trails 
open.  After school and summer projects could be handled by the Y or a joint venture with the Y. 
Swiwwi g pools and lessons must be kept open, but see if there could be a joint venture with 
private swim clubs (ie Dolphin swim center) to ensure everyone, every child is water safe.  Indoor 
play wold should bbe privatized. 

Keep water parks None
I'm not qualified to answer this, but most used activities and facilities should be favored. Probably one golf course and several playgrounds/parks that at not used regularly

More trails! 
Lockwood needs more Not sure 
Keep and re-open SAND PARK POOL!! My family loves and misses it!
Magic Waters and the pools.  We look forward to every year when it opens.  We use it for family 
time and recreation!  

Improve the pools and Magic Waters.

Quit making us pay for the golfers,,,let them pay to play,,,,,
High quality natural areas



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

It would be nice to have an upgrade at Riverview Icehouse.  Its looked the same since I was 
young and I'm 46 now. 

Additional sheets of ice for hockey, figure skating.  The emphasis has always been to rejuvenate 
the down town area, and Riverview looks like a dump.  

Saddle up summer camps, Carlson Ice arena -with more ice skating lesson times and/or a 
separate 
facility just for hockey
Repair tennis courts

Get rid of golf, privatize the waterpark, focus on activities that are low/no cost for all of the 
community to be able to use.

Everything!  The Park District is one of the Best things about Rockford!  Hopefully, naming rights for the UW Sports Factory, Sportscore, Wave Runner and their fees will 
help with their costs.  People like the neighborhood parts and want them safe and well-
maintained. Events at Sinnssippi Park and Severson Dells are must-keeps. 

After school programs in low income areas Sell or lease out Magic Waters
The community-wide locations and events that cater to all age groups and families. ie. parks, 
trails, light show, ice sculpting, conservatory, and boat excursions. 
 The conservatory and the main parks Reduce neighborhood parks to a minimum.

Better care of neighborhood parks
Keep the existing parks, reinvest money into what we have, not on all these new investments. 
We have a great park district. Reinvest into our pools and neighborhood parks so that kids have a 
place to go to.

Stop spending money on things like the UW sports complex and reinvest into the pools and local 
gems we already own and operate

Therapeutic Rec programming, Magic Waters, Lockwood Park (and programming), Atwood Park 
(and programming), Nicholas Conservatory, Natural Areas, Neighborhood Parks, Youth nature 
camps and sporting programs, Trolley and Riverboat, Ice Skating Rinks. 

I am curious how the golf courses fair in terms of expenditures v. income. 

I would invest in the best staff you can have to do what they do best with how little or much they 
have to do it with. Training provided for staff to keep them current on safety, trends and skills.

Always look for ways to refresh your events and programs.Often simple changes can make an 
event or 
program seem new again.   Look for programs that meet the needs of all our communities 
diversity from race to age. Good Customer Service skills from the staff and volunteers will always 
go 
noticed by the customer.  Keep up the good work and keep the public/customers informed. You 
have my 
support. Good luck with your upcoming decisions. YOU CAN DO IT! BE THE CHANGE! YOU ARE 
THE BEST 
AFTER ALL!

Arts & Cultural Programming, Museums, Parks Eliminate areas with low revenue i.e. parks, Magic Waters, etc.



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

Keep dog park and make more! More options for indoor playgrounds and outdoor playgrounds.  Elimate some golf courses and make bigger dog parks and more outdoor playing areas for kids 
and families.  Add a splash pad 

Magic waters and ice rink
Keep after school programs and reinvest in summer playgrounds especially neighborhood parks. Additional fees for golf,

 baseball leagues,
 volleyball leagues soccer
leagues 

Sapora playworld, magic waters, dog parks, playgrounds, youth programs/activies for kids/teens 
and making parks a safe place for all to play and enjoy

Eliminate golf courses, sell alcohol at music/arts events—would be enjoyable and raise money to 
support the parks district 

Question 7 is not fair. Plan your services to serve all ages equally. Seniors are underserved.music 
in the park is enjoyed by many seniors. Keep it simple. FREE. No VIP area. Rockford tends to kill 
off successful events by complicating them. Like On the Waterfront. 

Spend less on golf actlities, sell magic waters, live within your budget. 

Cheaper water facilities an entire family can afford to
attend at the same time.  

Tourism brings money into City and would keep unique items like Lockwood, levings, trolley, 
water park, sports.  Illinois events are not listed at website or magazines at Oasis. Offer season 
passes and raise food costs at water park like great America does.  Online sharing on Facebook, 
Instagram, etc to point people to our wonderful park district.  Brainstorm, but don't punish our 
already bruised community!

I would like executives and higher ups to dig in deep & take pay cuts, make people  pay for 
programs instead of give free instead of raising taxes or fees on people who do pay or closing.  

Any facility that shows that it can be profitable when looked at from a 5-15 year perspective. Any 
facility that will break even if it is clearly of value to the wider community. Facilities that are a 
loss , but provide key services to a local neighborhood. 

I think there is room to eliminate some layers of management, particularly at the facility level.

parks cleanliness special events Fix the park North of Auburn. That park is a disgrace. The poor kids there should have a better 
place to play.

The walking/biking paths Bike paths should link up, either with Park district or other paths....go somewhere.
Need to keep and re-invest in anything that brings tourists in. Not very happy about 
discontinuation of Forest City Queen and Trolley that brings people in for tourism. 

Try to sell some of the Golf courses to private companies or possibly re-develop some of them 
into something else. Too many golf courses. 

You don’t mention tennis or pickle ball. I’d allocate funds for those facilities and programs. ?

Upgrade ice facilities and lay the second sheet of ice down. :)

outdoor recreational opportunities   the trolley   the local pools

Sell Magic Waters for goodness sakes!! It is sucking all of the monies that come into the park 
district. The park district is a pillar of our community and should never have made that purchase. 
It is not for our community. It does not benefit our community. 

Ice rinks More sheets if ice
Open Space/Trails/Rec Paths should be number 1 priority
Everthing Nothing



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

The basic picnic, playground, open space traditional park area that can best service the general 
population. And the bicycle paths.

Add a bicycle path along the Riverside bridge.

Tennis programs-lifelong sport for all ages
most neighborhood parks some neighborhood parks remove get Reid of magic waters  

Base dollar allocations on user trends.
Maintain existing parks.

The neighborhood parks and playground equipment.  Programs that introduce kids to nature, 
recreation, anti-littering and outdoor appreciation.

Off topic but thank you for this survey.  It really makes you think about the limited budget and 
how we can't, unfortunately, have it all.

golf for us old people.  open places to walk and look at nature, safe play areas for kids & families.  
 after 
school & summer programs for kids
stress Things for keeping kids safe and busy

All swimming areas,park programs for children, educational class to ALL employees on cruelty to 
animals.

BETTER ENPLOYEES THAT ARE PASSIONATE TO ANIMALS SO OUR KIDS DONT HAVE TO WITNESS 
THE CRUELTY TO ANIMALS, CONCERN OF CHILDREN HAVING NIGHT MARES OR TERRORS SEEING 
THIS.

afterschool for kids and music in the park and magix waters
Programas para niños jóvenes y tercera edad.
Magic Waters None Fund raise
Water park and trails Lower fees without raising taxes
I would reinvest in outdated facilities.  I would keep and reinvest in youth sports programs as 
these are a great way of keeping kids active and introducing them to sports.

I would like to see a way for adults to participate in programs they may not be able to afford.  As 
a non-resident adult on a low income, I'd love to participate in hockey programs, and I have gear, 
I'm just unable to afford the rate offered.

Neighborhood parks and upkeep of playgrounds and use for both young and old. Senior activities for outdoors in neighborhood parks...including more benches for sitting and 
enjoying the children while resting and being outdoors.

Tennis! Higher user fees along with greater fee assistance program. Charge what things are worth so 
that we have more resources to help those who can't afford.

Upkeep of tennis faciliites Tennis facilities neglected and lacking
Tennis courts More tennis courts



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

I like everything except I feel the maintenance of our parks and facilities have gone down.  (ex. At 
a park with a baseball field and playground, the mowing is done to far apart.  The grass is long, 
then cut, and clippings 
left, who wants to put a blanket out and sit on that?)  Also the garbage is not being picked up by 
the lawn companies.  We need services who will take pride in what they do.  Rockford has 
beautiful parks, lets keep them beautiful and maintained so people use them.  Since outsourcing 
services came around maintaining grounds and facilities has gone down hill.  Not only in the 
Rockford Park District, but other places as well.  We need to take pride in what we have. 

Fix the tennis courts!!

Golf, tennis, and nature trails Quality over quantity of area tennis courts. Many courts are not safe to use due to deterioration.  
These courts aren't used.  If pools and Magic Waters are running at profits to help subsidize 
other areas, keep it.  Otherwise increase fees for those or close them down.  If we are going to 
have really nice things like Nicholas Conservatory, Sportscore (and other luxury sports centers) 
make sure they are running at a profit to help subsidize some areas where there are much more 
monetary needs.  

Sports Facilities since bring in outside groups and revenue and speaks well of city.
Outdoor Education/recreation and open space trails/rec paths again speaks well of city and 
beautifies and showcases nature and outdoors/educ.
Arts & Culture programming such as Nicholas conservatory and lastly parks for smaller children.

Eliminate Neighborhood pools and Magic Waters-too expensive to maintain and not year round 
revenue and source of use. Eiminate Adventure activities such as zip line and indoor playground. 
Pare down a golf course so others are better maintained, such as eliminate Elliott Golf course-no 
one really likes this course and not as pretty and too hot to play there; put more into other 
courses such as Aldeen. And tennis courts need to be better maintained.

FCTC and tennis courts
Can't believe tennis is not listed on this survey. ... If it were, I would have spent $40 of my $100 
on improving the tennis courts. ... One of Rockford's big problems is so few tennis courts in good 
shape. ... Would use those plastic surfaces on a few more neighborhood parks for cheap fixes.

Fix a few more tennis courts at varied sites. ... Maybe sell some of the neighborhood parks. ... 
Parents don't let their kids go to parks unattended any more (I know we never did), so many 
parks are seldom used except for organized team sports.

Tennis lessons at Guilford
HS.  Playground program.

We were very disappointed 
that Sand Park Pool didn’t 
open this summer and that 
Magic Waters still has the 
no cooker policy in place.

Guilford Tennis Center and other tennis facilities. Guilford Tennis Center and other tennis facilities need more upkeep, lights for extended summer 
hours, etc.  Tennis is one of the few lifelong sports and the facilities can benefit all citizens, 
regardless of age and mobility.

Neighborhood parks and Rec Paths No gaming machines
Comm centers (after school/summer)



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

Live at Levinss more shelters
golf courses Sell Magic Waters and the liabilities that come with out OR come up with an agreement in which 

someone leases the facility and assumes liability for the site.    Rumor has it that Elliott GC was 
scheduled to be sold to a development group if a casino was to be built in Rockford - I would 
much rather see Magic Waters sold - unless top dollar was obtained for Elliott and the public still 
had a right to play at park district rates

The programs and lessons were very influential for me as a child, and I tried things I never would 
have tried otherwise and developed new skills. The tennis center was my first job 10 years ago, 
and I adored working with Park district for 5 years. As someone who has been on both sides (as a 
consumer and employee), rockford is known for its park district and I would love to see the 
programs that are still in place continue without any being eliminated

None

More parks and summer camps for the kids none
Live Levings
Make programs dependent on family budget; make more pay more wasteful management, cost, high paid employees

I would only have easter egg hunt for children 10 and under and would enforce them not having 
someone with them. Parents and older siblings tend to make areas crowded and not fun for the 
young children.

Outdoor recreation and education encourage people to be clean with parks so it doesn't cost much for the park district to keep up

Keep Magic Waters and keep up the local tennis courts. I would like to see a batting cage added and the finishing up of the tennis courts at Guilford.

I was asked to complete this survey although I do not live in Rockford. I work with the United 
States Tennis Association and we work closely with the park district, the local tennis clubs in 
Rockford and also the local community tennis association.  While I believe in a strong support of 
all of the other sports, I specifically wanted to mention that grassroots tennis has been very 
strong and growing and I would hope that Rockford would continue to work on bringing back the 
great tennis presence and reputation that it once had.

TENNIS!!!!! Area tennis courts. GOlf, nieghborhood parks, youth programs, adventure,sports 
facilities (Guilford Tennis Center), open spaces/trails.

Repair area tennis courts. Resurface the remaining courts at Guilford Tennis center - it could be a 
very lucrative site for USTA Midwest tournaments which bring 64 - 128 families to the area for 
up to 4 days. They use hotels, restaurants and shops here. Sports tourism isn't just for soccer and 
basketball. 

sports factory fees
Police



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

This survey doesn't even include Forest City Tennis Center. That is a great facility and what our 
family enjoys using.
Talent shows none
keep live at levings none
safety more activities for the kids
Tennis courts... Guliford needs work...
The upkeep of Levings Lake is horrible. Equal dollars should be spent on both sides of the river

More Tennis and pickleball None 
public service announcement of services increase resources in west rockford

scholarship to youth unable to practice
summer education service

Maintain programs - redevelop new programs in depressed areas do more outreach -- citizens not aware of funds available
Parks, swimming pools Add more tennis opportunities.  Add more sporting option times.
youth programs make more affordable for low income family at 

YMCA so they can go out and adventure
Tennis!!! Park courts and particularly Guilford courts 
need resurfacing and 
lighting!

Ok with increased fees for 
services used.  

keep levings lake and magic waters
The Therapeutic Rec program is *amazing* and has greatly benefited my brother-in-law & many 
other families. Services to those who are at-risk and/or disabled are vital to our community. 
Neighborhood parks are also vitally important.

That is such a difficult question!! User fees could increase for specialty locations like Sportscore, 
Sports Factory, Magic Waters. I don't think the Park District should expand at this point. Each 
service rendered is important for some group within our community. Sapora was a lifesaver 
when my children were little, but now they are far too old. Now they enjoy Friday evening open 
ice skate nights with their friends. It is very difficult for me to say 1 service is more or less 
important than another. Needs change over time with age/ability/schedules/etc. 

keep what you have you guys do well
Upkeep of local tennis courts

music in the park nothing
Live at Levings
Levings Lake
Keep working with Sharefest.
Live at Levings n/a



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

More community events More events and children activities
yes everything is fun, they have different things
we need to help revamp tennis in the greater Rockford area, need to fix the courts and maintain 
them more. Tennis is a growing sport that attracts people from all around to come to our city 
and visit restaurants, hotels, and shopping. 

do not have a city parks and things mowed every 4 days and not to landscape things that do not 
need to be landscaped 

No Smoking Policy
I am not a smoker however the policy should be some limited restrictions but current policy is 
not fair to smokers or tax payer or fee payers

Just maintain what you have. Don't add more when there are no founds. Stop giving away free passes. Give discount passes instead. 
parks with provillians and BBQ grills and greater variety of park attractions to enjoy
We need more tennis courts and to improve the ones we have!  Perhaps partner with the public 
schools to open
up their courts, as they typically just keep theirs locked up and way under utilized??  

Sell Magic Waters and other sellable assets.

safety for the kids
more programs to help single moms
All of the activities for kids and yputh upgrading the park
summer program more after school program
I would keep the programs for children and young teens I would like to see programs for children 0-3 months and 1-5
Any and everything that keeps the community at peace and friendly and all the kids safe and 
comfortable

More activities in walking distance

Strongly recommend keeping tennis courts, both at Guilford and neighborhood locations. 
Continue and increase level of improve-meets 

Do not continue to eliminate tennis courts!

Trips with magic water and out of town and more trips more activity up the age that are allowed 5-17
close magic waters

Washington Park community Center
there are many family's that benefit for a safe place for their children and the programs are great. 

N/A

Golf courses, new sprinkler system, move money for maintance and capital expendiets get rid of magic waters
more forward senior tees on golf courses

Tennis courts in the area. More opportunities for affordable summer tennis lessons.
TENNIS!!!!!!!!!! Please put more money into tennis!
Need to keep neighborhood parks and its amenities in top shape.  This includes playground 
equipment and local tennis courts and baseball fields.

Need to upgrade tennis facilities.  Guildford tennis center courts are in really bad shape.  Need to 
have lights upgraded to allow for evening play.
Need to make playground facilities handicap accessible.  Preferable to have a full handicap 
accessible park only for those with disabilities.



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

Tennis! Tennis facilities, with night lighting and please shape up FCTC - it needs a 
rehab.Parksecurity on trails.  Playground equipment needs update! Please connect Alpine Rd. via 
Guilford to midway village path!  Need bike lane/path!

Dump Sapora it is useless.  Don’t expand skate facilities.  Focus on tennis, parks, playgrounds, 
trails, bike paths.

I favor programs that many generations can enjoy like parks, arts & cultural programs, and the 
Forest City Queen and Trolley to name a few.  I also think it's important to have a community 
facility where people can learn how to swim.  The emphasis on youth is rather lopsided 
compared to adults.  

Eliminate 1 golf course and Aldeen golf course, Sapora Playword, and Magic Waters.  Also I think 
that there are too many neighborhood parks.  With the loss of population and accompanying tax 
revenues, Rockford Park        District can no longer be all things to all people.  














  



I don't have any idea of all the items I'm a new resident but I can tell you that this is the 3rd 
district I've lived in and rockford's fees are already higher than those I paid in the last districts for 
the same program ie swim classes fees are $15 more for resident than I paid elsewhere in IL

Tennis court upgrades
Guilford Tennis Center should be brought back to a it's glory years when it was a true 
tournament destination.
Improved tennis courts with lighting for night time use and improved playing surfaces. Resurfacing and better nets for tennis courts in the city
Tennis courts
This is an activity for ALL ages! And relatively minimal cost to maintain from an operations 
standpoint and player fees/cost.

Resurface tennis courts at Guilford and parks. Also add lighting for courts.



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

swimming pools update local swimming pools
There is a serious lack of tennis courts, so I'd keep Guildford Tennis Center and finish resurfacing 
the courts.

Rockford needs more tennis courts.  All the tennis courts that my family has played on have 
deteriorated.  We have had to start playing at Guilford Tennis Center but the courts there are 
busy.  It's hard to find a court.

I will keep open the alpine hills golf course and drive range for kids

The tennis program and facilities. Funding for the tennis program and facilities to keep solid programs and maintain facilites 

Family opportunities not sure

Tennis Upkeep of Tennis courts
I especially enjoy the tennis sessions that are offered through the Park District. Would it be 
possible for the Park District to subsidize the winter session rates that are offered at area indoor 
tennis facilities in order  to make them a bit more affordable/accessible?

Possibly better maintenance of outdoor tennis facilities, especially the Guilford Tennis Center. 

All of the above. Better mowing & trimming, better baseball diamond upkeep, including fixing the dilapidated 
backstops. Addition of port-a-johns at all parks and sporting events. More park police presence, 
remove the riff raff.

Magic waters None
Tennis courts Fix existing Tennis courts
Tennis programs. Eliminate Nicholas Conservatory.  Add a large indoor location to serve the community year round 

(fitness, swimming, tennis, etc.
We love our neighborhood park (Highland) and the improvements that have been done there! I 
would keep neighborhood parks and programming. I would reinvest in the ice rinks. The ice 
facilities especially Riverview are in pretty poor shape when compared to the Sports Factory and 
Sportscore complexes.

The biggest addition needed is another sheet of ice for skating and hockey families. This would 
also allow for
More tournaments to increase
Revenue. Riverview Icehouse needs to be updated to save on maintenance costs. I don't really 
want to see anything eliminated, but I think exploring possibly selling Magic Waters or Aldeen 
Golf Course is a good idea.

Keep Magic Waters It's The Only Good Family Thing For Us To Do Here In The Summer. 
Provide night lighting for public access on all courts at Guilford.
Include the resurfacing of the five remaining tennis courts at Guilford in future plans. 
Include tennis in youth activities in neighborhood park courts.
Many of the tennis courts cannot be used because of the poor condition they are in.  The cracks 
have become dangerous and the nets are in very poor condition.  Our neighborhood courts 
provide a unique asset that other communities don't have. Don't let this asset become lost or 
wasted do to poor maintenance.

Maintain existing properties better.  If this means adding user fees to do it this might help to 
determine what is really important to the people of this city.  I don't believe we should raise 
taxes. 



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

I would keep the Tennis courts and reinvest in their upkeep. None
1.Please address the tennis communities' needs.  You've completely ignored that constituency. 
2. The neighborhood parks need to remain meaningful to their population. 3. The golf courses 
are big attractions and should be retained, but reduced in number.  4. Open spaces, trails and rec 
paths enhance community life and appearance.  5. I believe that the cultural activities should 
also be supported.

Just as a broad overlay, I'd comment that its best to focus on a few specific activities and do 
them really well (proper maintenance etc!) than offer a wide variety done poorly.  Additionally, I 
think its necessary for  the RPD to relook at its purpose, mission, vision and budget constraints 
and reconcile these as the baseline from which the needs of the community are addressed.  
"Bells and whistles" and "luxury" type programs and  services at the expense of high quality 
delivery on the basic needs is flawed.  I'd eliminate Magic Waters, all of the swimming pools; the 
ice house and those related facilities are nice luxuries if you can afford them; I'd sell all of the 
land that the RPD purchased for development and is not in use now; close the adventure 
activities (a luxury to have).  thanks for the  opportunity to comment.

Eliminate unused neighborhood parks. There is a baseball field that is in the Linden Pointe 
neighborhood, that I haven't seen used in 5 years. Yet it gets mowed by the park district. 

Magic waters, Nicholas Conservatory, Lockwood Better upkeep of playgrounds 
Non Non
$50 for tennis More tennis

programs for lgbt teens and adults
eliminate aldeen golf course from park district ownership

hands on activities at centers more notices of events
the playgrounds for kids none at all
magic waters, playground programs for kids marinelli field
facilities (sportscore, health factory)
bike path

continue to maintain successful facilities

programming for people with disabilities would love more dog parkss and another 3 par golf course like alpine hills
all more swimming places

It is difficult to take a group to magic waters even with the wonderful voucher. when you need to 
pay for food when little toddlers are involved, they need to snack throughout the day

I would keep the community wide events, dog parks, open space trails, and rec paths the 5 golf parks
I would keep and invest in the paths at the RPD I would like to see newer parks

Magic Waters is ridiculously priced for the small park it is. I also cannot believe the decision was 
made to not allow food in Park.Ridiculous! It’s clear you’re not business people



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

Facilities that can continuously be used for sports for Rockford residents such as golf courses, 
tennis courts, UW Sports Factory. Once you let go of these facilities, they are next to impossible 
to re-instate.

Rockford seems to have a big draw for sports tournaments such as soccer. We have great golf 
courses. 
Why not advertise outside of Rockford and create packages with local hotels. Everybody wins.
Also, would it be possible to work with the county for combination golf passes. Players like the 
variety.

Continue to maintain and     Update neighborhood parks. May need to increase user        Fees for some services
Parks open space passive rec paths Reduce hours of operation instead of eliminating facilities 
This is so hard. We have a fantastic park district. Getting rid of anything really hurts. I think our 
golf courses and sports facilities if posibleare really extremely reasonable compared to other 
communities. Could increased user fees help cover some of the activities like golf that more 
affluent people use? Keep the programs for children and families, especially those programs that 
so many Rockford families could not otherwise afford.

If possible, increase children/family programs, especially in the summer or after school. I wish I 
could think of programs that could generate funding for the Park District.

Playground area and equipment. More Senior citizens activities.
All of it Lower fees.
Paths. Close a golf course.

Sell Magic Waters.
Walking,social, outdoor activities like Bruce Munroe More programs for adults with disabilities
Tennis courts Too many soccer fields/facilities, MagicWaters is too expensive to continue, Festival of Lights is 

old, snow sculpting too dependent on weather, adventure sports have too many liabilities. Need 
better tennis courts!

Sinnissippi shared path, Nicholson Conservatory, neighborhood parks, Ice rinks. Would like to see more neighborhood parks, even if smaller, comprised of only a few vacant lots.  
 Current residence and past residences were in different locations, but each required either a 
mile to walk, or walking across major thoroughfares such as E State.

Additionally, reopening the tunnel beneath E State for pedestrian traffic would make a huge 
difference in allowing access to various parks and activities across E State from us.

I would like to see the grass moving improved and the lakes cared for in Park-er-Woods
Activities for children and teens. Eliminate some of the summer music series and add programs for children.
Neighborhood parks and playgrounds, dog parks, community events, conservatory, 
neighborhood swimming pools,youth programs 

Magic Waters could probably be better managed by a private for-profit entity; it seems that golf 
courses are becoming a thing of the past. I would really like to see better utilized neighborhood 
parks, particularly with more amenities for the aging population.

Neighborhood Parks and Playgrounds, Swimming (neighborhood pools). More walking paths in the west side areas of the city and unincorporated areas



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

Golf courses (trees, drainage, sand, etc), more than Aldeen
Nicholas
Lockwood
Sports Factory and Sportscore

Things I could live without and which could maybe be privatized are: Riverboat, Trolley, Sapora, 
Dog parks, Neighborhood pools, some open spaces.
Things I want to keep but wonder if better to privatize are: Waterpark, Ice Rink(s).
Things maybe better run by others: Why isn't Atwood like Severson Dells?
Things I would invest in are: Driving range at Ingersoll, more aggressive tree management on golf 
courses, more youth and family golf hour opportunities at Alpine hills, splash park downtown on 
river, neighborhood playgrounds, website for services registration system, More/longer zip line 
(or get rid of it).

Youth programs, sports facilities Resurface additional 5 tennis courts at Guilford, provide method to light (pay if 
necessary) all courts, maintain neighborhood parks and equipment, provide youth 
programs, charge sufficient entry fees to pay for most programs

School age programs.  Theaputic programs. I like swimming so neighborhood pools and magic 
waters. I'm sure it is costly but keeping magic waters in good condition can be important for the 
community. It is a place for families to spend time having fun together and it brings people to the 
community. It does seem like the cost is a bit high. 

An indoor pool would be nice. 
I have a dream that the park district starts an after school program for children with neurological 
disorders (this is a service lacking in our community). 

The parks and rec paths and pools. Also the tennis and golf facilities. Better maintenance of tennis courts. More youth instruction.
Golf facilities
Ice rinks
Camps

NA

special recreation
sell magic waters. sell one or two golf courses.

It's just nothing
Events everyone can take part on Fines for unsafe uses of park
Nothing I believe everything is ok I think you guys are doing great
security, after school care
I would keep and reinvest in the Therapeutic Recreation programs. The need is great in the area 
and that does not reflect with the cutting of programs/potential budget cuts.

To eliminate excess funds to skating programs, so many programs offered. Partnership w/ 
Ayso/Raptors for more soccer opportunities.
Adult kickball leagues - more than one night offered.

all programs extend to early mornings for summer camp
after school programs are a must as well as summer programs family programs as well n/a
I like it how it is now Just keep it the same
I believe that it is fine the way that it is. However, the RPD could progress by producing more 
events.

None that I can think of at the moment.



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

I'm disappointed you don't even mention tennis courts.  You need to refurbish the district's 
tennis courts and 
upgrade the settings.  You can do this by eliminating some courts and concentrating on the 
remainder.  Also, do it right.  The resurfacing at Guilford Tennis Center is awful.

Eliminate one of the golf courses and sell magic waters if you can find a buyer.  

I would keep the neighborhood parks, reinvest in the local swimming pools (besides magic 
waters)

I would change some of the parks, it gets old sometimes.

I would keep the afterschool programs and reinvest in the summer programs Another building. The buildings are awesome and so are the people but I feel like there should 
be another one in maybe the middle of rockford or anything close to that. also more community 
opportunities.

I would keep youth programs and park playground facilities, and reinvest in community pools

I would keep all the programs that was invented for the park district I think the age range should be 16 and up not 18
I would keep the summer programs and after school programs Have an indoor waterpark
golf courses (reinvest in other courses.. aldeen is not the only course in town)
outdoor education, atwood, lockwood
sports facilities
music in the park

eliminate magic waters

Be able to use the lighted tennis courts on any given evening at GTC. They used to have a switch 
for the first    five courts that you could activate and use in the evening. That was nice!

community center
playgrounds
sound of summer music

spring break and christmas break for kids

summer programs
flag football
youth sports

what percentage of minorities get to use the high price places

golf
neighborhood parks
neighborhood pools
trolly and boat

sell magic waters
less funds to festival of lights and more to neighborhood programs

parks I have none at this time
everything more programs

less fee
more free fees



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

pierce lake
bike paths
quary nature area

magic waters to be sold to a private entity
utilize juvenile offenders to pick up trash in parks

the help me play pachages and cool summer and winter activities opportunities for family (all inclusive)
family movie nights, ice skating nights, pokemon tournaments, family swim teams

all parks/sports factory
question is not clear? if you are referring to money I would suggest 1-5%. If you are talking about 
places, I would think Magic waters, Nicholas Observatory (which I did no know was owned by 
park dist) ice arenas & Adventure areas would hold the most opportunity for income.

maybe a "leader-in-training" position for the older teens to help with programs - a volunteer 
position that would give additional help but could be "paid" with park dist activities (pool passes, 
magic water passes, ice skatepasses etc)

neighborhood parks
sinnissippi concerts
Sand Park, Forest City Queen, neighborhood parks and programs during summer for the kids - 
mine used it many years ago. also summer concerts at sinn. should have donation boxes for 
those, even $1 would help per person. I send the park district check yearly to maintain those as 
they are important to me.

Sell magic waters to private company and quit thinking of now things to spend money on
maintain what we already have, not go building more expensive sites for the taxpayers to pay for
what percentage goes to the zip line, snow park, wake park, and how many can afford to? some 
with magic waters - noce but - a drain when we have bad weather and then lawsuits because of it

pools, golf, river ammenities more advertising and online registration for local weekend events
neighborhood parks and playgrounds
golf courses
public swimming pools
activities/facilities supporting tourism
nature areas

eliminate magic waters
eliminate movement towards gaming machines

bruce munro at NCG last year was the best thing this city has seen in forever Nothing is free - perhaps you need to consider trading "volunteer" work for access to facilities 
and programs
your volunteer application packet is extremely intrusive and not conducive to encouraging new 
help

Ice rinks Additional Ice at Riverview 



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

Ingersoll GC, Sandy Hollow GC, Aldeen GC, Guilford Tennis Center, Ice Houses, Neighborhood 
parks (less the tennis courts), trails and paths, riverfront attractions (less the FCQ and Trolly), 
Sports Centers

swim facility with the RPS that would have indoor and outdoor swimming including 50 Meter 
pools for both (eliminate the neighborhood pools and Magic Waters).  consolidate programming 
and offer year-round events and programs for all ages.  Single point of management and support.
Consolidate all tennis in one or two locations (GTC and ?).  eliminate the need for supporting 
courts all over the city.  90+% of people drive to the tennis courts regardless of where they are 
located.  will allow for consolidated programs, better programs, consolidated support and 
staffing and better coordination with year-round tennis.
Rebuild the icehouse facilities to accommodate the needs of the community going forward. past 
efforts have been a result of original downtown planning and a private development.  define true 
community needs and develop a facility that meets long term needs versus continuing to support 
aging and costly multi-location facilities and programs.

eliminate aldeen - very little usage and the people there are not friendly and have an attitude

dog parks and golf none
the sports facilities
golf courses - spend at least 3x a week at this activity
sports activities for kids

magic waters - rarely have used

all of the golf courses could sell magic waters
golf courses, playgrounds change of staff at aldeen, very unfriendly, rude, and don't make you feel welcome. too big of a 

drain on taxpayers.



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

Riverview ice house My daughter is a figure skater and she trains every day. She is not allowed to train at the Janet 
Lynn Arena (riverview) She is only allowed to train at the Carlson Ice Arena, which is like training 
at Chuck E Cheese. The sapora playworld, the birthday parties, etc. are not the environment that 
you see at other figure skating facilities in the suburbs. There are too many distractions, and the 
facility is on the outskirts of town. Why are the figure skaters not allowed to train where the 
famous Janet Lynn trained? The figure skating program is a disaster right now. We need 
someone to care more than ever right now. We just lost two main coaches and PR for the figure 
skating program is at an all time low. The figure skaters and their parents are extremely 
disappointed with the way the rinks are being run and the figure skating program is almost non-
existent. Rockford used to be at the top, but ever since the Park District has allowed the figure 
skating program to be run by hockey players, it seems that the Park District does not care about 
us or the thousands of dollars we spend at your rinks on a monthly basis. They are resurfacing 
the ice at Carlson right now, and we have all known this was coming for a year. But did they set 
up the harnesses at riverview? No. Did they bring the CD player down to the ice? No. It is as 
though no one cares. We are taxpayers too, and we demand better from the Park District. The 
private skating lessons are a dollar a minute!!!! At that rate, there had better be a CD player and 
a harness. Why is the figure skating program being tossed aside? If hickey is making so much 
money, take some of that money and reinvest in figure skating. Figure skating used to be bigger 
than hockey until the Park District gave up on us when the blackhawks signed on. It’s like saying 
“thanks for everything figure skaters, but we have the blackhawks now, so you’re no longer 
needed.” Bring figure skating back to riverview and get a REAL skating director who has actually 
skated, coached, competed, tested, trained, and managed a thriving skating program. Don’t just 
combine the sapora playworld Directors job with skating director. Shameful what you all have 
done to the skating program.

as the budget allows better lighting at neighborhood parks and open sand park pool
west side parks and programs keep all public courses

make aldeen a country club
ingersoll golf course is beautiful! please do not close it.
river boat - forest city queen
trolley
golf courses - keep
nicholas conservatory was not needed, should have just improved old greenhouse



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

the trolley and boat
summer music program

note about "The Oaks Park: on N. Main
Two or three trees were removed last year and no trees were planted to replace them
since it is the oaks park it would seem appropriate to have oaks planted.

white water park addition
more activities that keep families involved
more activities for the teenagers
career building
counseling
health
recreation
outlets (youth parties and get togethers)
self esteem

love park, I have a family that moved here from a bad area and is happy because they live by a 
park
Parks are always a benefit for young kids and youth. all extracurricular activities kids can be in 
are worth the investment - keeps kids out of trouble.

I'm not sure of all locations - so many changing a few locations of parks

youth activities more teen activities in all neighborhood parks
the levings lake shows and activities held at parks more activities and things for children
childrens form
Ice rinks More ice rinks we have all these soccer fields and the sports factory that bring in revenue to 

Rockford if we had more ice we could do the same and host tournaments also

yes more programs for teenagers
water parks roads
I love the park district none
focus on best practice programming for middle school kids, they are at the greatest risk convert some neighborhood parks for natural areas with mowed paths

stop trying to be all things to people
opportunities for kids
after school and summer programs I believe that the park district is doing an excellent job, my children attend and enjoy it
more playgrounds and basketball courts with lots of courts more supplies and snacks for children and people who volunteer
I would keep the community centers and park playgrounds. It keeps the youth and teens off the 
streets. Also the adults are able to workout and utilize the gym as well as the community center.

sports activities\\after school programs



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

the center longer hours
make the neighborhood a more children friendly place no changes just make it baby

keeping events for the whole summer, they start late and end early
blackhawk boys and girls club none
play areas play areas
all youth programs and after school summer camps and sports to keep our children active off the 
streets save lives

better hours for summer camp for working parents
better meals for the children
it maybe the only one some get save lives

sell a pass for 5 rounds of golf all courses
our golf courses have a good reputation and should be advertised more often
special discounts could be given to encourage more people to get in the swing of things

if you are losing money on a program, fix it and make it profitable or eliminate it even if it was 
popular at one time.

golf programs and lessons
golf courses
tr programs
youth programs
sports factory
mercy health

riverboat
magic waters
dog parks
carlson

all golf courses since fitness, nature, and family all benefit since elliot is the best course consider closing aldeen since the cost is prohibiting to some and 
the district spend a disproportionate amount of money to aldeen. sell aldeen to amcore

sell magic waters
I have purchased a golf season pass for 3 years in a row now since retiring. we have a very 
valuable resource with our courses and the affordability factor is the biggest reason I purchased 
it. I live closer to the county courses, but they are more expensive. Maintenance on city courses 
could improve, but I know funds are tight. But I feel the golf courses are among the most valued 
by people from outside our community. If they deteriorate too much, the cost value won't 
matter and they'll stop coming.

Is it possible to expand the taxing district. Most in loves park and machesney park aren't taxed 
but have the same distance as many to access park district properties.

golf it is a great outdoors activity questions on the $100 it would compare to drop off water in 
lake michigan unless if was from every person in rockford

don't build, but maintain what you have, do it right

sports facilities that bring people and money into the community
I think I would recommend that there should be more advertising on what is available for 
everyone



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

all present parks and services except magic waters and aldeen unfortunately golf is being used less, no fault of the park district. To save money - eliminate 
Aldeen. way too much money is spent here. Not enough play here to justify the money spent. 
Sell it - the land etc. to save the wonderful park district which is the crown jewel of rockford.

keep all
teach swimming to everyone to eliminate drowning

think of groups of ladies playing gold - be able to eat short lesson and then play, lots of older 
women without husbands

Planting new trees and other plant material. Let areas be natural as can look with more groomed 
areas.

Use higher quality benches, should be more lovely to look at! And comfortable! Leak would look 
better and last a long time too.

If there were free driving ranged and unlimited golf balls
sandy hollow should keep its beauty, love the golf courses Golf carts are so expensive, aldeen is rude, only driver should pay for golf cart, more holes where 

you can fill up on water, more club/shoe/ball cleaners.
The Sports Factory and Mercy Health - GREAT FACILITIES - we need to reinvest in our hockey and 
ice skating programs and rinks. 

Empty Bergner's Warehouse - Mercy Health WEST???  also move the hockey rink by Tinker 
Cottage to over by Carlson - it would get more use. 

Rockford is known for its golf, you need to keep up the golf courses. When things are good you 
took money away from the courses for other programs. Now you want to close a golf course 
because of the upkeep costs.

I think you have too many parks. There should be a moratorium on any more kind acquisitions. 
You should look at selling off parks in some overlapping areas.

programs which serve a large number of people eliminate buildings which are in poor condition. sell land not use replace sand park pool. do not 
accept land giveaways if the land requires refurbishing.
sell magic waters
reduce fees at aldeen - will generate additional rounds = $
sell properties the park district does not utilize

fun activities pool, go car, baseball field, paintball stadium
bathroom more tents for weather
all playgrounds and keep them clean and safe just a little more cleaning services at restrooms at the parks
keep open trails budget cuts
$100 more things to do
If my money wasn't going into good causes Trees next to playgrounds for shade
Have all kids in programs to keep them busy more kids programs
sports facility
keep recreational activities, woods, and slides
reinvest in more music and entertainment

more music events
more community events



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

live at levings
el parque
youth summer camp
neighborhood parks
the getaway park

snow sculpture

summer camps more children come
historic land marks renovated better advertising
cabins
park rentals
forest preserves

none

more people and things to do all summer
plant more trees more trees at levings

fun fair at the park district
I would like that there could be an arts and crafts park close to my house more events like this
keep all parks and programs events for teens

more neighborhood parks
playgrounds more trees for shade around the playground so the slides and swings don't burn the babies

trees by playgrounds
showers for the parks more bathrooms

more tents
mas informacion x fb
mas carpas para el sol
mas banos

conservuria todo, un buen ambiente. reinvertiria en mas bances poner mas banos
prinsipalmente tener limpios todos los parques y cuidarlos
los arboles y animales
mas cosas familiares

mas banos limpios

equipos para hacer egercisio publico en los parques
seguridad diciplina para que esten limpios gracias
piscinas dias para familias
domingos en el parque
juegos para ninos

todos, los eventos, estamos satisfactos con todo

parks and playgrounds, pools
programas para ninos de canto y musica



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

actividades para la comunidad latino o rockford en general torneos de futbol
competicciones para los ninos en general
aser mas seguido la colubibencia con cosus creativas actividades para los ninos

las areas verdes todo esto bien
keep trails more bike trails
tener opurtunidades iguales para todas personas de rockford. desde programas para adulecents 
a actividades familiares

amuentar el numero de programas para ninos

en mi opinion no conservara todo y reinventar probalmente mas personal en espanol mas personal en espanol
los deportes y actividades familiares, y poner flores juegos huevos en los parques
nada, mejor bajar los precious de registraccion para actividades de los ninos nada

Public lighting for guilford tennis center and more community outreach events held throughout 
the year
Guilford tennis courts should have the lighting system available to the public along with better 
maintenance of public parks such as grass being cut, water fountains clean and open and 
volleyball courts with new sand.

Keep neighborhood parks and programs in the summer for children. Also keep the cultural 
events for the com-
munity. Continue to maintain the parks as before. 

Since golf is not as popular sport as it was even 15 years ago...closing one of the golf courses or 
combining
the city and county golf courses together. This could possibly eliminate duplication of expenses. 

neighborhood parks, adventure parks, trails streamline offerings, not be so spread out/thin, maximize use of current properties
Better tennis court surfaces An annual tennis tournament for different skill levels for people in the community
Pools!!!! More splash pads.upgrade Churchill’s play area again No more skate parks.we have plenty now
magic waters parques para mascotas
la limpiesa
pedirle a la gente que tire su basura correctamente

mas seguros mas seguridad

mas atracciones familiares mas actividades educacionales y motivacionales
deportes para ninos y menos bosque todo igual
parques familiares todo me parese bien en el parque por el momento
yo pienso que los programos que conozco me parecen bien los programas me parecen bien
los programas de deportes y actividades familiares realmente me gusta todos los lugares y actividades que hemos participado hasta ahora
mas lugares de pisinas y que esten accesible en lo economico mas eventos como este esta excelente
tener todos los parques con luegos infatiles y buen cesped ninguno
todos lo voluntarios mas seguridad

mas seguridad



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

recreasion
diversior

ninguno

todos los parques y programas para los ninos
0-5 indoor play spaces are very important in this climate. In Ames, IA the old high school now 
houses the city offices and hosted indoor tricycle time in the years I lived there. I failed to get it 
started at the community building in Belvidere when I tried.
Activities for teens for recreation and career development need to be of utmost importance. 
Musical development such as programs like Live at Levings need to be expanded to more areas 
of the city. If a survey were given to teens, it would reveal they spend a great deal of the time 
and would desire more in music and dance.

Focus on a family reunion site with amenities for all ages. Perhaps a home along the river with a 
small pool, jet skis, boat, and one supervisor and could be rentable. I looked for this in years past 
and ended up at Doty Park in Belvidere, Volcano Falls, Midway Village, Cliffbreakers. Our family 
was planning to meet every two years for three days. Sell some land on Alpine. I lived by the park 
when I was young. Needed middle school activities, not land.
abehling@comcast.net
LinkedIn: Amy Behling

keeping kids active and involved more fundings in all districts
programs for the youth equalization of programs to all races

maintain programs and camps for youth
Washington Park because that is the only community center
Magic Waters to make it more attractive both locally and surrounding areas
keeping smiles on all gods childrens faces more kids and better playing equipment
summer camps
live at levings
magic waters
conservatory gardens

more summer camps

more summer camps
youth programs and summer camps more open space for exercise
summer camps and more teen activities more teen activities
the new sports building on madison street
community centers

more jobs for children 13 and up
summer jobs
teen programs needed

more summer school programs
all after school programs, art and cultural programs, neighborhood parks and programs, youth 
programs before and after school more of everything that they have already

continuation of programs and activities after school and during summer and winter

please don't make non-resident fees too much higher than resident fees
I like the variety that the park district offers

allow people who work for the city of rockford but not live in tax boundaries get resident level 
fees
have a membership system like at the conservatory for the ice rinks



Question 13: What would you keep and reinvest in at the Rockford Park 
District?

Question 14: What changes (additions and/or eliminations) would you like to 
see at the Rockford Park District?

Ice Arena, Parks, Paths
I do think we need to charge for everything, no more freebies

No community center or Y involvement
Washington Park Community Center resulted in the death of a child over a fight in flag football. 
Community centers need to go. Bad culture and bad behavior happen there. Pull out of the 
Public Housing so everyone can safely enjoy the park district.

although we do not utilize golf, many do and it is a benefit to the community. fix riverview and 
expand, if possible neighborhood parks
theraputic rec - it's an area where RPD exceeds and could expand

pools - expense to maintain
magic waters elimination
tennis courts lessened again an expense to maintain
perhaps one complex each side of the river

resurface 5 remaining courts at Guilford Tennis Center
Night lighting for all courts at Guilford
Include tennis in youth activities at neighborhood parks
neighborhood park tennis courts such as Highland can help families and neighborhoods build 
togetherness

good competition between park district and school to improve physical wellness of students and 
parents continued

I feel that the Trolley and Forest City Queen are historical and valuable in the community. 
Nicholas Conservatory is also a wonderful family experience.

Though sports complexes are important, I feel that more time and money should be thrown 
towards outdoor parks and other recreational services for families. I also feel that it is important 
to remember teen and young adult services.

athletic facilities eliminate magic waters
changes - golf management staff need a change in attitude and effort. emphasis needs to be 
placed on maximizing revenues and moving forward with programs

magic waters! keep it please like to see life guards at magic waters do more walking and less running from station to station. 
bad example for younger children. would like to see clocks at magic waters. would like to have 
ceiling fans in dressing areas to be able to change quicker
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